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INTRODUCTION

Monsieur Boutmy's Etudes de Droit Constitution-

ncl has reached a second edition in his own country.

It has both in England and America been recognized

by all persons interested in the comparative study of

institutions as a brilliant and original essay on the

essential differences between English and French con-

stitutionalism.

In introducing the book in an English form to readers

unable to enjoy the French original, I can confidently

recommend it to the attention of students. The work

was originally composed for Frenchmen ; hence the

author occasionally insists upon features in the English

Constitution which to Englishmen may appear to be too

well known to require notice or explanation. But the

fact that the essay is written by a foreigner for

foreigners, though it may seem at first sight to limit the

utility of the book for English students, is in reality one

of its great recommendations. We all forget to note

matters with which we are familiar. Hence the best
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descriptions of a country's institutions have been often,

not to say generally, composed by foreign observers. A
stranger who has carefully studied the policy of a

nation which is not his own seizes the broad outline of

its political system more easily than can a native. If

he overlooks or mistakes a few details, he obtains a

better general view of the whole constitutional fabric

than can a man who looks at the institutions of his

country from the inside. Monsieur Boutmy is no

exception to this rule. He has indeed mastered all that

can be learnt from the best English historians such as

Freeman or Stubbs ; writing before the appearance of

Mr. Bryce's exhaustive monograph on the American

Commonwealth, he displays a more intimate knowledge

of the American Constitution and of American politics

than is generally possessed by well-educated English-

men. But his claim to attention does not depend upon

erudition. The aim of his book is to criticize and

explain the constitutional ideas which govern the

action of the English people in the light thrown upon

them by a comparison with the ideas which have guided

the constitution makers of France. It is this compari-

son which constitutes the true value of Monsieur

Boutmy's work. An Englishman learns from it no new

facts about the institutions of his country, but he is

taught to look at familiar facts from a new point of

view.
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Monsieur Boutmy further, with great ingenuity,

carries over to America, so to speak, the contrast

between English and French ideas of government.

He shows that, marked as are the contrasts between the

English Monarchy and the American Republic, the

institutions of the English people on both sides the

Atlantic are in essence though not in form the same,

and that they stand in marked contrast with the

institutions of France. All the characteristics, he

suggests, which distinguish the Constitution of England

from every one of the constitutions of France reappear,

though in a curiously changed shape, in America. In

the United States, as in England, custom has the

authority of law. The constitutional history of the

United States is as obviously as the constitutional

history of England the record of an attempt to

close political contests by means of treaties. The

development of American no less than of English

political institutions has been the result of a long

conflict between powers which existed prior to the

Constitution. The crown, the nobility, and the commons

existed long before the English Constitution had even a

name. The States, Monsieur Boutmy insists, created the

American nation ; it was certainly not the American

people which created the States.

Of the translation I have said little. Anyone who

can read French should study the works of a writer
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so lucid and brilliant as Monsieur Boutmy in the

author's own language. The object of the translator

has been not to render the French original sentence

by sentence, and still less word for word, but to give,

as far as possible, the meaning, the effect, and the

spirit of each of Monsieur Boutmy's pages.

An Appendix to the second edition of the Etudes

de Droit Constitutionnel contains replies to some of

Monsieur Boutmy's critics. This Appendix is omitted in

the translation. The criticisms being for the most part

unknown in England, the answers thereto have, it is

conceived, little interest for English students.

For the few notes, enclosed in brackets and marked

(D), I am myself solely responsible.

A. V. Dicey.

Oxford. May, 1891.



PREFACE

Of the three following essays two have been published

separately, the one in 1878, the other in 1884. In the

first I have attempted to make a critical survey of the

English Constitution, combined with as complete a

classification as possible, of its sources. I trust that I

have not omitted anything essential. I do not examine

into the institutions themselves, nor do I attempt to

describe them ; such a subject cannot be dealt with in a

hundred pages. I am satisfied, first, to distinguish the

different parts of the political compact ; next, to note

the special characteristics of each according to its origin,

and lastly, to define the general spirit of the Consti-

tution in which these parts are merged.

The second essay, d propos of a question of method,

opens a number of vistas and, so to say, side-views of

the Constitution of the United States. These views

are tolerably numerous ; they throw light over a con-

siderable surface, so that the reader can form a fairly

complete picture of the whole Constitution. A good
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deal of the detailed information in this essay is new,

and if it does nothing more, it may possibly somewhat

shake men's confidence in certain prejudices of very

old standing.

Owing to the political circumstances of the day, the

actual information given in these two essays has excited

an unusual amount of attention ; but I think the real

value of this work to the public is of a different kind,

and does not in the main arise from the information

which the essays contain. I have given great care to

fixing the rules to be followed in exploring certain

departments of public law which have been mapped

out, either badly, or not at all. 1 have dwelt at length

on the precautions to be taken against the pitfalls into

which any person may fall owing to individual bias and

the influence of national circumstances. I have pointed

out, above all—and this is a warning against the snare

most dangerous to Frenchmen—that constitutional

mechanism has no value or efficiency in itself, inde-

pendently of the moral and social forces which support

it or put it in motion ; though by this I do not mean

to deny that the excellence of the mechanism inten-

sifies the action of these forces and makes it more

durable and regular.

The third essay has not been published before. It

suggested itself to me from the juxtaposition of the two

which precede it ; it constitutes in a measure the con-
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elusion drawn from them. By a more rigid and con-

tinuous comparison with France, I have in this essay-

tried to recapitulate and bring out the differences not

only in form and in structure, but in essence and in

kind, between the Constitutions of England and the

United States on the one hand, and France on the

other. These differences are connected with the funda-

mental notion of sovereignty, which differs in the three

countries.

E. BOUTMY.
May, 1885.





PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The indulgence with which this little volume has

been received by the public encourages me to bring out

a second edition. The three essays in the original

edition are untouched. To the one on America, I have

made a somewhat important addition concerning the

exercise of the legislative function by the Chamber of

Representatives.

Though tempted to do so, I did not wish to enter

into certain questions of extra-constitutional order in

the United States which have arisen of late, and will

certainly be some of the problems of the future. I

should have been, to a certain extent, justified in yielding

to this temptation ; for, whatever be the solution of

these questions, its effect will certainly be felt in the

region of public law. The rapidity with which the

growth of landed estates has begun and progresses ; the

immense extent of the latifundia ; the approaching

exhaustion of the available soil— that seemingly

inexhaustible treasure—the increase of tenant farmers
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(a class hitherto almost unknown and now by degrees

replacing the yeomen who work their own estates) ; the

appearance of the agrarian question ; the radical and

socialistic character of the remedies proposed—these

things all show an alteration of the ancient basis on

which the political fabric was erected. But if it is

certain that the United States will tend to enlarge

and strengthen the action of the central government,

in proportion to their advance in population and

material civilization, one cannot say as yet whether

this centralization will be for the benefit of a single

Federation or of several. The question of secession is not

yet closed. Will the government of Washington alone

profit by the powers taken from the thirty-eight States,

or will these powers be divided among three or four

governments at the head of Federations, fixed by

natural geographical divisions ? These are serious

questions, which I could not have entered upon without

giving more space to speculative conjectures than was

compatible with my original plan.1

E. Boutmt.

May, 1888.

1 [A short paragraph is here omitted. It refers to the replies to

critics which do not appear in this translation (D.).]
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PART I

ORIGIN AND SPIRIT OF THE ENGLISH

CONSTITUTION
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PAKT I

ORIGIN AND SPIRIT OF THE ENGLISH

CONSTITUTION

The English Constitution is undoubtedly the first of

all free constitutions in age, in importance, and in

originality. It existed, with all its main features, four

hundred years earlier than any other constitution. It

has served more or less as the model for all existing

constitutions. It contains the explanation, and embodies

the true meaning, of more than one provision which its

imitators have not always understood or have knowingly

diverted from its first intention. No general or en-

lightened study of positive constitutional law can be

undertaken without an exhaustive knowledge of this

capital example. But the course to be pursued in

acquiring this knowledge cannot be compared to any

ordinary path, and especially not to the broad highway

which the French jurists have laid out by rule and line

in the domain of their law. It ought rather to be

compared in the words of Pascal to un chemin qui

march c, or to a river whose moving surface glides away

at one's feet, meandering in and out in endless curves,

now seeming to disappear in a whirlpool, now almost
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lost to sight in the verdure. Before venturing upon this

river you must be sure to take in the whole of its

course from a distance, you must study the chain of

mountains in which it rises, the affluents which swell

its waters, the valleys in which it widens out, the sharp

turns where it gets choked with sand, and the alluvial

soil which it deposits on its banks. The most fertile of

these preparatory studies, and that which should come

first, is the analysis of the sources of the Constitution.

Section i

In the year 1793 Herault de Sechelles inquired at

the Bibliotheque Nationale for a copy of the laws of

Minos. Any one would make the same mistake now

who hunted for the text of the English Constitution.

There is no text but there are texts. These texts a$e

of every age and have never been codified. Nor even

taken all together do they contain nearly the whole of

English constitutional law, the greater part of which is

unwritten. On any question of importance it is necessary

to refer, in almost every case, to several different laws

whose dates are centuries apart, or to a series of pre-

cedents which go far back into history. For example,
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the constitution of the House of Lords is the result

of several different statutes dated respectively 1707, 1

1800,2 1829,3 1847,4 I860,5 1876,6 of an opinion of the

judges in 1782 7 and of innumerable customs. The

duration of Parliament is determined by two Acts, one

of the time of George I., one of 1867, without counting

the usage, in virtue of which about a year of the

statutory time is curtailed. Publicists and jurists have

taken the trouble to search out and compare these texts

and to write down their decisions, and the legislator has

left this work to them, for no legislator has ever stamped

any methodical digest of the constitutional provisions

with his authority.

This state of things is very far removed from the idea

that the French have of a Constitution. For eighty

years past French history shows us under this name

one single document conceived all at once, promulgated

on a given day, and embodying all the rights of govern-

ment, and all the guarantees of liberty, in a series of

connected chapters. Such are notably the French Con-

stitutions of the revolutionary period from which all

the rest take their form and origin ; they are like

mathematical demonstrations or scientific classifications

i [6 Anne c. 11 (d).] 2 [39 & 40 Geo. III. c. 67 (d).]

3 [10 Geo. IV. c. 7 (d).] 4 [10 & 11 Vict. c. 108 (d).]

5 [32 & 33 Vict. c. 42 (d).] g [39 & 40 Vict. c. 54 (d).]

7 [See Anson, Law and Custom of the Constitution, p. 185 (d).]

It is in virtue of this opinion of 1782 that Scotch peers, created

peers of the United Kingdom, are allowed to take their seats in

the House of Lords. Up to that time they were excluded. [See

as to statutes affecting the House of Lords, Index of the Statutes,

Tit. " House of Lords" (d).]
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starting with an axiom as a heading ; they are all works

of art and logic.

The French are accustomed to see nothing but the

advantages of this system, and they are evident. The

English have chiefly felt its inconveniences and dangers.

Probably they have been influenced by two facts : first,

that to publish a clear, methodical, and analytical work

for all readers would be to invite perpetual competition

in producing an improved version, to make one's self

amenable to logic, i.e. to a tribunal from which the right

of appeal is indefinite ; secondly, that every systematic

construction is tantamount to a promise to produce

something complete and perfect which shall provide for

and guard against every contingency, and this is to

attempt an impossibility, so that the energy wanted to

make such a Constitution, and the enthusiasm which it

excites when first made, are only equalled by the cruel

disappointments which follow as soon as it is put in

force. So the English have left the different parts of

their Constitution just where the wave of history had

deposited them ; they have not attempted to bring them
together, to classify or complete them, or to make a

consistent and coherent whole.

This scattered Constitution gives no hold to sifters

of texts and seekers after difficulties. It need not fear

critics anxious to point out an omission, or theorists

ready to denounce an antinomy. The necessities of

politics are so complex ; so many different interests are

mixed up in them, so many opposing forces run counter

to each other, that it is impossible to get together all

the essential elements of a stable fabric and put them
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in their proper places, if the work is carried on under

the eyes of a people whose taste is for homogeneous

materials and a regular plan. The way to meet the

difficulty is to arrange so that an ordinary spectator

shall not be able to have any general view, such as

would be given by codification. By this means only

can you preserve the happy incoherences, the useful

incongruities, the protecting contradictions which have

such good reason for existing in institutions, viz. that

they exist in the nature of things, and which, while

they allow free play to all social forces, never allow any

one of these forces room to work out of its alloted line>

or to shake the foundations and walls of the whole fabric.

This is the result which the English flatter themselves

they have arrived at by the extraordinary dispersion

of their constitutional texts, and they have always taken

good care not to compromise the result in any way by

attempting to form a code.
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Section ii

There are four principal sources of English Constitu-

tional Law : (1) Treaties, or §was*-treaties, (2) Precedents

and customs generally known as Common Law, (3)

Compacts, and (4) Statutes. The first and the two

last of these divisions are the written part of the

Constitution, the second is the unwritten part. They

do not always differ much in form. The difference is

chiefly to be found in their essential characteristics, in

the matters which they regulate, and in the spirit

which has dictated them.

There are two Treaties :—the Act of Union with

Scotland (1707),
1 and the Act of Union with Ireland

(1800).
2 The characteristics of treaties in the general

sense of the word is that they bring two nations and

two sovereignties face to face. The special characteristic

of these two Acts of Union is, that the two sovereigns

appear on the scene only in order to be absorbed

and melted into one : these statutes belong to inter-

national law for a moment and then take rank in

constitutional law. The Acts of 1707 are two statutes,

one voted by the Scotch Parliament, and the other by

the English Parliament, and sanctioned separately by

Anne, first as Anne, Queen of Scotland,3 and secondly

i
[6 Anne, c. 11 (d).]

2 [39 & 40 Geo. III. c. 67 (d).]

3 The sanction in Scotland was not given as in England by the

French phrase La reine le veut, pronounced after reading the title

of the Bill, but by the representative of the Crown touching the

parchment on which the Bill was written with a sceptre.
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as Anne, Queen of England. These statutes are only

the ratification of one and the same instrument or

treaty 1 drawn up by a commission composed of duly

authorized representatives of the two kingdoms. At

this time Scotland was as completely separated from

England as was Hanover at a later date, or even more

so. Her government, her laws, her system of taxes, her

trade, were all in a sort of rivalry with England, and

even the constitution of her official Church was in direct

opposition to the Anglican Church. The two countries

were only held together by the personal and dynastic

union which threatened to come to an end at that

very moment. Scotland had not, like England, passed

an Act of Settlement which eventually called the

Hanoverian branch to the throne, in case of Anne's

dying without issue ; but reserved to herself by a

special Act the right of settling the reversion to the

throne, in a way different from that fixed by the

English settlement.2 This separation of the two

nations, verging on hostility up to the last moment,

was finally overcome by able statesmanship in 1707.

The Acts of 1800 are the two statutes 39 & 40 Geo.

III. c. 67, and 40 Geo. III. c. 38. They did not pass

without difficulty. Ireland, long treated as a conquered

country, had shortly before contrived, under cover of the

American War, to force the English Parliament into

giving her almost entire independence. In 1782 it had

1 The articles of union are described as a treaty in the Act

itself. [See preamble to 6 Anne, c. 11 (d).]

2 Act of Security, rejected in 1703, passed in 1704. [See

Burton, History of Scotland, viii., pp. 92, 99-101 (d).]
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been decided that Ireland should have her own laws and

her own courts of justice, and that her Parliament

should have the free use of its own initiative, which up

to that time had been subject to the approval of the

king's privy council.

These concessions might have caused most serious

embarrassment to the Government at Westminster.

The danger was manifest when during the short

period of George III.'s insanity the question of a

regency was raised. There was actually nothing to

prevent the Irish Parliament from choosing a regent,

and this regent need not have been the one chosen by

the English Parliament. In this case there would have

been two regents, one at Dublin and one in London.

The transition from two regents to two kings would have

been quickly accomplished. The union of the two

crowns, the only union which existed between the two

countries, was threatened, and the near neighbourhood

of the French Revolution increased the danger. In

1798 there was a formidable rebellion. Pitt acted

promptly ; before a few months had elapsed, by means

of money or honours he had bought over the majority

of the Irish Parliament, and in 1800 x
it solemnly gave

up its national independence.

The objects and the consequences of the two Acts of

Union are shown by their very titles. The first made
England and Scotland into one State under the name
of Great Britain. The second united Ireland to Great

1 The Union with Ireland voted by the English Parliament,

July 2nd, 1800, came into force on January 1st, 1801. The
Union with Scotland came into force May 1st, 1707.
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Britain, and thus constituted the United Kingdom. The

practical form which this double consolidation takes is

:

(1) the adoption by each of the two kingdoms thus

annexed to England and to Great Britain respectively

of one and the same dynasty, together with the settle-

ment of the Crown in perpetuity on the Protestant

line of the House of Hanover
; (2) the introduction of

a certain number of Scotch and Irish members into

the two Houses of the English Parliament.

The Parliament thus constituted legislates for the

whole of the United Kingdom; but the special laws

of Scotland and Ireland which existed previous to the

union remain in force as long as they are not repealed.

A considerable number of these statutes exist, and

they differ so considerably that Parliament finds it

necessary from time to time to make special Acts for

each kingdom. This is the reason why the following

phrase is so often met with at the beginning or end of

a statute :
" This Act does not extend to Scotland or

Ireland." 1 This exception is not necessary for the Isle

of Man and the Channel Islands which are not parts

of- the United Kingdom. These islands are bound only

by statutes in which they are particularly named.2

The most important of the other provisions of the

two Acts of Union relates to the Church.

The Episcopal Church in England is an Established

Church, that is to say, the Church which is in possession

of the parish, livings, benefices, tithes, and church-

1 There are several statutes which apply to Wales only.

2 [1 Steph. Comm. (9th ed.) p. 101. Or which by necessary im-

plication are intended to extend to the Channel Islands (d).]
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yards : the law regulates and sanctions its dogma, its

constitution, its liberties, its jurisdiction and its ritual

:

the Queen takes an oath to maintain it, the Government

takes part in its administration by nominating high

dignitaries and certain incumbents of benefices. In

Scotland the Presbyterian Church is the official Church

recognized by the Act of 1707, consecrated by law,

and put in possession of the edifices and ecclesiastical

revenues. There is, indeed, an Episcopal Church in

Scotland, but it is a free Church,1 just as the Presby-

terian Church is free in England. Great Britain has

therefore two State Churches, the Crown is the legal

supporter of two opposite systems of sacerdotal hier-

archy on the two sides of the Tweed.

Per contra, Ireland has no official Church at all. The

Episcopal Protestant Church of Ireland, formerly one and

the same with the Church of England, was disestablished

in 1869, i.e. separated from the state and dispossessed of

its property under certain reservations which protected

the interests of actual incumbents. It has now become

a free Church.

The extraordinary diversity which is the characteristic

of English public law is patent in all the facts which

we have just noted. The French mind has a natural

taste for simplicity and uniformity. Its creations bear

the impress of these two qualities, and it naively ex-

1 Queen Anne in a letter to the Scotch Parliament in 1703

begged that a little tolerance should be shown to the adherents of

the Episcopal Church, she called them " Dissenters/' making use

of the same name that she would have given to the Presbyterians

in addressing the English Parliament. [See Her Majesty's Letter,

Burton, History of Scotland, viii., p. 90 (d).]
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pects to find the same characteristics in every other

human work. Any one who wants to feel at home in the

English Constitution, and to understand it thoroughly,

must get rid of any such expectation at once, for the

English Constitution does not recognize any such ideals

as simplicity and uniformity. Indeed, it seems as if its

authors had deliberately avoided, as a dangerous ex-

treme, any attempt at unity, or at laying down general

principles, or at assimilation and fusion of the different

parts of the Constitution. They certainly carefully

guarded against all the generalizations and simplifica-

tions, which the creators of French public law were

always striving for with the greatest faith and ardour,

not to say passion.

Strictly speaking, a third Act x should come under the

head of Treaties, i.e. the statute which was passed in

1858 for the better government of India. In India

there existed, in fact, no independent sovereign, but a

qviasi-sovereign. whose authority became extinct and has

now devolved on the English nation. The East India

Company gave up its autonomy by the passing of the

Act of 1858. The Crown had alienated part of its

regal rights in favour of the Company, which, from the

extent of its resources, its military and financial power,

and the almost uncontrolled authority it exercised over

its conquests, was virtually a state within the state. By

means of a compromise which gave to the directors of

the Company the power of nominating seven members

out of fifteen in the supreme council, the Crown re-

gained possession of this immense \ ndian Empire

1 [21 & 22 Vict. c. 106 (d).]
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Since that time it has been governed by a special

Secretary of State. With regard to her other colonies

England has pursued an opposite policy. To the most

powerful and most civilized, Canada, the Cape of Good

Hope, and the Australian provinces, she first granted a

representative and parliamentary constitution with a

responsible ministry, then in most cases * the right of

modifying this constitution themselves with the approval

of the Crown. These Acts may be compared to the

treaties of union precisely because they are the converse

of such treaties. The Treaties of Union absorbed and

extinguished old nationalities ; these Acts tend to

create new nationalities and separate them from the

old. These Acts have formed a group of quasi-in.de-

pendent States connected with the United Kingdom
by three points only : the appointment by the Crown

of the governor who is the nominal depositary of the

executive power; diplomatic representation for which

England holds itself responsible for them ; and a

superior court of appeal for their especial use. The

Parliament of Westminster retains in theory the right

of sovereign legislation for all parts of the British

Empire, but, in fact, it no longer interferes with the in-

ternal government and special legislation of the great

colonies. The colonial secretary seems to have given

up his right of veto in colonial matters. Australia and
1 [See e.g. as to Victoria, 18 & 19 Vict. c. 54, s. 4. Canada,

owing to the Federal Constitution of the country, does not

apparently possess the power to alter the Canadian Constitution,

which is formed by the British North America Act, 1867, 30
Vict. c. 3, by an Act of the Dominion Parliament. Compare 38

& 39 Vict. c. 38 d).]
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Canada perseveringly keep up protective tariffs against

the interests of the mother country ; nothing can

show more clearly than this the complete autonomy

they practically enjoy. By degrees England is with-

drawing the troops with which she has provided her

colonial territories for their defence.1 She is leaving

them to defend themselves. On the other hand, it is

clear enough that she can rely on nothing but their good

will for efficacious help in case of a war which threatened

her alone, or even in case of any enterprise for the

common good.*
2 The Crown has not even reserved the

ownership of free lands, a right which the government

of the United States, a purely federal authority, has

kept in respect of the territories and new states ad-

mitted to the union. And a fortiori the Crown has

not in the colonies, as it has in England, the right of

eminent domain.

At present, or at least in the near future, Ave must

look upon the colonies not even as provinces in posses-

sion of self-government, but as almost sovereign states

connected with the mother country only by race,

language, and common associations.

1 In 1870 troops were withdrawn from New South Wales.

2 Not long ago when the Fiji Islands were to he occupied,

Lord Carnarvon asked the Australian colonies, who were much

interested in this occupation, to contribute an insignificant sum to

the expenses of the government of the Islands. England would

have taken the larger share. The colonies refused. Again we

know that the reclamations of the United States after the War of

Secession were founded chiefly on the fact that the authorities of

Melbourne had allowed the Shenandoah to repair in their harbour.

The arbitrators took this view, but it was England and not the

Australian colonies which paid the indemnification.
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The proposal to unite them in one vast federation

governed by the Parliament at Westminster, where their

delegates would sit, has not the slightest chance of

success

;

1 the idea originates with a few isolated

publicists who are endeavouring to arrest a separatist

movement to which the English Government itself has

given the first impulse.

1 See as to this subject Seeley's interesting volume, The Ex-

pansion of England, 1883.

Since these lines were written, the partisans of federation have

made noisy, but I think vain efforts to overcome the indifference

of the mother country, and to persuade the great colonies to favour

a federal system. They have lauded up to the skies the sponta-

neous act of sending reinforcements from Australia to the English

army in Egypt. They took advantage of the curiosity and interest

excited by the Colonial and Indian Exhibition to found a

permanent Institute of that name, which languishes under the

presidentship of the Prince of Wales. Besides this, conferences

with colonial agents have been set on foot ; they are carried on

with a good grace on either side, but both sides have taken good

care not to put forward any proposition suggestive of a federative

connection. Lord Eosebery, speaking on November 16th, 1887,

before a Scotch branch of the Imperial Federation League, declared

that any proposition for this end would be considered by the

colonies as a return to that same spirit of domination, which in

former days caused the mother-country to lose the North

American provinces. He added that no plan of union had the

slightest chance of being accepted unless the colonial agents them-

selves took the initiative.

The colonial agents have carefully avoided taking this initia-

tive. They expressed the wish to have the colonies mentioned with

India in the Queen's title, but this was a mere act of courtesy, which
in no way affected colonial independence. Of the other matter

treated of in the conferences, only two are thoroughly and practi-

cally political. The Australians and the mother-country have

agreed to maintain a fleet for Australasia at their common expense
;
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Lords and House of Commons) lies outside the domain

of written law. All these important matters, which

are the very centre and soul of constitutional law, are

regulated in England by simple custom ; whilst in

France a great deal of effort, discussion, and public

feeling has been spent upon them by statesmen.

Now let us examine the constitutional texts and see

what they say, for example, about the powers of the

Cabinet, that pivot of the parliamentary system and

centre of political action. According to Blackstone, Hal-

lam and Macaulay, not only the existence, but the very

name of a Cabinet is unknown to written law. What of

the annual sitting of Parliament I
1 It is not mentioned

in any statute. What of the division of Parliament

into two Houses ? The practice began of itself prior

to 1350, and has gone on since that time without being

enforced by any law. What of the right of priority of

the House of Commons in matters of taxation ? This

right is entirely founded upon custom. In the French

Constitution, and in that of the United States, there are

express stipulations about it. What of the other

powers and privileges of the House of Lords and

House of Commons ? They are like disputed terri-

tories, always being taken and retaken with no fixed

legal frontier. What of the royal prerogative in matters

of military organization? No text defines it. The

written law is silent on all these and like matters, that

is, generally on all that concerns the action of the great

public powers. If any dispute arises the answer to it

1 [See however 4 Ed. Ill, c. 14 ; 36 Ed. Ill, Stat, I, Cap. 10 ;

Stubbs, Const. Hist, iii 380 (d).]

C 2
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is to be sought, not in the Statute Booh, but in parlia-

mentary or judicial records ; it is given, not according to

a general enactment, but in accordance with precedents.

This body of precedents will more often than not be

found to be uncertain, confused, and contradictory. In

fact the most important part of the political organization

is just what is kept out of the written law and given

over to the sole guardianship of custom.

What happened with regard to the taxation and

electoral rights of the clergy is a most curious example

of the way in which custom got established in one of

the gaps left by a statute, and then acquired the

authority of a law. From time immemorial Par-

liament did not tax the clergy ; they taxed themselves

in their own special parliament, i.e. Convocation. The

Houses of Parliament were satisfied with ratifying

their Acts. In 1664 a compact was made behind

the scenes between Lord Clarendon, then Prime

Minister, and the Archbishop of Canterbury, Primate of

England.1 It was agreed that the clergy should no

longer tax themselves, but that Parliament should tax

both clergy and laity. And so it was. In 1665, the

Act 2 imposing the taxation for the year discharges the

clergy from the subsidy imposed by the last ecclesiastical

convocation, and orders that they should pay the public

taxes like other people. The statute, however, expressly

reserves to the clergy in Convocation the right of putting

1 [See Hallam, Constitutional History of England iii. (8th ed.)

p. 240, note y (d).]

2 [1G & 17 Car. II. c. 1., ss. 30, 36. Compare Anson, Law
and Custom of the Constitution, pp. 44, 45 (d).]
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an end to the new practice, and of taxing themselves as

before if it were thought desirable. Since 1664 the

clergy have not on any single occasion made use of this

power ; they have continued to bear their part in the

payment of the public taxes imposed by Parliament.

But the right is not abolished by any Act, and so even

nowadays the parliamentary power of taxing a whole

class does not rest on a special statutory enactment. It

rests on the fact that a particular class, though quite

free legally to exercise its power, by tacit consent and

long abstention refrains from reviving this special

power or privilege.1

Moreover, from this modification, thus casually intro-

duced and unsanctioned by written law, another of the

same kind resulted which seriously altered the com-

position of the electoral body. When the clergy voted

their own taxes they naturally took no part inelecting

the members of the House of Commons. But when
once they were liable to general taxation, it was but just

that they should be represented in the House which

voted the taxes, and that clergymen, who for a long time

had not been in fact eligible 2 as members, should at

least become electors. In fact, a few years later the

clergy came forward at elections and voted for mem-
bers of Parliament. We look for an Act which has

1 " Gibson, Bishop of London, told me," writes Speaker Onslow,

" that this measure (taxation of the clergy otherwise than by

Convocation) was the greatest alteration that had been made in

the Constitution without a special Act." (Cf. Onslow, Note on

Burnet, Oxf. ed. iv, 508.) [See Hallam, Const. Hist, iii (8th ed.)

p. 240, note y (d).]

2 .Their ineligibility was settled by the Act, 41 Geo. III. ch. 63.
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replaced l them in the electoral body. It does not exist.

The thing was done silently, without its being thought

necessary to sanction it by a statute. The first time

that any trace of such an Act is found is in a statute

of Queen Anne's reign, in 1712 (10 Anne, c. 23) ; but

the terms of the Act are not explicit, and take for

granted that the custom was already established. Thus

the right of the clergy to vote at elections though con-

trary to the practice of several centuries, and opposed to

a long line of precedents was ultimately established

simply in virtue of a custom in its favour, which custom

itself rested on the mere fact that taxation of the

clergy by themselves had fallen into disuse. This is

enough to make a Frenchman shudder, possessed as he

is with a spirit of love for all that is precise, exact, and

explicit, so passionate that it is like a French legislative

instinct.

For what end have the English kept the privileges

and the interaction of the great public powers in this

undetermined and fluid state ? The object is evident.

They have wished for a Constitution in which consider-

able changes, alterations of power, and unexpected

revivals could be made almost without remark. There

has been many a modification of the Constitution in

England over which not a word was breathed, nor a drop

of ink spilt, whilst in France it would have necessitated

an alteration in the Articles of the Constitution, followed

by long and brilliant discussions and much public

excitement.

For instance, the royal veto, so greatly abused by

1 [See Anson, Law and Custom of the Constitution, p. 44 (d),]
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William III., and the cause of so much disturbance in

France a hundred years later, has in fact disappeared

since 1707. A parallel case is the presence of the king

at the cabinet councils ; there is no precedent for it since

George I. Frenchmen would never have let these two

memorable triumphs of popular power take place with-

out recording them in the statute book ; English-

men trusted to the force of things, to custom and to

opinion to establish them as laws.

A close examination of the chief public powers shows

us that each one is surrounded by a crowd of ancient

but disused privileges which are annulled by the

privileges and active rights of neighbouring powers.

But these privileges have purposely never been abro-

gated—we ask why ? In order that at any sign of

public opinion, or call of public interest, they might be

revived and made use of to take up and solve a difficult

question, or to serve as the organ for carrying out of

State policy without disturbing the whole constitutional

system. Here is an example. In 1714 * the Privy coun-

cil, which had been politically inert since Charles II.'s

time, appeared on the scene again, very opportunely

disconcerted the ministers whom the Stuarts had

brought over to their side, and fixed the succession to

the Crown on the Protestant line. Burke, in speaking

of convocation, gives an excellent description of this

state of habitual hibernation of certain parts of the

English Constitution, combined with an indefinite power

of rousing themselves to life again. This assembly, he

says, " is now called for form only. It sits for the

1 [Mahon's History of England, i. (1st ed.) pp. 133—137 (d).]
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purpose of making some polite ecclesiastical compli-

ments to the king ; and when that grace is said, retires

and is heard of no more. It is, however, a part of the

Constitution, and may be called into act and energy

whenever there is occasion." 1

People are fond of talking about the stability of the

English Constitution. The truth is that this constitution

is always, so to say, in a state of motion and oscillation,

and that it lends itself in an extraordinary manner to

the play of its different parts. Its solidity comes from its

pliability. It bends but does not break. It stands not

by the strength of its affirmations, but by the studied

vagueness of its reservations.

On the other hand, are not these reservations and the

undetermined state of things which they keep up a

patent source of danger? What have you done, a

foreign critic might say to Englishmen to prevent such

and such privileges which date from the middle ages

from being suddenly revived under critical circumstances

and checking the operation of modern law ? What should

you say if one day an energetic king, seeing the nation

was getting tired of a loquacious and inactive Parliament,

should take it into his head to dismiss his Cabinet

and govern under the illusory control of the only coun-

sellors whom common law recognises,—I mean the two

hundred and odd members of the Privy Council

appointed by the king ? What should you say if the

king chose, as in former times, to create new electoral

boroughs by royal charter, or to change the nature of

the hereditary chamber, by only appointing life peers ?

1 [Burke, Works, iii (1808 ed.) p. 181 (d).]
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All this would be in accordance with the Crown's

ancient prerogative. No statute has ever deprived

the Crown of these rights and privileges. Nothing can

be brought up against them except long habit of disuse.

What happened in 1860 ? The House of Lords suddenly

attacked the privilege of amending the Taxing Acts, a

right which the House of Commons had jealously kept

hold of for centuries. In the case in point the House of

Lords had the last word, the House of Commons could

only assert their rights, and hold to them in principle

and for the future.

What happened in 1872 ? The Crown interfered

about the question of the purchase 1 of commissions,

took the matter out of the hands of the House of Lords,

and imposed its own decision with a high hand. But

still more alarming would be a revival of those terrible

powers of the House of Commons which a century ago

endangered the life and liberty of the people, served as

an instrument of party hatred, and annulled the pro-

jective action of the courts of justice. All these

powers are still untouched and ready to hand for the

day when a despotic majority might take a fancy to

crush its adversaries. To all this no answer can be

made except that all political organization in England

rests on a parti pris of optimism and confidence.

The English feel the vigour of their public spirit ; they

have experienced the vigilance of a free press, and the

power of associations and of public meetings. They

natter themselves that their political customs need no

i [Compare Bagehot, English Constitution (1878 ed.) pp. xxxv.,

xxxvi (d).]
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safeguards in the form of statutes. No doubt they are

quite aware that all the public authorities have been

left with rights exclusive of each other, and with rival

claims and arms to defend them, as well as arms with

which individuals can be oppressed. But they are

convinced that, under this rule of opinion and tradition,

all these different authorities will use the powers left

them only with moderation and for the good of the

country, that a compromise will be effected, that they

will stop short of any arbitrary act, and that a living and

supple equilibrium will be kept up in the very heart of

the Constitution : a state of things far superior to the

strict division of power resulting from a statute. Up to

the present day events have justified their hopes.

Section iv

The Compacts are three in number—the Great

Charter (1215), the Bill of Rights2
(1689), the Act of

Settlement3 (1700)

1 [See Stubbs, Select Charters, 2nd ed. p. 296. (d).]

2 [See Stubbs, Select Charters, 2nd ed. p. 523. The Declaration

of Right was presented by the Convention to William and Mary,

13th February, 1689. The Declaration was embodied in the

Bill of Rights (1 Will. & Mar. Sess. 2, c. 2), passed later in the

same year. See Macaulay, History of England, vol. ii. 3rd ed.

pp. 657—661 ; and vol. iii. p. 498. (d).]

3 [12 & 13 Will. III. c. 2. See Stubbs, Select Charters, 2nd
ed. p. 528. (d).]
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These three instruments are the title-deeds of English

political liberty. They are the real basis of the written

constitutional law of England.

The Compacts are, like the statutes, the common work

of the three branches of Parliament, i.e. of the king

and the two Houses. But what is peculiar to the Com-

pacts, and what distinguishes them from the statutes, is

that in the Compacts the king does not appear as an

integral part of one and the same legislative power as

the Lords and Commons, but as a real contracting party

in opposition to whom the nation seems to stand up as

a distinct and independent power. There is no con-

certed action of the three constitutional powers in its

ordinary and regular form. There is only a reconcilia-

tion between two powers. These two powers began by

observing and distrusting each other. From time to

time struggles took place between them, and at last

they entered into a treaty with mutual safeguards.

This distinction will be made clearer by a rapid survey

of the circumstances which produced these three great

Compacts.

The Great Charter comes first. King John had been

guilty of exaction and violence for many years. His

barons resisted him. In 1215 they coalesced and raised

troops. They met at Wallingford and declared them-

selves free from the oath of allegiance to their sovereign.

John, deserted by all his followers except seven, con-

sented to negotiate, and signed the document called the

Great Charter. The nature of this act is easy to define.

It is not exactly a treaty, because there are not two legiti-

mate sovereigns or two nations opposed to each other

;
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nor is it a statute ; as such it would be invalidated

by irregularity or violence : it is a compromise or a

compact.

The barons do not behave as subjects, they have

absolved themselves from their promise of fidelity to

their sovereign ; they behave as belligerents. The king

stands before them like a conquered enemy, almost like

a foreign enemy, and has to submit to the conditions

imposed by the conqueror. The analogy goes so deep

that the charter mentions penalties such as are found

in a treaty with a hostile nation. The barons stipulate

that if the king breaks his word they are to seize and

confiscate his castles and to molest him in every possible

way. All through the Great Charter you see the two

armed powers standing face to face and ready to use

force. Evidently it would be incorrect to put an instru-

ment like this in the same category as ordinary laws and

statutes. If it can be compared to any other document,

I should say it bears some likeness to the Treaty of

Amboise or to the Peace of St. Germain ; to the conven-

tions which during the religious war in France gave

pledges to the Protestants, put them in possession of

cities of refuge, and almost made them into a separate

nation within the nation.

This is not the place to analyze the Great Charter.

For us it has an historical interest and nothing more.

Its principal articles, over and above those which refer

to feudal organization, deal with the protection of in-

dividual liberty, lay down rules for the accusation and

trial of offenders. These are in fact the matters of

most pressing need in a semi-barbarous society.
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Further, the Great Charter settles that no aids or

scutage shall be raised without the consent of the

common council of the kingdom.

The text of the Charter is more precise than could

have been expected as to the guarantees for the execu-

tion thereof. The manner of summoning the common

council is carefully fixed, as well as the conditions

necessary for the validity of its deliberations.

A permanent body of twenty-five barons was formed
;

it was co-optative and superintended the administration

of the kingdom. These last clauses however, styled

grama et duhitabilia, were not reproduced in the con-

firmation of the Great Charter given in the following-

year by Henry III. In the number, the precision, and

the practical character of its arrangements, the Great

Charter is much more like a Constitution than the other

instruments which we shall next have to consider. But its

real importance arises less from the actual value of its

clauses than from its effect on the minds of the English

people. Up to this time the national feeling was but

feeble and scattered ; the Great Charter gave it a centre of

action and supplied a name and a date for popular

imagination to cling to. It became the embodiment of

the great epic struggle of the middle ages which was then

going on. In this contest the feudal nobility became a

united aristocratic corporation, and stood forth before

the world as a political body conscious of its own

strength and guided by its natural leaders defending

the liberty of the whole community. The Great Charter

was its watchword. The express dispositions of the

document are obsolete nowadays ; but the spirit of
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the Great Charter is still living, and it penetrates and

animates modern English life.

The second Compact is the Bill of Rights.1 In 1688

James II. was suspected of wishing to restore Popery in

England. He was hated on account of his despotic

measures. A faction of the nobility called William of

Orange to the throne and James II. fled. The two

Houses of Parliament convened by William at the re-

quest of an assembly of notables silenced their scruples

and declared the throne vacant. Who was to occupy

it ? The Prince of Wales ? He was of course the heir

to the throne according to the law of the land. This

law was set aside. In default of the Prince of Wales,

Mary, his eldest sister, Princess of Orange, was the

legitimate heir, and in default of Mary, Anne, the

second sister. After some hesitation the House of

Lords upset this order of things and proposed to confer

the royal dignity on William and Mary conjointly, and

the real power of government on William alone. Even

Mary's death was not to give any opening for Anne's

claims ; her rights were to be suspended, and William

was to occupy the throne alone. It was a complete

resettling of the law of succession. The House of

Commons approved the formula and the principle

without any hesitation, but refused to pass them just

as they stood. A document was drawn up setting forth and

claiming all the rights and liberties violated by James II.,

and the precaution was taken of incorporating this

document as a preamble and argument in the Declara-

tion which called William and Mary to the throne. The
1 [See Stubbs, Select Charters, 2nd eel. p. 523. (d).]
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whole thing was solemnly read before the prince and

princess in the great hall of Whitehall. Neither of

them had to pronounce a separate opinion on this

declaration of rights and liberties.

After the reading of this document a single question

was put in express words by Halifax to the two august

personages : would they accept the Crown and the new

settlement of the succession ? If they objected to

the Declaration of Right they had only one way of

showing it, and that was to decline Halifax's offer. If

they declined it the Declaration of Right would not

fall to the ground, but the royal dignity would pass

away from them ; the nation would take back its liberty

and its gifts and would retain the power of bestowing

them in another quarter. If they accepted the offer,

they would have to ratify the preamble and the clauses

of the Declaration as a matter of course, and bind them-

selves implicitly to respect all the rights set forth in it.

Nothing can be further from the French idea of a

law than an instrument and a proceeding such as this.

A law is an imperative rule on some special matter. The

Declaration of Right was in fact a memorial of protests

and grievances. The laws are made conjointly by

Parliament and the Crown. Neither Crown nor Par-

liament had anything to do with the Declaration of

Right. The king did not exist, and his prerogative

could not come into existence until the accomplishment

of the very act which it ought to have sanctioned and

completed. The two Houses were called the Convention,

and a general statute was absolutely necessary to give

them the name and the rights ofa Parliament. In place
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of the three factors which ought to co-operate freely and

as a sovereign power in making any regular legislative

Act, we have here the nation standing alone signifying

and imposing its conditions upon a pretender to the

Crown.

The Declaration of Right can only be compared to an

imperative mandate which the delegates of the nation

lay before a candidate for the throne. It is in substance

the sinon non of the Cortes of Aragon.1

The Bill of Rights 2
is made up of thirteen articles.

Almost all of them contain limitations of the royal

prerogative. The king has no right to suspend laws or

dispense with their execution, to set up exceptional

tribunals or impose excessive fines, to restrain the right

of petition in his subjects, or the liberty of speech in

Parliament, or to intervene in Parliamentary elections.

The law against raising taxes without the concurrence

of both Houses is renewed, and to this is added that no

standing army is to be kept up without their sanction.

It is significant that under such favourable circumstances

no claim was made for liberty of the press (which the

Bill of Rights in reality left subject to censorship) nor

for religious liberty. That this last demand was

omitted need not surprise us, because the revolution of

1688 was made in hatred of Popery and against the

measures of tolerance granted on his own authority by

1 The formula of the Cortes of Aragon is well known—" We
who are equal to thee make thee king on condition that thou

upholclest our liberties

—

Sinon non."

2 [Which embodies the Declaration of Right. See note 2,

p. 26 ante, (d).]
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James II. The persecution of the Catholics, or at all

events the laws passed against them, were never more

pitiless than under William III. At that time the im-

portance of freedom of discussion and religious liberty

was not felt. A whole century was to elapse—and that

century the eighteenth century—before these liberties

became embodied in the spirit and the habits of the

age. What were the guarantees for the liberties thus

acquired ? There was only one. A requisition that

Parliament should meet frequently, that is all.

We have noticed before that royalty paid but little

attention to an express law like that of 1664 1 which

required that there should be a session every three

years ; when Charles II. died there had not been one

for four years. What then was the use of this simple

requisition, without any precise stipulation or sanction ?

The real guarantee was to be found, it must be admitted,

in another clause, that which gave the right to all

Protestants to carry arms, and it is clear that force was

to be resorted to in case of any oppression. This

absence of all scientific mechanism or studied arrange-

ment to ensure respect for the liberties it proclaims is

very characteristic of the Bill of Rights. It simply

does proclaim them ; and to back them up it also gives

the right of, and provides the means for, armed in-

surrection, which right the French asserted with such

Mat in 1793, and which England herself, in the year

1710, publicly sanctioned in the Sacheverell Case,2

under the milder name of right of resistance.

The Act of Settlement, 1700, presents rather different

1 [16 Car. II. c. i., s. 2 (d).]
2
[15 St. Tr. p. i. (d).]

C.L. D
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characteristics. William III. had no children. The

Princess Anne, presumptive heir to the throne, had

just lost her son and did not expect to have any

other heir. As all the Protestant heirs descended

from James II. had disappeared there was no other

alternative but to fall back upon the Catholic heirs,

the Pretender and the Duchess of Savoy. According

to the Act then in force these latter could not ascend

the throne except by renouncing their religion. But

there was nothing to prove that when the moment
came this condition would not be fulfilled. Parliament

took no notice of the dynastic order of succession, not

even giving the Pretender time and opportunity to make
himself eligible for the throne by a change of religion,1

and decided that the succession should pass over to a

foreign family, that of Brunswick Hanover, descended

through a long-forgotten line from King James I.

Further, following the example of the Parliament of

1688, eight articles were incorporated in the Act of

Settlement which are binding on " whosoever (these are

the very words) shall hereafter come to the jiosscssion of

[the] Crown!' 2 If this person intends that the Act of

Settlement should be carried out in his favour he would

naturally have to submit to all the conditions contained

in the text.

In contradistinction to the transactions of 1215 and

1689, the Act of Settlement originated as a statute as

regards both its form and its mode of enactment. But

1 A motion to this effect proposed by Godolphin was rejected

by a large majority.
2 [See Act of Settlement, s. 3 (d).]
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it differs from an ordinary statute and is more than a

statute as regards its aim and bearing. It was carried

entirely according to legislative rules : it was passed by

the two Houses of Parliament and freely sanctioned by

King William. But neither he nor Anne after him
were bound by this Act. It was only to come into

force after their death, and with the new dynasty whose

representatives had not been consulted and were obliged

to accommodate themselves to a situation, planned for

them, or in spite of them, without their co-operation.

As regards the new dynasty, therefore, there is no

statute, but an imperative mandate as in 1689. The
new king could not in any way oppose the enforcement

of the article which prohibits him from appointing

strangers to civil or military functions, or from giving

them grants of land
; because this article is bound up

with the statute which summons the new dynasty to

the throne. There is plain proof that Parliament

wished to tie the hands of the king in the fact that

one of the stipulations in the Act of Settlement is that

judges are not to be removable. William III. on one

occasion in 1692 had vetoed a Bill passed by both

Houses in favour of this irremovability of the judges.

Parliament did not choose to run the risk of seeing this

essential reform fall to the ground under the next

dynasty. It was therefore made inseparable from the

title to the Crown of George I. and his descendants.

The Act of Settlement consists in substance of eight

articles. The first article, which is a fundamental one,

exacts that the King of England be in communion with

the Established Church. Three other articles are

D 2
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required by the circumstances of the time ; they are in-

tended to meet the abuses and dangers resulting from

the arrival of a foreign king, having foreign possessions

and bringing foreign favourites into England. These

precautions were only too necessary in the case of the two

first Georges, but are nowadays without practical interest.

The importance of the Act of Settlement as regards

constitutional law lies in the four remaining articles.

Two of these are an attempt of the same sort, to destroy

the power of the cabinet by excluding members of

Parliament from it, and, as it were, drowning them in a

large privy council. It was the revival of a plan which

had already failed under Charles II. It failed again

and finally.

These two articles were repealed under Queen Anne,1

and the government of a cabinet resting on the Parlia-

mentary majority has existed ever since as the basis of

the English political system. Another clause forbids the

pleading of a royal pardon 2 in bar of an impeachment.

Finally, the last article proclaims the important principle

of the irremovability of the judges. This article was

virtually completed by a law passed in the first year of

George III.'s 3 reign, which made the length ofthe judges'

commissions indefinite and dispensed with the need of

having them renewed at the beginning of a new reign.

1 [See 4 and 5 Anne, c. 20. (d).] With regard to the Act of

Settlement Oldfield wrote, in 1816, that the instrument partook

of the nature of the Great Charter and was irrepealable.

2 [The clause is that " no pardon under the Great Seal of

England be pleadable to an impeachment by the Commons of

England." (d).]

3 [See I George III, ch. 23. (d).]
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Here then we have the history, the characteristics,

and the contents, of each of the three Compacts.

Clearly they occupy a place of their own in English

constitutional law. They represent an extra-legal and

revolutionary element. During the last 150 years

a prejudice in favour of the English has grown up

among the French, and is increased, I believe, by a

humble-minded retrospect of their own character and

history. Whenever a Frenchman discusses the politi-

cal system of England the words which occur to him

are respect for traditions, moderation, wisdom, regu-

lar exercise of political power, and legal resistance.

These excellent political customs are actual realities,

they have developed and strengthened English liberty,

but they did not create it. In England, as else-

where, liberty was the fruit of a struggle, it was con-

quered not acquired. The history of the era during

which the Compacts came into existence shows us

royalty humbled, put to flight, excluded from the

deliberations of the legislature, giving way to force, or

closed in by a dilemma. The nation stands face to face

with the royal power and sovereign-like decides matters

by regular or irregular organs, fixes the limits of its own

rights, and goes to the length of changing the immemorial

customs of the kingdom. 1

1 In 1884, in consequence of riots provoked by the opposition

of the House of Lords to the question of electoral reform, Mr.

Chamberlain, then President of the Board of Trade, had hinted

that a hundred thousand men might well march from Birmingham

to London, and Lord Salisbury had treated this remark as incite-

ment to violence. Mr. Gladstone, in taking up the defence of his

colleague in the sitting of October 30, 1884, gave as his opinion
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Section v

In these three Compacts, but especially in the Bill of

Rights which is the most important, we cannot but be

struck by a turn of mind quite foreign to French ideas.

Let us pause a moment, and define it by contrasting it

with the spirit which pervades French documents of

the same nature. The Declaration of Right of 1689, in

reality a revolutionary document, has none of the

philosophical and humanitarian character which its

title leads us to expect, and which a Frenchman would

at once expect to be the outcome of a revolution.1

that it was very well to say to the people, " Love order and hate

violence," but that it would not do to say that and nothing more.

" But while I eschew violence," he adds, " I cannot—I will not

—

adopt that effeminate method of speech which is to hide from the

people of this country the cheering fact that they may derive

some encouragement from the recollection of former struggles,

from the recollection of the great qualities of their forefathers,

and from the consciousness that they possess them still. Sir, I

am sorry to say that if no instructions had ever been addressed

in political crises to the people of this country except to remember

to hate violence, and love order, and exercise patience, the liberties

of this country would never have been obtained."—[Hansard,

Pari. Debates, vol. 293, p. 643 (n).]

1 This must, no doubt, be put down to the genius of the English

nation, and also to the epoch in which the last and most important

crisis took place in England. In 1688, and during the whole of

the seventeenth century, in France as well as in England, there is

one point which characterizes all speculation in theology, science,

or politics. It is, that the highest intellectual effort is devoted

solely to the recognition of authority, the registration of prece-
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In the debates to which it gave rise, in the preamble

and the enactment itself, there is no question of principles

and axioms, but only of traditions and sources. The
Lords indeed speak of an original contract, but in this

case it is an immemorial contract between king and

people, not an abstract contract between society and its

members ; there is nothing in it like the theories of

Rousseau. The rights claimed are definite ones ; the

true, ancient, and undoubted rights of the subjects of

this kingdom. A little later the Act of Settlement

called them birthrights. Birthright is the right of the

elder as well as of birth. During this great epoch the

nation is full of the pride of a chosen race to whom

dents, and the consecration of documents, whence the truths are

deduced which form the creed of the nation. Quite a different

spirit springs up in the eighteenth century : authorities are con-

tested, their titles examined, documents are criticized and objected

to, if they go against common sense. England had the advantage

of passing through her political crisis at a time when the rational-

ism of Voltaire's age had not run riot and more or less taken

possession of all Europe. Things consecrated by time were still

honoured. England had another advantage in the fact that her

past, to which she turned instinctively, could show a picture of

liberties upheld with difficulty, but still always upheld, sometimes

violated, but always reclaimed, and which she always meant to

reclaim. How different it was in France ! In 1789 the ancien

regime had kept nothing but the appearance of institutions. Many
were quite useless or cancelled by royal order ; others, as, for

instance, the States-General, had been suspended for so long that

their procedure had been quite forgotten, and long and intricate

researches were needed to make out how things were done in 1614

and before that date. It is not surprising that with this dearth

of examples, and the absence of traditions, the minds of French-

men should have been thrown upon speculative research, towards

which the current of the eighteenth century already drew them.
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liberty is a privilege of birth rather than a natural law

common to all men, and the demands of the nation are

made in this spirit. The nation reminds us not of a

theorist discussing his reasons, but of a proprietor with

an old title going into court with his title-deeds.

What passed in the English Convention of 1688 is

most significant with regard to this state of things.

The king had fled, a foreign army was in the country,

Scotland was wavering, and Ireland ready for revolt.

The Lords and Commons chose this very moment for a

long and patient examination of the precedents relating

to the vacancy of the throne and to abdication.

Somers produced a parliamentary record of the year

1399, which expressly stated that the throne had re-

mained vacant during the interval between the resigna-

tion of Richard II. and the accession of Henry IV. The

Lords replied by producing the record of the first year

of Edward IV.'s reign, which showed that the precedent

of 1399 had been formally overruled. Treby came to

the rescue of Somers and produced a record of the first

year of Henry VII.'s reign, which repealed the Act of

Edward IV. and restored the authority of the precedent

of 1399. Before this they had gone back as far as

William Rufus and Richard of Normandy.

Shortly after this the state of things became more

critical, and the danger more pressing, when the question

of settling the title-deeds of the Convention which

called William III. to the throne was raised. Long
and serious, Macaulay tells us,1 were the discussions on

all the circumstances of the deposition of Richard II.

;

1 [Macaulay, Hist, of England, ii. 3rd ed., p. 651 (d).]
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the whole history of royal ordinances was gone through,

the etymology of the word " parliament " was discussed.

Antiquarian lore ran riot. At last old Maynard (whose

name suggests to me a French origin) x brought the

question back to its true issue, i.e. to a revolutionary

one. " We are," he said, " at this moment out of the

beaten track. If we have made up our minds to pro-

ceed only by the beaten track we shall not advance at

all. A man in the midst of a revolution, who is set

upon doing nothing that is not in conformity with the

established rules, is like a man in a desert who stops

and says : Where is the high road ? I must and will go

by the high road. In a desert a man must take the

road which is most likely to lead him home." 2 Maynard's

suggestion was followed unwillingly enough, and only

because every one was sick of wrangling.

The exact counterpart of this scene took place in the

Corps Legislatif of 1815, when Bliicher was marching

on Paris after the battle of Waterloo. In this case too

the sovereign had fled, the foreigner was victorious, the

choice of a dynasty was in debate. On July 4th, the

Monitcur tells the people that Paris had surrendered to

the Allies. On the 5th, the Chamber of Deputies

meets at the usual hour. Instead of making use of the

time to discuss the danger which threatens the country,

they begin a lively debate on a Declaration of Rights

presented by Garat :

—

" I. All rights emanate from the people ; the

1 [Maynard, the son of a gentleman at Tavistock, was born 1602,

and died 1690. See Foss, Judges of England, vii., p. 325 (d).]

J [Comp. Cobbett, Parliamentary History, v., p. 127 (d).]
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sovereignty of the people is made up of the rights

of the individuals.

" VIII. The liberty of each individual is limited only

by the liberty of other individuals.

" XL The elements of all the sciences, of all the

talents, of taste and imagination shall be taught in a

university."

The debate goes on. For several hours all manner of

theories are brought forward, every possible definition,

whether traditional or given by authorities, is discussed.

The debaters are full of animation and earnestness.

" It is not a Declaration of Rights, it is a declaration of

violence," cries one. " But the English are coming !

"

interrupts another. " Even if they were here I should

demand the right to state my opinion." The sitting

breaks up at five o'clock and is adjourned till seven.

During the day the Chamber had adopted a Declaration

of Rights. In the evening it is busy over a declaration

of principles. When the president gives out the result

of the voting the enthusiasm is indescribable, all the

deputies rise to their feet, stretching out their hands,

crowding together, embracing each other and bursting

into tears. " Let the enemy come, now we can die."

The next day, while the Allies are taking possession of

the sates of the town, the Chamber is still discussing

and voting on fifty-two articles of the Constitution with

unflagging interest. The debate on the second section of

Chapter IV. is adjourned to the next day. The next

day Blucher enters Paris. Here we see plainly enough

the two opposite currents of opinion, one historical and

the other philosopical. Nothing shows their power over
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the minds of men more markedly than the extraordinary

ease with which in both countries these futile debates

stood in the way of practical measures which seemed

imperative.

We are reminded of the Greeks refusing to put off

their Olympic games, even at the call to Thermopylae

.

In 1689 the ideal which the English were striving after

was to see their rights growing up by slow degrees and

emerging, as it were, from a distant point in the horizon,

and from the background of their natural history. They

did not care to see these rights born before their very

eyes. The French, with their eminently rationalistic

minds, can scarcely conceive of an ideal so different from

their own. The ideas which naturally and immediately

carry weight in France must be founded on the feeling

of sympathy with humanity in general, while the ideas

which impress the English must be based on the feeling

of sympathy with past generations. The French delight

in the notion of a widespread area, into which all

nations can enter and join with them in bowing down

before the enactments of universal legislation. The

English like the idea of a narrow path reaching far

back into antiquity, in which they see the centuries

of their national life ranged in a long vista one behind

the other. The English Constitution is strongly marked

by this turn of mind. Historical descent is the very

soul of it, just as an ideal fraternity has always been

the soul of the French Constitution.

This striking peculiarity explains why there is neither

order nor plan in the English Declaration of Right.

The order of its thirteen articles seems to be quite a
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matter of chance. This is quite contrary to the idea

that a Frenchman has of an Act born of a revolution.

In France an Act of this kind generally has something-

large and comprehensive about it. In these crises the

nation has nothing to impede its action. What an

opportunity for elaborating a complete system with all

its parts in harmonious connection with each other !

The French achieved this feat in 1789. But in the

Bill of Rights the English are striving after something

very different. It is, and it is meant to be, purely the

work of circumstances. Every one of the thirteen

articles in the document of 1689 is framed on purpose to

guard against some inconvenience brought to light by

recent practices. Not one article springs from a general

conception of the matter in question. If James II.

had not suspended the effect of the penal laws against

the Catholics in the case of Sir Edward Hales, probably

the condemnation of the dispensing power would not

have appeared in the Bill of Rights. 1

The consideration of these details really leads us to a

deeper view of the subject. If the whole constitutional

edifice had been reconstructed from top to bottom it

would have stood on its own basis ; it would have been

like a speculative creation born complete and at a given

moment, asserting itself not by its antecedents in the

national life, but by its internal logic and its own value.

The tie which bound it to the past would have been

1 In like manner, if William III. had not showered benefits

upon Bentinck and his other foreign favourites, probably the

prohibition of pensions to aliens would not have been found in

the Act of Settlement.
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loosened, or lost, and at the same time that traditional

prestige would have entirely vanished which so im-

presses the minds of Englishmen. Touching only on

points which recent abuses had obscured, the Bill of

Eights left the bulk of the Constitution still floating

about without any fixed date, and with its background

of custom, until it got (to use an expression of Tacitus)

impregnated with antiquity. The Bill of Rights itself

seemed to be a detached portion of this immemorial

Constitution, brought to light by accidental causes. A
scientific and systematic creation would not have been

so manifestly a restitution and a revival of the common
law, it would not have had the supreme authority of

this much respected source.

These, then, are the reasons why in the Bill of Rights

we find neither a general plan nor any complete series

of enactments, neither careful definitions, nor cleverly

adapted sanctions. Precisely because it has remained

incomplete, incoherent, and incongruous, and because it

drily answered questions raised by chance events, has it

been impossible not to recognize that it is simply a

fragment of a vast whole, nothing but a confirmation,

and a partial declaration, of a more ancient law. There-

fore Englishmen have always been able to perceive that

customary law, the real basis of the Constitution, still

existed in all its majesty, unchanged by this important

document.
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Section vi

Statutes are the third source of written constitu-

tional law in England. They are Acts passed by the

two Houses of Parliament and sanctioned by the

Crown. The peculiarity of English law is, that it does

not recognize constitutional laws as opposed to and

superior to ordinary laws. The most important and

serious questions, as well as the most trivial ones, come

within the province of the law.1

The English do not recognize constituent assemblies

as distinct from legislative assemblies. Every Parlia-

ment considers itself qualified to act in either capacity.

No precaution was ever taken to make the deliberation

on important points specially slow and mature. There

was no rule to prevent important matters being ever

treated as urgent. The revision of the statutes which

regulate constitutional matters is not, as in other

countries, submitted to a special procedure. The

statutes are made and unmade with no more difficulty

or hesitation than there is in making ordinary laws. A
noteworthy example of this way of mixing up con-

stitutional and ordinary law is found in the compact of

1689. This document was the work of a national Con-

1 The statute 6 Anne, cap. 7, sanctions the right of Parlia-

ment to change the succession to the throne by a law. Any
one calling this law in question in writings or publications is

guilty of treason ; we have noted two occasions on which Par-

liament made use of this statute, and these are not the only

ones.
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vention duly elected, except that the decree convoking

the electors did not bear the royal signature. Had the

French been dealing with this great Declaration of

Right they would have tried to preserve its peculiar

and exceptional character, to keep it as a motu proprio

of the nation standing outside any rule, because it was

above all rules. This would have shown that the

sovereignty inherent in the nation had reappeared

on the scene. But in England there was no peace

until the Act had been remade, sanctioned, and con-

firmed under the form of an ordinary law, and by a

regular Parliament. Thus remodelled and disguised, it

takes its place and its date in the peaceful history of

legal progress, and at first sight nothing recalls its

peculiar nature and the exceptional circumstances of

its birth. The same remark holds good of the Treaties

of Union. An Act passed by the joint and free action

of the three powers is the only form of written law

known and recognized by the law of England. There is no

code to which an Act of Parliament need conform. No

Act of Parliament, says Paley, can be unconstitutional.1

Does it not look like the height of imprudence to

deliver up the very formation of political institutions to

the summary proceedings of the ordinary legislature ?

How can we expect anything to remain fixed or durable

if the Constitution partakes of the mutability of

statutory law, and if there is nothing to tie the hands

of Parliament, which is so liable to be rash, enthusiastic,

or revolutionary? The power of the Convention of

1 [Paley, Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy, Book vi.

c. vii., p. 464 (2nd ed.) (d).]
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1792 was more dangerous because it was in the hands

of a single Assembly, but it was not really wider or

more arbitrary than that of the English Parliament.

The English cannot have been blind to these dangers,

but they were not alarmed at them. As usual they

have trusted that the hand of the legislator would be

restrained by the public spirit of the nation and by the

prestige of custom, these trusty guardians of their

Constitution. The plan in which they have confided is

the very opposite of the French system. They did not

intend their Constitution to be a compact whole, because

a solid body by its very nature is vulnerable. For this

reason it is only partly written, and, when it is written,

we find the constitutional articles, instead of being

marked out and easily distinguished, are purposely

mixed up with ordinary laws, and allowed to fall out

of view. A comparison will help to explain this

point : if the Constitution had been made to appear

on parade in full dress before the battalions of statutes,

even if the dress had been a suit of armour, this would

have been the surest means of calling attention to it

and of courting attacks. The safest course was to keep

it out of sight with the reserve force, or, if necessary, to

clothe it in the plain uniform of the law and leave it in

the ranks without any distinctive mark.

The French have sought for securities against change

in giving prominence, splendour, and dignity to their

constitutional documents. The English have found this

security in the vagueness of custom, in the retiring

and commonplace character of ordinary law, and in

leaving their Constitution without a name in the midst
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of a crowd of statutes. Each system has its theoretical

advantages and disadvantages. When the balance is

struck between the two, experience seems to pronounce

in favour of the English system.1

1 The want of stability which the statutory form gives to the

articles of the Constitution is clearly brought to light by the

history of the Declaration of Right and the Act of Settlement.

The Declaration of Right, when later in the same year it becomes

the Bill of Rights, repeats the condemnation of the dispensing

power, i.e. the power which the kings have arrogated of dispensing

certain individuals from observing the laws. This condemnation

was in the Declaration of Right absolute and unrestricted ; in the

Bill of Rights the condemnation is limited and enfeebled

by the addition of the words, " in the manner in which the

power has been exercised of late." This was really recognizing

that the power still existed and was legitimate in principle. The
violations of the Act of Settlement were still more serious. Two
of the articles were repealed or modified before the accession of

the Hanoverian dynasty under Queen Anne. A third was sac-

rificed to George the First's restlessness and longing for his native

country. But yet, what a gulf there is between these small

changes and the constant revolutions which have given France

thirteen constitutions in three quarters of a century ! All these

constitutions were apparently fortified and intrenched in a

marvellous manner against sudden changes, yet everyone was
carried by storm at the first assault, outworks and all !

[See Act of Settlement, (12 & 13 Will. III. c. 2) s. 3, Sub. es.

3, 4, 6 and 4 & 5 Anne, c. 20 ; 1 Geo. I. Stat. 2, c. 51. (d).]

C.L.
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Section vii

Nations compelled to break with their past neces-

sarily fall back on rationalism, and try to invest its

principles with the authority which they can no

longer find in the prestige of history. It requires a

considerable effort on the part of the French to acknow-

ledge that this incongruous compilation which I have

been describing is a constitution. I must compare the

formation of the English Constitution to a slowly

formed and uncertain deposit at the bottom of a dull

and cloudy liquid, as unlike as possible to the rapidly

formed precipitates and brilliant crystallizations to

which I liken the French constitutions. Nevertheless,

this strange English Constitution has its value—which

value has been tested by ages—and it has also its own

peculiar genius.

It has three special characteristics.

First, there once had been revolutionary elements in

this as in other constitutions, but here the revolutionary

spirit has been turned out of its course and absorbed

into the current of tradition. A fiction of old hereditary

liberties is substituted for a fiction of abstract rights,

elaborated by reason and conquered by force.

Secondly, the Constitution is not codified, hardly even

written, and thus it escapes, so to say, all translation

into common language : its language is reticent and

veiled, the whole thing differs little from ordinary

laws, so that amendments brought on by time easily find
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their place in it, and enormous changes in the balance

of powers are worked out without ever challenging

the perils of a revision.

Thirdly, and this gives the Constitution its high

moral and educational power, the people are called upon

to watch over this ark of national institutions, which

has purposely been deprived of all means of defence

but the strength of custom and the wisdom of public

spirit.
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PART II

THE SOURCES AND SPIRIT OF THE

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES

Section i

The state of things in France has been very un-

favourable to the study of constitutional law. The

instability of French political institutions was the first

thing which brought this study into discredit. Govern-

ments which have sprung from a revolution are not

anxious to encourage teaching which would recall the

circumstances of their origin and raise the question

of their legitimacy. Even friendly appreciation has

its dangers ; it provokes contradiction and suggests

inquiry; perfect silence is safest. Only once, and

for a very short time, did constitutional law figure

on the programme of one of the Faculties of Law
in France. A chair in this branch of law was created

for the illustrious Rossi, at Paris, in 1835. It lapsed

shortly after the cotip d'ttat of December 1851, and

the Republic did not revive it until 1879. Jurists

naturally did not care to pursue a study which led to no

openings ; they followed up other branches, to which
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the State gave more encouragement. This explains

why the highest branch of public law has no classical

literature in France. Problems of this nature may,

with a view to some question of the day, have provided

matter for important writings on some special point

by statesmen,
8

but Rossi's book is almost the only con-

siderable work on constitutional law which can be

called a treatise.

If the study of the national constitutions has been

neglected in France, that of foreign constitutions has been

scarcely attempted, and the French are particularly ill-

prepared to understand them. They cannot forget that

more than once their own ideas have ruled the world J

and they naively expect to find them reappearing at every

turn. The abstract rationalism, which is the very soul

and spirit of their creations, has a tendency to consider

itself of universal application. Their classification is

so elegant and refined, their plans are arranged with so

much skill, that Frenchmen are inclined to invest them

with an absolute value, and to think that everything ought

to be included within the framework of these plans.

Finally, the French language, with its passion for

clearness and its fitness for precise formulas, leads

Frenchmen to neglect whatever cannot be expressed

neatly, or to force a definition on things which can

only be described or, at best, indicated. These prejudices

and shortcomings are a hindrance to most French authors

in the study of foreign constitutions, and especially in

the study of the two great Anglo-Saxon polities.

The French have no idea that in the study of other

constitutions they are entering another world or a
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sphere bathed in another light, and that, if they should

attempt to take their own atmosphere with them, all

that they see will be altered by a faulty refraction.

With regard to the English Constitution, I have

already pointed out the mistakes that are likely to be

made and how they may be avoided. I wish to show by a

few examples that the same care is necessary in studying

the American Constitution. For this end also Frenchmen

must lay aside their intellectual habits, give up the

idea of a ready-made framework, let the facts themselves

penetrate their minds by slow degrees, and try to under-

stand the logic of these facts instead of attempting to

bend them to a method which never can suit them.

The first thing to be done is to procure the English

text of the Federal Constitution, and to be able to read

it in the original. This piece of advice is really not

superfluous. The knowledge of foreign languages is

quite recent in France, and the habit of going to the

original text, and of rendering the exact sense of words,

is not of much earlier date.1

1 An inexact translation may, if not discovered in good time,

bring about very serious consequences. Shortly after the year

1830 there were communications between France and the United

States on the subject of an indemnity. It will be remembered

that the relations between the French Chambers and their own

ministry were marked by great bitterness, and those between the

two nations were not less so. President Jackson went so far as to

propose extreme measures to Congress. At this point a French

despatch was received at the White House. It began with these

words :

—

"Le Gouvernement Francais demande" which an ignorant

secretary translated, quite simply: "The French Government

demands." President Jackson did not know French. Hardly

had he heard this sentence when he exclaimed, " If the French
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We meet with most curious errors of criticism and of

interpretation in works which were looked upon as

authorities at the beginning of the century, and even

in publications which date only fourteen years back.

Two or three examples will enable us to measure the

extent of this evil.

In the first edition of their collection of the charters

and constitutions of Europe and America, authors as

serious as Duvergier, Dufour, and Guadet, give as the

Constitution in force in the United States the Articles

of the Confederation which had been actually superseded

in 1789 by this very Constitution, and the same error is

reproduced in their supplement published after 1830.

Thus, for at least forty years, and on the eve of

Tocqueville's journey, it was believed even among

lawyers that in the United States there was neither

Senate, House of Representatives, President, nor Supreme

Court, and that the great Republic was still under the

regime of that suspicious and feeble Federalism which

had been so gloriously jaut an end to by Washington,

Jefferson, Franklin, and Hamilton, before the beginning

of the nineteenth century.1

Government dares to demand anything in the world of the

United States it will never get it." It was only after a better-

informed person had explained to the President that the French

word " demander " answers not to the English word " demand,"

which means to require or exact, but to the word " request," that

the irritated General consented to listen to the representations of

France.
1 A curious fact :—At the end of the list of the constitutions

of the States, the authors give the rules of the Senate and of the

House of Representatives of the United States. What Senate and

what House ? These words do not occur in the original text,
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M. Conseil does remark on this fact in a book of

considerable merit on Jefferson, and he takes the trouble

to translate the original text. But in the translation of

the first article he lets a piece of nonsense jmss which

renders it quite unintelligible.

This piece of nonsense met with such a curious fate

that I cannot refrain from telling the story here. The

article says that :
" All legislative powers herein granted

shall be vested in a Congress of the United States,

which shall consist of a Senate and a House of Repre-

sentatives." Instead of "herein granted," M. Conseil

puts " granted by the Representatives." Thus the

Representatives themselves would determine not only

their own powers but those of the Senate and of the

whole Congress. How can this absurdity have arisen ?

Probably the expression " herein granted " was in the

translator's version rendered par les pre'sentcs, the

printer's reader by mistake substituted par. les Rcprt-

sentants for those words, and M. Conseil gave the order

for press without re-reading the manuscript. However

it happened, Tocqueville in 1834 wanted a translation

of the American Constitution and took M. Conseil's
;

he did not read it through, and so this bit of nonsense was

simply repeated. But this is not the end of it. The

two eminent authors of the classical collection of the

Constitutions of Europe and of the New World, edited

in 1869, thought they could not do better than take

Tocqueville's version, naturally trusting to its exactness

but that does not seem to give the learned authors any uneasiness,

and they have not the vaguest feeling of the error they are

committing.
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Like him they did not compare the translation with

the original Constitution, and this prodigious blunder

was copied mechanically. Thus it happened that a

nonsensical reading has obtained a sort of prescriptive

authority by being allowed to stand for three-quarters

of a century.1

In the same translation of the Constitution, in the

article 2 which treats of the joint nomination of high

functionaries by the President and the Senate the word

nominate, which means like the Latin nominate to

" present," " propose," " submit names," is invariably

translated by nommer (appoint), and the word appoint

which means " to appoint to a place," " to commission,"

is invariably translated by designer (designate). Thus

the single operation of nominating expressed by a

piece of vulgar pleonasm, is erroneously substituted for

the ingenious proceeding consisting of two stages

(viz. nomination and appointment) which the American

legislator has defined in the original text with the

greatest precision.

1 The excellent work by MM. Dareste contains an exact transla-

tion of the sentence, for the authors went back to the original.

2 [" He [the President] shall nominate, and, by and with the

advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint ambassadors,

other public ministers, and consuls, judges of the Supreme Court,

and all other officers of the United States whose appointments are

not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be established

by law : but the Congress may by law vest the appointment of

such inferior officers, as they think proper, in the President alone,

in the courts of law, or in the heads of departments." Con-

stitution of United States." Art. II., s. 2, 2. See Story, Com-

mentaries on the Constitution, s. 1524—1554 (4th ed.). See Bryce,

American Commonwealth, i. (lsted.),p. 77 (d).]
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This is what has happened in one single document and

no doubt I have passed over other like mistakes. Such

enormities will fortunately become more and more rare,

thanks to the educational improvements lately introduced

in France, which I am about to mention. Much greater

attention than formerly is now given to the teaching

of modern languages in secondary schools, the Society

of Comparative Legislation has opened a wider field for

law studies, and the committee attached to the Law

Department of State issues careful translations made

by learned jurists. But I think I have said enough to

convince persons who wish to study foreign constitutions

that it is not safe to trust to any translation, even

should it bear the name of a Tocqueville. Nothing is

safe but reading the original. No one can be sure of

any step taken without reading a correct and authentic

version in the original language, and carefully studying

and weighing every expression contained in it.

Section ii

A SMALL amount of attention and study will enable

any one to get a general idea of a Federal Constitution.

But for persons whose ideas are formed by the ob-

servation of French institutions, this will not suffice.

Frenchmen need to make a constant effort to fix their
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minds on this type of constitution so new to them,

and to keep up a strong, precise, and continuous

impression of it. As surely as this impression is allowed

to become feeble or slight, so certainly will the idea of

a centralised or unitarian constitution, which Frenchmen
have always before their minds, creep at every turn into

their studies. This idea will cause them to take up any

analogies to it which they may discover in a Federal

State, and twist these analogies into conformity with it.

This conception will lead them, in places where an

imperfect knowledge of American institutions has left

a gap, to fill up the sketch in accordance with this idea

of an unitarian state, and thus produce a very false

picture of the whole Federal system.

The tendency of French lawyers to treat the Con-

stitution of the United States as if it could be com-

pared to the French Constitution, and were amenable to

the same kind of analysis, is like an instinct repressed

a hundred times, but reviving again and again when it

seems to be crushed. The only peculiarity which these

critics seem to grasp is that local administration is far

more decentralized in America than in France. They

are led into a fatal misconception of the Federal

Constitution with its two Houses, its President, its

Supreme Court, and its Declaration of Rights. The

superficial analogy which exists between the two

Constitutions, leads to comparisons which give rise to

• mistaken interpretations.

I take this very Declaration of Rights to which I

have just referred as an example.

The six first amendments voted, on Jefferson's motion,
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after the whole Constitution was passed,make a separate

chapter in the Constitution, an addendum which in a

manner recalls all the classical English liberties ; such as

the freedom of the press, the right of association, the

right of public meeting, religious liberty, trial by jury,

the inviolability of a man's house, the sacredness of

private property, and the like. Story, and most other

American authors, call these amendments, in my opinion

quite rightly, a " Declaration of Rights." But the

Americans understand what they mean by this ex-

pression, and the French misunderstand them. The

magic sound of these words " Declaration of Rights
"

is so French, and appeals so strongly to French pride,

that it makes a Frenchman imagine he is still in his

own country, and has to deal with such absolute rights

of the Man and the Citizen, as French constitutions

consecrate in the name of natural liberty and equality.

But the bearing as well as the true spirit of these

articles of the Federal Constitution is utterly different.

The stipulations which form the substance of the

eight first amendments are essentially guarantees taken

by the States against the encroachments of a foreign

sovereignty of which the President and the Congress

are the organs.

At the time when these amendments were proposed,

what the States wished to prevent was the possibility

that any federal law or the action of any federal official

should in any matter concerning religious freedom, the

liberty of the press, the right of public meeting, &c, be

enforced in any State in contravention of the principles of

the State Constitution, or to the detriment of the State's
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own legislative authority. They were stipulating for their

State rights, not for abstract rights. With regard to the

bearing of the first article, Story explains very clearly

that, at this epoch, the Episcopalians preponderated in

one State, the Presbyterians in another, the Congre-

gationalists in a third. There would have been no

safety for any of these sects if the Federal Government

had been left at liberty to grant the favour and support

of the State to any one of them to the exclusion of the

others. " The whole power over the subject of religion,"

adds the learned author, " is left exclusively to the

State Governments, to be acted upon according to their

own sense of justice and the State Constitutions." l

Jefferson is no less explicit. " I hope," said he, " that

a Declaration of Eights will be drawn up to protect the

people against the Federal Government, as they are

already -protected in most cases, against State govern-

ment."

In a judgment of the Supreme Court, delivered in

1872, Judge Miller expressed himself thus :
—

" The

adoption of the first eleven amendments to the

Constitution so soon after the original instrument was

accepted, shows a prevailing sense of danger at that

time from the Federal power." 2

The 10th and last Amendment really gives a rule of

interpretation applicable to the whole series. It rules

that the powers which the Constitution does not

delegate to the United States, or which it does not

1 [Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the U.S., s. 1879

(4th ed.) (d).]

2 Louisiana Slaughter-house Cases, [16 Wallace, 82 (d).]
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refuse to the separate States, are reserved respectively

for the States or for the people.1 " It is to be

observed," says Cooley, " as a settled rule of construction

of the National Constitution, that the limitations

it imposes upon the powers of government are in all

cases to be understood as limitations upon the govern-

ment of the Union only, except where the States are

expressly mentioned." 2

These examples and quotations clearly mark in what

sense, and for what reason, several States had demanded

a Declaration of Rights, and made it a condition of

their adhesion to the Federal Union. Their purpose

was that Congress should not be able to perform any

sovereign act in any State, and force their citizens in

matters in which they intended either to leave them

free, or to reserve to the State the right of legislation.

This is the point that never entered the minds, or at

least never took root in the minds of French critics.

For instance, they see that the sixth and seventh

Amendments guarantee trial by jury ; from this they

naturally infer that trial by jury is the right of every

American citizen, and that no law can interfere with

this right. Certainly, no law of Congress can take it

away ; but a State legislature could very well sanction

some judiciary organization, in which there should be

no jury, either in civil or criminal cases.3

1 ["The powers not delegated to the United States by the

Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to

the States respectively or to the people/' Amendments to the

Constitution, Art. XL (d.)]

- Cooley, Constitutional Limitations, [(1st ed.) p. 19 (d).]

3 See Cooley, Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations. Pro-

CL. F
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With regard to the Amendments, II. to VIII., a

mistake is excusable. These Amendments are drawn

up in the form " shall not " or " no person shall," and do

not indicate the authorities to which their prohibitions

are addressed. In order to determine their bearing, we
must note that the separate States are supposed, in

theory, to keep all rights which are not expressly de-

nied them. It is more curious that a similar mistake

could have arisen with regard to the first Amendment,

of which the terms are clearly limitative. " Congress,"

runs the Amendment, " shall make no law, respecting

an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free

exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech or

of the press, &c."

Here, Congress alone is referred to, not the States,

but certain French critics do not seem to understand

this. Apparently they think that what binds the

central authority, should as in France, a fortiori, bind

the local and provincial authorities. They are accus-

tomed to see the rights in question conceived of by the

legislator, as inherent attributes of the person of a

citizen, and pleadable against all authorities of whatever

nature and degree. This habit of mind is so strong

that it gets the upper hand, even after the truth of a

contrary view has been demonstrated. Even Laboulaye

after having with his usual clearness pointed out

fessor Baldwin in a memorandum read on September 11, 1879, at

the American Association of Social Science at Saratoga, notices

what he calls "inroads upon the jury system" in a large number

of States. In fact it is chiefly the jury in civil cases which is

attacked.
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the restricted bearing of the Amendments, in spite

of himself comes back to the French point of view, and
gets so imbued with it

;
that he does not see that in his

examples he contradicts the principles which he laid

down to begin with. He puts as a hypothesis, that

the law of a State might establish a censorship of the

press, and require editors of papers to give security

;

and he says that the Supreme Court of the United
States, as a guardian of the Federal Constitution, ought to

declare such a law unconstitutional. The truth is that

in such a case the Supreme Court ought simply to de-

clare that it has no jurisdiction. Such a law would be

unconstitutional , only if it proceeded from Congress.

It is, if passed by a State legislature, unimpeachable
on the ground of unconstitutionality before the Federal

Court.

No doubt, even if it is misunderstood, this distinction

has no very marked practical effect, first, because in all the

States the English Common Law without any statutory

enactment, sanctioned most of the liberties specified by

the eight first Amendments; secondly, because the

States, for reasons which I shall explain hereafter, had
from excessive caution in most instances, introduced

the liberties guaranteed by the eight first Amend-
ments into their own constitutions. Nevertheless,

several events in the history of the United States

would be incomprehensible if we lost sight of the fact

that the Amendments do not confer absolute rights on

the people, but simply give them guarantees against

the Federal power.

Among other things it would be especially difficult

F 2
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to explain the way in which the Southern States were

formerly able to restrict the circulation of Abolitionist

publications, or the continuance of penalties or legal

disabilities, which attached to the omission of all re-

ligious practices in some New England States, or the

pecuniary grants given by certain States to one or

other of the religious sects. The Republican Con-

vention of 1880, after having protested against these

subventions, voted that a constitutional Amendment
should put an end to such abuses ; a clear proof that

the first Amendment was in principle aimed at Con-

gress, and did not touch the liberty of the States in

any religious matters.1

Section Hi

There is another peculiarity of the Federal Constitu-

tion which has been no better understood than the

peculiarities I have just commented upon ; namely, that

it is a fragment, and is not intelligible when taken

alone. It is like a body, of which you see nothing

but the head, feet, and hands, in fact, all the parts that

1 Religious liberty was finally established in all the States

except Massachussetts and Connecticut before the adoption of the

constitution of the United States. It was at last established in

Connecticut by the first Constitution (1818), and in Massachussetts

by an amendment to the Constitution (1834). (Ezra Seaman.)
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are useful in social life, while the trunk containing the

vital organs is hidden from view. This essential part

which is hidden, represents the constitutions of the

separate States.

They are really the indispensable complement of the

Federal Constitution, not merely an example of its

working, and a useful addition. The most thorough of

the French critics were pre-occupied in finding ex-

amples in America in support of their favourite theories,

and in looking for a constitution to hold up as an ideal

for imitation, and thus they were quite forgetful of this

very important peculiarity They could not in fact

deduce anything from it, unless indeed it were reasons

for showing how rash they themselves had been in pro-

posing to apply certain parts of the Federal Constitu-

tion to a country thoroughly imbued with the idea

of unity in its institutions. Tocqueville truly remarks

that the study of the States is the thing to begin

with ; but in this study makes it his main object

to find an apology for decentralization and self-

government. He analyses enthusiastically, and gives

a living picture of the township, and the county.

He suggests them as models for France. Who does

not remember the striking way in which he enlarges

on this theme, and is so full of the idea that moral

forces are the only permanent value ? From this he

passes on to the Federal Constitution, and only gives

one short chapter—just five pages and a half in three

volumes—to the constitutions of the States.

On the other hand, Laboulaye interests himself solely

in the mechanism of the national government. Natur-
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ally after the publication of Tocqueville's work, he does

not write another monograph on the township, but he

says no more than his illustrious predecessor about the

State constitutions. In his masterly book he just

makes a few allusions to them, and throws in a few

hasty details.

Yet after all, how many important matters are not

even mentioned in the Federal constitution ? How many

great problems are left quite untouched ? For instance

to quote one or two facts—it is left to State legis-

lation to decide by whom the presidential electors are

—to be chosen, whether by the legislatures or by the

people, whether the body of these presidential electors

should be chosen in a mass by each State, or individually

by each division, whether the representatives of each

State in Congress should be chosen by universal suffrage

or limited suffrage, by direct or indirect suffrage,

whether the American citizens alone should be ad-

mitted to vote, or whether the non-naturalized emi-

grants should enjoy the same privilege, &c. Is it not

evident from this that the Federal Constitution is not

a complete whole, but requires to be supplemented by

other enactments which settle these important questions ?

We must even go a step further and say not that

the constitutions of the States are the complement

of the Federal Constitution, but that the Federal

Constitution is the complement of the State constitu-

tions. These latter are the foundation of the edifice,

or rather the edifice itself, of which the other is

only the pinnacle and the crown. Doubtless French

.
publicists know that the authority of Congress and of
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the President is restricted to a small number of im-

portant matters ; they are aware of what there is of

relative truth in Jefferson's maxim :
" The federal

government is only our department of foreign affairs."

They would not dispute the fact (though no one re-

marks on it), that an American citizen can according to

Williams,1 pass all his life without once having recourse

to the Federal laws, or putting the powers of the Union

in motion. But nevertheless French publicists are not

firmly impressed with a permanent sense of these ad-

mitted facts. They think about it for a moment, and

the next minute the idea is set aside and they rush into

unjustifiable comparisons between the organization of

this central authority, so restricted in its province, and

so rarely called into action—this system of government

reduced to a minimum—and that of the French govern-

ment with its unlimited scope and universal power of

action.

I believe most French commentators would be

astonished at first (though on reflection they might

deny their surprise) if they heard it said that the real

analogies in essence and in kind with French constitu-

tions are to be found in the constitutions of the separate

States. They are"the only constitutions in the Union

which are created with general powers of government,

and from which emanate as a whole, civil law, criminal

law, industrial legislation, together with the officials and

judges who put these laws in force. It is the constitu-

tion of his State alone of which the citizen feels the

protective and repressive action at every turn. In the

1 Rise and Fall of the Model Republic.
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State constitutions we find, the real groundwork of the

political institutions of America ; the key to the func-

tions of the Federal Constitution, the explanation of its

mysteries and the solution of its destiny. 1

I add one more remark which proves my point.

Between the beginning of the Union and 1860, the

basis of power in America underwent a complete

change ; from being republican it became democratic,

from democratic it became almost ochlocratic. But the

unchangeable Federal Constitution shows no sign of

this slow and gradual evolution which has lasted nearly

a century. If we considered the Federal Constitution

alone, it would seem as if nothing had changed since

1789, and that there was no political difference to be

1 See Jameson's Study of the Constitutional and Political History

of the States, 4th series of Hopkins' University Studies.

" Let us look for a moment at the constitutional history of

England. The most important constitutional measures of the

last sixty years have heen, we may say, the Parliamentary Reform

Acts of 1832, 1867, 1884, the Municipal Corporations Reform

Act, the New Poor Law, the removal of Catholic disabilities,

the abolition of Church rates, the acts for the organization of

elementary education, the reform of the universities, the succession

of changes effected in the tenure of land, the Ballot Act, and the

Disestablishment of the Irish Church. Now imagine all this

legislation transferred to America. A moment's reflection will

convince that, with the exception of some minor provisions (such,

for instance, as those for redistribution), absolutely every one of

these enactments would in this country have been made by State

legislation, or possibly State conventions, and not by the

National legislature."

There is only one word which a Frenchman would wish to alter

in this paragraph—the word " constitutional " applied to the

measures quoted. It ought to be, " The great legislative measures,

either organic or constitutional, of the last sixty years."
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drawn between the America of Washington, of Jackson,

or of Buchanan. I leave America of to-day entirely

alone. This one startling fact ought to be enough to

make future French critics suspicious of the method

which their forerunners have followed, and to incite

them to give more fundamental study to the State

constitutions, and ought, further, to prevent them from

taking the exception for the rule, and the smaller part

for the whole.

Section iv

I have dwelt upon the fact that the Federal Consti-

tution must never be taken as standing alone, without

looking to the State constitutions as its necessary

adjuncts. But before we realize the system as a

complete whole, we must draw from other sources

beside the State constitutions, less important no doubt,

but still worthy of notice and more ignored than the

State constitutions. If you wish to study a machine

which has long been at work, it is no use to look

at it only in the inventor's drawing-book, or in the

plates in which all the different parts are carefully re-

produced. For these plates cannot be quite complete,

or perfectly faithful. By constant use the wheels have

more or less changed their shape ; some have adapted

themselves, others have become disjointed and do not

work at all, so that new wheels have had to be supplied.
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These changes have not always been added to the

original working plan ; we must look about for them in

different places : sometimes in books of sketches, or at

the corner of a page ; often they have not been put on

paper at all ; they can only be seen by watching the

machine itself in motion.

Something of this kind happened with regard to the

American Constitution. By the side of the ancient and

consecrated law, by degrees a complementary law has

sprung up, formed by new interpretations which got

established, accidental practices which were repeated,

encroachments which were approved, whilst other

practices fell into disuse.

These innovations were rarely incorporated in the

constitutional and statutory law; they became fixed

according to circumstances in one or another collateral

and secondary document, so unimportant sometimes that

no one would expect it to contain such serious matter.

Sometimes they have not taken any written form,

and have remained purely customary law. From the

fact that on a given point the tenor of the Constitution

and the organic laws have not changed since the begin-

ning, we must not conclude that on this point things

have not changed at all ; this conclusion would lead to

serious error. Underneath this deceptive appearance

of unchangeableness in the Constitution, a work of

disintegration and reformation has been going on,

which the American jurists themselves have not always

been able to explain and recognize in the extra-con-

stitutional literature, or the unwritten customs in which

its traces are to be found.
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A fortiori Frenchmen would have no chance of

noticing this process of change unless they were

thoroughly on the look out for it. There has never

been any evolution like this in France. Not one of

the French constitutions ever lasted long enough to

lose its form or to work out its completion slowly

through custom. Every one of these constitutions

appears, like a smart new bit of machinery, straight

from the workshop, and made in every point like the

patented model. There have been frequent changes in

the constitutional order of things in France ; but then

the whole machine was entirely altered, and all the

details of the change could be and were duly entered

in authentic documents.

Thus it is that Frenchmen have to overcome a very

strong pre-conceived idea, in order to make themselves

believe that the American Constitution does not con-

tain everything, and that many important facts are

hidden away unnamed in documents which do not form

part of the Constitution, or in practices known only

to statesmen.

The mode of electing the President furnishes one of

the best examples of these gradual changes in the

Constitution, and it has been cited more than once.

I shall not refer to it again. Some less generally

known fact will bring out more strongly how impossible

it is to look to the articles of the Constitution alone.

I speak of the change which took place quite quietly

in the character and privileges of the highest branch of

Congress.

French authors have always considered the Federal
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Senate as a moderating chamber, which has the

peculiarity of representing the municipal interest of the

different States, and which besides has a right of pre-

ventive control over the most important acts of the

government, e.g., the conclusion of treaties and the

nomination of high functionaries. Nowadays, this view

is tolerably correct, and will become more so ; but for

a long time it did not represent the true state of things.

The Senate began by being essentially a diet of pleni-

potentiaries, an imitation and a sort of prolongation of

the Continental Congress, and was, besides this, an

executive council like the assemblies, which, under the

name of a Council originally assisted the governor in

most of the colonies of New England.

To begin with, the Senate itself did not take its

functions as a legislative chamber very seriously.

Everything which has been collected of the corre-

spondence of the senators with the local assemblies

proves that in the early times they considered themselves

simply as agents in constant relation with their prin-

cipals, whose will was their law. The expressions used

in the communications of many of the States with their

delegates in Congress are

—

requested for the represen-

tatives and instructed for the senators. In Jackson's

time Senator Tyler resigned his seat because his

conscience would not allow him, in accordance with the

instructions received from the government of his State,

to vote for the rescinding of the famous resolution

relating to the affair of the National Bank. A
scrupulous ambassador could not act otherwise. In

1828 the Senate was discussing a bill, the object of
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which was to establish protective rights for the sale of

hemp. The proposal was very favourable to Kentucky,

and the legislature of that State was following the dis-

cussion from a distance with great interest.1 Mr.

Rowan, a senator of Kentucky, strongly opposed this

protectionist measure. At the end of his speech he

added :
" It might be supposed after all I have said

that I should vote against the bill, but I have no right

to substitute my own opinion for that of my State." We
find cases of the same kind down to our own time, but

they become rarer. Diplomatic dependence is gradually

giving way to a kind of parliamentary independence
;

and the characteristics of a second chamber, at first very

much in the shade, become stronger every year, and

gain ground over the type of an international conference

which was at first strongly marked.

By means of a similar evolution, the same character-

istics end by gaining the upper hand over those which

the Senate derives from its functions as an executive

council. In 1789 the Senate conceives of itself much

less as a branch of the legislature, than as a sort of

State Council associated with the exercise of the presi-

dential power.2 It then consisted of twenty-six members

only ; it was therefore less fitted than nowadays to give

ample deliberation to laws, and more fitted to direct

business itself. Its chief occupation was to collaborate

with the head of the State in the appointment of

ministers, the choice of ambassadors, and the drawing

up»of treaties.

1 See Benton, Thirty Years in Congress.

2 Welling, quoted by Francis Lieber (on Civil Liberty).
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A document which has been neglected, indeed one

might almost say forgotten, the ancient standing orders

of the Senate, gives an undeniable proof of the Senate's

voluntary avoidance of publicity. We see from these

standing orders that for five years the Senate abstained

from meeting in public. When it met to deliberate

in its executive or diplomatic capacity, i.e., when per-

sonal questions were discussed, or the text of a treaty,

secrecy was a matter of obvious propriety. Even to-day,

debates of this kind are not held in public, and the

reason is easily understood. Debates on the other

hand, of a legislative or financial nature, are not suited

for being carried on behind closed doors. They lose

half their value if they are not heard by the outside

public. If, nevertheless, as was the case, debates on

legislative and financial matters were carried on by the

Senate in private, the reason was that they were con-

sidered as a merely incidental duty of the Senate, and

it was not thought worth while to make an exception

in their case to the general rule of privacy.

It was not till February 20, 1794, that the Senate

consented to open its doors to the public, and there was

even some hesitation about this. More than one

member of the assembly considered that the chamber

was by this move giving up its somewhat mysterious

part of counsel and confidant of the executive power.

Even after this first step the Senate remained more

than twenty-five years without providing itself with

what in America may be truly called the organs of the

legislative function : I mean permanent committees

Since 1799 the House of Representatives had felt
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the necessity of these organs, and had appointed a

certain number of committees : five, I think, quickly

increased to nine, and then to forty or fifty. Thus for

every important bill there was a commission ready

formed, and competent to examine, discuss, and report

on it in the chamber. Besides, as we shall see shortly,

it is through these committees that the legislative

power communicates well or ill with the executive, and

that a more or less regular action is brought to bear

by the one power on the other.

Later than the beginning of the century {i.e. up to

1816), the Senate had no permanent committees ; it was

only during the second session of the fourteenth Congress,

that at last awakening to the importance of its legis-

lative function, it determined to imitate the House

of Representatives on this point. From that time the

discussions of the Senate became more ample and in-

teresting ; it had forty members, nowadays it has more

than double the number.1 The process of evolution by

which the Senate was transformed into a legislative

Chamber was of necessity followed out until it reached

its complete development.

We see, therefore, how very necessary it is to pay

great attention to dates in these matters, and how

liable the observer, who consults nothiug but the official

documents, is to obtain incorrect information.

During the early years of the Union, everyone was

ready to prophesy for the House of Representatives

a destiny as brilliant as that of the English House

of Commons. But people were guided by a merely

1 [The Senate consists now (1891) of eighty-eight members, (d).]
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external analogy. If they had looked closer they would

have perceived that according to the spirit of the Con-

stitution, as well as according to the letter, the prepon-

derating power must belong to the Senate. But the

Senate itself gave way to the same mistaken idea.

The standing orders which I have quoted bear the

traces of the hesitations and scruples which long kept

the power of the Senate far below what it possessed

according to the Constitution.

We also see how by degrees the Senate regained the

ground which the House of Representatives at first

occupied, because it was deserted by the Senate. In

fact, a profound transformation, a distinct displacement

of authority and influence, a decisive change in the

balance of power took place, and this without leaving

any mark on the Constitution. On the other hand,

this increase in the power of the Senate did not, as one

might naturally suppose, accrue to it in its character of

a Chamber which represented the States, and the mu-

nicipal spirit incorporated in such a Chamber. During

the period of this change, the Senate had come nearer

and nearer to the type of a second legislative Chamber,

and had become very markedly imbued with a national

spirit. All this complex and varied evolution would be

quite concealed from anyone who only referred to the

Articles of the Constitution or to Statutes to determine its

course, and who did not seek for light in the collateral

documents of which I have noticed the importance.

The right of priority in the House of Representatives

in financial matters gives rise to remarks of the same

nature.
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The Constitutional Article, originally proposed in the

Convention of Philadelphia, settled that Bills for

raising or appropriating money should originate in the

House of representatives, but the Article as finally

adopted,
1

left this privilege of initiation to the House of

Representatives only in the case of Bills for raising

revenue. In spite of this the practice, as old as the

Constitution itself, is to originate in the House of

Representatives, not only for Bills for raising revenue

but also general Appropriation Bills. Custom, there-

fore, has restored to the House of Representatives to

the full that right of originating money Bills which a

special provision of the Constitution, passed for that

very purpose, gave to the House only in part.

But on the other hand, this right which the legislator

meant to be advantageous to the popular branch of the

Congress became, incredible as it may seem, a cause of

inferiority and of diminished influence in financial

matters. This was the effect of the standing order

which the House of Representatives made for itself.

This is what takes place.

The money Bills passed by the representatives

are sent to the Senate, which has power to amend
them. The Senate makes great use of this right of

amendment, sometimes even abuses it. When a money
Bill modified by the Senate comes back to the House of

1 [" All Bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House
of Eepresentatives ; but the Senate may propose or concur with
amendments as on other Bills." Constitution of United States,

art. 1, s. 7. Compare Story, On the Constitution (4th ed.), ss. 874
—880 (d).]

C.L. G
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Representatives it is usually late in the Session. Now
it is the rule that the House of Representatives should

not even take notice of the amendments of the Senate
;

the House without giving them a hearing refuses to

adopt them. The Senate sticks to the amendments,

and by common consent the Bill is sent to a committee

consisting of three representatives and three senators.

This committee examines and discusses, works out a

compromise, and sends it with a report to the two

branches of Congress. One might suppose that at this

stage the clauses of the Bill would be discussed in the

House of Representatives. Quite the contrary. Accord-

ing to the standing orders of each House, no motion

tending to amend the conclusions of the report can be

received and put to the vote by the Chairman. The

House of Representatives, like the Senate, is obliged

to accept or reject the report as a whole exactly as

it comes from the commission. If, as occasionally

happens, the House rejects the report, a new com-

mission meets, makes a new report, and this time it

is difficult for the House, from want of time, not to

give in, and especially in the year when its existence

comes to an end on March 4.

It is easy to see the great advantage which this pro-

cedure gives to the Senate.1 All the clauses which are

originated in the House of Representatives are amply,

seriously, and effectively discussed in the Senate, but

the amendments which originate with the Senate are

hardly ever discussed in the House of Representatives

;

1 See on this subject an article by Senator Hoar, North

America Review, Feb., 1879, vol. 138, p. 113.
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in fact, the House does not take cognizance of them.

The House knows of nothing but the conclusions of

a mixed commission in which it is represented by only

three of its members, and which deliberates out of its

presence ; it pronounces on these conclusions as a whole,

and not on each amendment. If only the three senators,

members of the commission, show a little firmness, the

greater number of the amendments recommended by

the Senate are kept in the terms of the compromise

recommended by the commission, and the representa-

tives are obliged to ratify it from want of time to do

otherwise. The Senate and its commission, to do them

justice, never press privileges to the extreme.

The condition in which the House of Representatives

of the United States usually finds itself in reference to

the budget amended by the Senate resembles the

position of the French Senate, when at the end of the

year it has submitted to it the budget voted by the

Chamber, and the Senate is obliged to pass it in haste,

lest it should be compelled to resort to the inevitable

expedient of provisional votes for a few months.

An eminent statesman of the United States might

well say in 1880 that all the efforts made by the House

of Representatives in 1832, 1856, and 1870, to defend

its right of priority against the inroads of the Senate

had been detrimental to its legislative equality. The

House would have gained by dropping a privilege of

which the real gain has fallen to the Senate. Of all

this no one would have any idea who read nothing

but the Articles of the Constitution.

G 2
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Section v

We have seen what care must be taken in order to

become thoroughly acquainted with every part of the

American Constitution and its exact meaning. No less

care is necessary to understand the fitting of all its

wheels, the mechanism in its regular working, and to

form a judgment of it in accordance with the results of

its working.

The first impression which an impartial study of the

subject leaves on the mind is that serious faults of con-

struction exist in the Federal Constitution, and that it

is a very imperfect machine which must break at the

first turn of the wheels. One would imagine that the

prime object of any constitution must be to establish

concert between the executive and legislative powers to

prevent violent conflicts between them, or at all events

to prevent such conflicts from perpetuating themselves,

and for this end to contrive prompt means of peaceful

arrangement ; but the Federal Constitution seems al-

most to have made it an object to raise conflicts, to

organize and to embitter them ; it multiplies the oppor-

tunities for disagreements and lets them last as long as

possible.

In all times and in all countries every effort has been

made to create and keep up a good understanding be-

tween the legislative and the executive power. This is

of course an all-important point. In England especially,

the first care of statesmen has been to bring the two
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powers into harmony as much as possible, and to find

points of contact between them ; they have, so to say,

grafted the one power upon the other, and, foreseeing

that the harmony between the two might occasionally

be troubled, they have made provisions for speedily

re-establishing it in accordance with the will of the

people. The Convention of Philadelphia, clinging

superstitiously to Montesquieu's doctrine of the separa-

tion of powers,1 spent all its efforts in keeping the

legislative and executive powers separate. The paths

laid out for them are invariably parallel ; they do not

cross at any point. The powers can see one another

threaten each other by a look or by a word from afar,

but there are no cross-roads where they can meet and

engage in a hand-to-hand struggle, which might give

the victory and the last word to the one or to the other.

In England the ministers are members of the

Houses, and direct all the legislative work. Nothing

can be more rational than this plan. Of course the

ministers are those who best know the necessities and

difficulties of the government; they see more clearly

than others what laws it will be expedient to make.

Since they are responsible for the measures passed, they

are forced to take good care not to let ill-considered and

vexatious schemes be proposed. In America the ministers

are not admitted to Congress. The President and his

constitutional advisers communicate with the Houses by

messages and written statements only. The President,

says the Second Article 2 of the Constitution, shall from

1 [See De VEsprit des Lois, livre xi. cli. iv., v (d).]

2 [" He shall from time to time give to Congress information of
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time to time give information to the Congress of the

United States, and recommend to its consideration such

measures as he shall judge necessary or expedient. But

neither the President nor the ministers can follow up

these propositions, or rather motions, within the pre-

cincts of Congress. They may not turn them into formal

Bills and support them with the authority which belongs

to a responsible government ; they may not dissipate

misunderstandings and turn aside amendments which

go against the object of the law, or modify the wording

of the Bill in the course of debate according to the

feeling shown by the assembly. All these conditions of

a matured, wise, and consistent legislative action are

denied to the President and the ministers. They can

only make themselves heard behind the scenes.

When ministers can be members of the legislature it

very soon becomes the rule that they always must be

members, and better still, that they must also be the

leaders of the parliamentary majority. This is what

happens in England. In form it is always the sovereign

who appoints the ministers ; but in fact they are chosen

by the most eminent of their number, the Prime

Minister, who is himself more or less directly chosen

by the majority of the House of Commons. It is a

matter of course that the ministers put into office by

the majority do not remain in office when the majority

is no longer on their side. The least sign of want of

confidence is enough to make them retire. They may

the state of the Union, and recommend to their consideration such

measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient."

—

Constitution

of United States, Art. II. sec. 3 (d).]
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be eminent personages, adored leaders, or admired

orators ; one and all make it a point of honour not to

be told twice over that they are out of favour. In the

case of a disagreement of opinion between the Cabinet

and the House the conflict is ended at once. The
ministers, struck by an adverse vote, resign ; they give

way to others whose opinions agree with those of the

majority ; harmony is re-established between the

legislative and the executive.

This mechanism, which makes the Government so

sensitive to being placed in a minority, is unknown in

the United States. Neither of the two Houses has the

power of overturning the ministry. The fact is, that

their ministerial Cabinet is not a council of politicians

;

it is simply a committee of chief officials who are at

the head of the Civil Service and are liable to removal.

These administrators have nothing to do with the

Houses ; they are dependent not on the House but

on the President. A vote of want of confidence does

not affect them as long as they have the confidence

of their chief. It is their acknowledged duty to rally

round him when Congress is hostile to him ; besides,

none of the measures brought before Congress bear

their names ; they do not take part personally in any

debate. A parliamentary demonstration does not touch

either their vanity as orators or their responsibility as

statesmen. Congress has, however, one course of action

against them : that is, an impeachment followed by a

condemnation by a majority of two-thirds of the Senate.1

1 [See Constitution of United States, Art. I., sec. 3, and Story

On the Constitution (4th ed.), ss. 742—813 (d).]
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But this is a clumsy and unwieldy weapon which, except

in case of open treason, is only fit to be shelved in a

museum of constitutional antiquities. The ministry can

therefore remain in office against the wish of Congress

and lead the country into a course of action which they

disapprove, provided the President agrees with them,

and this agreement could be prolonged through the

whole of a Presidential term, i.e. four years. This state

of things strikes one as giving rise to a permanent state

of conflict established by the Constitution itself.

A legislature systematically hostile, which cannot

overturn the Government, can yet prevent it from

governing by refusing to pass laws or to grant necessary

supplies. For this case the English Constitution pro-

vides another way of re-establishing harmony, that is

the dissolution of Parliament, followed by fresh elections.

Either the old majority remains, or it gives way to a

new majority favourable to the ministers ; according to

the result they remain in office or retire from it. In

six weeks harmony is restored between the House of

Commons and the Cabinet. In America the ministry

has not this resource of appealing to the country and

asking to know the wishes of the people. It is obliged

to wait till the powers of the House of Representatives

(named for two years) have run out, and till the Senate

itself (renewed by thirds in the course of six years) has

gone through one or two elections. All this time the

ministers are tied to hostile Assemblies, subjected to

see all their acts taken in bad part, and obliged to do

without laws which they think most necessary. They

make up their minds to attempt very little ; they calcu-
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late all their measures so as not to raise a storm ; they

give up all plans for the carrying oat of which a

government has to ask for confidence and time. Their

policy becomes colourless, hesitating, and aims only at

immediate results.

Never was more art brought to bear in keeping up

and prolonging the existence of a government which,

weak and divided against itself, without policy and

without credit, will not or cannot carry out the will of

the nation.

There are, however, some exceptions to the theory of

separation of the powers in America. I will only men-

tion two which are so singular and in such flagrant

contradiction both to the principles of American institu-

tions and to the most evident practical needs that their

permanent preservation seems at first sight almost in-

explicable.

The American Constitution of 1789 intended the

executive power to be master in its own domain; one

would therefore have expected the Constitution to

have secured to this power the free choice of its own

agents and especially of its ministers. By no means

;

these ministers who, when once appointed, are beyond

the control of both Houses, can only be chosen with the

assent of one of them, that is of the Senate, and it is

not even upon the composition of the ministry as a

body that the Senate pronounces a decision. Individual

names for each office are submitted to it. It can take

one and reject another, and upset all the combinations

of the power

—

i.e., the President—responsible for the

appointment. The authority exercised by the Senate
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is not a political control in a wide sense, but comes

down to all the pettiness of a personal question. This

authority is not enough to exercise a large and salutary

influence, but is a kind of control which does nothing

but hinder, worry, and weaken. As to the other House,

the popular House, it has no influence on the selection

of ministers either before or after their appointment.

It is not permitted to penetrate the sphere in which the

Government is constituted. Why, if the Senate inter-

feres, is the House of Representatives set aside ? This

can be explained by certain causes which we shall have

to define later on in treating of the spirit of the

Constitution. But why, if the intervention of the

Senate is of value, can it not be renewed and, if

necessary, correct an error in the first choice of

ministers ?

The second exception of which I have spoken is

still more surprising. The President prepares treaties
;

he discusses the conditions with foreign governments,

and signs the treaty. But while in England, for

example, the treaty is rendered complete and perfect

by the signature of the sovereign, the Constitution of

the United States requires over and above this a

sitting of the Senate to discuss and approve the treaty,

and no less than a majority of two-thirds in order to

ratify it.
1 Thus one-third plus one member of the

Senate can hold in check two other thirds of the Senate,

the executive, i.e. the President and ministers, in fact all

the other powers of the state. This one-third alone

1 The treaty of 1795 with England was only passed by the

strict constitutional majority (two-thirds).
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can set at naught the work of a decided majority, and

disturb the friendly relations of the state with a

foreign power disposed to be conciliatory. The liberum

veto of Poland was not a more extraordinary institution.

Finally, that nothing may be wanting to the strange-

ness of this constitutional mechanism, if this same

treaty is passed, it will not be submitted to or referred

to the House of Eepresentatives, which has no more

right to be informed about it than ordinary citizens.

The President and the Senate may, for example, cede

or annex territories, and yet nothing of the fact will

appear in the discussions of the House of Representatives

unless the cession involves expenditure or receipt of

money. Besides, I must add that even if the treaty

contains clauses imposing a charge on the public

revenue, it is the rule, since Washington's time, that

the House of Representatives should not discuss the

terms of the treaty adopted by the Senate, but accept

it in silence as an accomplished fact, and simply vote

the necessary funds.1

Frenchmen are accustomed to conceive of a con-

stitution as a philosophical work in which everything is

deduced from a principle, as a work of art of which the

order and symmetry must be perfect, as a scientific

machine of which the plan is so exact, the steel so fine

and firm, that the very smallest hitch is impossible.

They are therefore overcome with astonishment at this

rough sketch, full of incongruities and mistakes, this

coarse machinery fashioned with a rough implement

;

and they ask themselves by what mysterious operation

1 See de Cliambrun, Le Pouvoir Executif aux Etate-Unis.
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everything which ought to produce perpetual accidents,

stoppages, and dislocations, yet results in a regular, in-

offensive, and even satisfactory movement.

The working of the machines is less mysterious than

it seems to be at first sight. Suppose an engine given

in charge to machinists with whom dexterity and

presence of mind are inherited qualities. Suppose,

further, that the engine is something special and

peculiar, and that the greater number of machines in

the factory are moved by secondary and independent

motive powers. Suppose, finally, that the factory is

placed in a bare country, far from other factories and

human crowds. Many precautions which would be

necessary elsewhere will be superfluous here. Many a

prohibition, many a preventive measure may be spared,

and it will even be expedient to let certain causes of

irregularity, or slackening of power, exist if at this

price advantages of another kind are secured ; for one

need not fear that the general action will thereby be

disturbed.

I have just quoted an example of what the wisdom

of politicians can do to lesson the effect of a vicious

constitutional arrangement. We have seen that in

Washington's time the House of representatives was

obliged to give up discussing the terms of a treaty

concluded by the President with the approval of the

Senate. Since that time the House has been wise

enough not to raise any sharp conflict in such matters,

and to accept the interpretation of the Constitution

which so seriously diminished its power. In this

there is an amount of self-denial of which few
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popular assemblies on the Continent would have been

capable.

In like manner the Senate, invested by the Constitu-

tion with a right of veto in the choice of the Secretaries

of State, made a permanent rule for itself to ratify the

propositions of the President purely and simply, even

when the President is not in agreement with the

majority of the Assembly, and from this rule it hardly

ever deviated except during a time of crisis or of irre-

concilable struggle.1 A majority which does not abuse

its privileges against an adversary, a representative body

which keeps discreetly within the rights assigned to it by

the Constitution, a legislative body which understands

and respects even to its own disadvantage the con-

ditions of a government's existence—these are three

1 During the conflict with President Johnson, the " Tenure of

Office Act " extended the control exercised by the Senate to the

case of the dismissal of Secretaries of State. The law enjoined

the President, whenever he took so extreme a step, to refer the

matter to the Senate, and the Senate could, at its pleasure,

keep the dismissed minister in office, or reinstate him. This

was virtually doing away with the responsibility of the ex-

ecutive. A President, served by subordinates whom he does not

wish for, and who are forced upon him after he has mortally

offended them, ceases to be the unfettered author of the acts of

his Government, and can no longer be held responsible for them.

This Act was passed to meet the immediate circumstances of the

day ; it was a real measure of war, and was not put in force after

the acute stages of the conflict had come to an end. After being

modified in 1869, it had become a dead letter, when recently

(March 3, 1887) the Americans decided to repeal it. This was a

meritorious return to the true principles and evident spirit of

their Constitution.
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miracles which presuppose more wisdom than one

would expect to find in an out and out democracy.

I will quote a final example of this practical

American spirit which though always vigorous and

clear, has been in this case wanting in breadth of view

and foresight. It is a further illustration of how

practice silently modifies the text of the law.

Bagehot has given a formula for the paradox which

is the basis of the parliamentary regime. A repre-

sentative assembly such as the House of Commons is in

substance a meeting. Now the qualities which are most

certain to be wanting, or to be nullified, in a meeting are

those of self-control, experience, calmness and reflection,

prescience and continuity, without which there can

be no good laws or good government. A representa-

tive assembly is therefore specially unfit to legis-

late, and yet this is the special function of such an

assembly.

We know how the English have got round the

difficulty and have turned the House of Commons into

a fairly working legislative body. The members of the

two parties which divide the House begin by giving up

their initiative into the hands of their chiefs. These

chiefs are the ministers or their acknowledged successors.

They are prudent and enlightened men, marked out in

the country and the House by a slow process of selection

and formed by the exercise of power. Their party

respects and obeys them. In fact, all the elaboration

and preparation of the laws is taken away from the

House, or meeting, and delegated to this small number

of men who understand the work and agree among
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themselves. Thus the conditions of good legislative

work are re-established.

This ingenious device was not a resource open to the

Americans. In the United States the ministers are

by the Constitution excluded from Congress ; they do

not depend on Congress and have no authority in

it. No one else, however, takes up the directing power

which the ministers do not exercise in Congress. There

are, it is true, in America as in England, two great

parties. These parties are fairly compact and under

discipline throughout the country, because there they

need to act together in order to carry by assault the

Presidency or a majority in Congress. They are not

so much bound together in Congress, because there

they have no attacks to lead, the ministerial power

being beyond their reach. In the very precincts of

Congress the party bond is relaxed ; the great political

unities tend to become disunited for want of an im-

portant end, which cannot be attained without co-

ordinated and concerted action, and for want of a

supreme chief to whom all submit in order the more

surely to attain this end. Every member is left to

himself to follow his fancy and consult nothing but

his own interests, and is tempted to follow his own

course without measure or scruple. This parliamentary

individualism can hardly fail to produce legislation

which is at once redundant and futile, incoherent and

contradictory, which is almost always narrow and partial,

lacking any marked character, without connection, and

immature.

The Americans felt the danger, and this is how the
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House of Representatives went to work to obviate it.

At the beginning of the session the Speaker names

forty-eight committees corresponding to the principal

ministerial departments. There are distinct committees

for the appropriations, ways and means, elections, foreign

affairs, public lands, railways and canals, commerce,

judiciary, &C1 The Bills, thousands of which are pre-

sented during the sitting of Congress, are as a matter

of course sent to the committees within whose com-

petence they are held to fall. It is needless to say

that the immense majority of these Bills has no

chance of being read or reported; there is no time for

it. The House does not sit (reckoning all deduc-

tions) for more than a hundred days in two years.

This only gives an average of two hours for con-

sidering the report of each committee. Over and

above this, the two financial committees and two or

three others have the privilege of being heard by per-

ference at any time—they displace the committee which

has the floor of the House and present their own reports,

which often give rise to long debates. The time

allotted to the other committees is thus cut down. The

consequence is, that an enormous number of Bills are

simply stopped. Those only reach the House which

have the good luck to interest the chairman or the chief

members of the particular committee. In a sitting—

a

strange rule indeed—the reporter alone has the right of

speaking and that for an hour. He may give up a few

minutes of this short time to the members who wish to

give their views on the subject, and he generally does

1 [See Bryce, American Commonvjealth, i., p. 218 (1st ed.) (d).]
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so with a good grace. In every case, before his hour has

expired, he always asks for the previous question, and

the House hardly ever refuses to vote it. The previous

question is a sort of closure after a fixed time ; the effect

is to give the reporter an hour longer, after which the

matter is dismissed. But, during the first hour, no amend-

ment can have been proposed without the consent of the

reporter, nor can it be done in the second hour, after

the vote of the previous question therefore it is a most

difficult matter to modify in any way whatever the

terms of a Bill reported by the committee. They must

needs be accepted as they are or rejected entirely.

Note, further, that the committee which has the floor

in the person of one of its members has always more

Bills to report on than there is time for ; it hurries them

on, and cuts short discussion in order to introduce its

other Bills which are waiting to follow. Note, lastly,

that the other committees i.e. in reality all the members

of the House, are interested in not letting the discussion

be prolonged in order that they may not have to wait too

long for their turn. Therefore the members only make a

few short remarks before voting. In short, everything

contributes, on the one hand, to shorten debates, on the

other, to weaken them by hindering the right of proposing

amendments. Even with these relative facilities for

getting on with business, too few bills, out of the

enormous number brought in, would reach the stage of

a final vote, unless there were some further resource.

For this reason, every Monday at a certain hour, but

especially during the last ten days of the session, every

member is allowed to demand the suspension of the

C.L. H
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standing orders ; and if two-thirds of the members

agree to the demand (which is decided simply by-

putting it to the vote without discussion), the Bill

before the House is passed or rejected without debate

and without amendment. Thus, at the last moment
and when about to adjourn, the House avoids the

discredit of having done no work at all, by throwing

the doors wide open and letting Bills pass through pele-

mile without any serious examination ; and this care-

lessness is after all as discreditable as the charge of

idleness.

The result of all this is clear. The danger of

excessive legislation has been avoided ; but this is

achieved at a great price. In substance, the House

has deprived its members of their initiative, and has

given up its own deliberative function. This state of

things reminds one in more than one respect of the

French Imperial Coiys Zdgislatif of 1852, which

voted without free power of amendment, on Bills pre-

pared outside its walls by the Conseil d'Etat. In America

the part of the Conseil d'Etat is performed by the forty-

eight small permanent committees. It is they who have

the initiative, the direction, and supreme control of all

the legislative work. In appearance, and in the opinion

of the masses, the House has kept the liberty of speech

and discussion which the first American Constitutions

consider as " essential to the rights of the nation." In

fact, and without any trace in the Articles of the Consti-

tution of such a great change, the House has ceased to be

a debating assembly ; it is only an instrument for hasty

voting on the proposals which fifty small committees
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have prepared behind closed doors. The Americans are

strangers to, or have now lost sight of, that breadth of

parliamentary debate which, in the English House of

Commons, opens a wide field for talent, for enlightened

views, and for new ideas. In England this publicity of

debate helps to form public opinion, and gives the whole

nation a share in resolutions which are considered at great

length, and abundantly attacked and defended before its

eyes. By this means the higher political life, after being-

condensed and purified in Parliament is, in a sense,

diffused among the masses. By the dryness, brevity and

unseemly haste of its procedure, the House of Repre-

sentatives has lost touch with the country ; it has ceased

to awaken any echoes outside its walls. At the present

time it is very much farther from representing the

people than if, instead of going as far as universal

suffrage, it had kept to an infinitely narrower franchise,

but had preserved at the same time the freedom, fulness,

and majesty of its debates. Threatened with want of

moderation and " confusion of tongues " in their legis-

lation, and deprived of the flexible checks afforded

by the presence of the ministers in Parliament, the

Americans have been obliged to adopt rules so rigid and

stringent that they stifle, or as Americans say " gag," all

debate in the House. Like causes produce like results,

and the House of Representatives is thus brought down

to the humiliating condition and role of the French

Corps LSgislatifs under the first and second Empires.

The internal organization of these same Parliamentary

committees, both in the House of Representatives and

the Senate, is no less important in its political influence.

H 2
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I have recalled the fact that the American ministers

have no right of entry into Congress, and it is astonish-

ing that such a complete separation of the executive

and legislative power has not been more injurious than

it has been to the management of public affairs.

Among other reasons this is caused by a practice which

has become established between the Senate and the

House of Representatives and which is not even to be

found in the standing orders. It is purely customary,

and not written. It will be understood that among the

permanent committees, of which I have spoken above,

there must be one which corresponds to each ministerial

department. A Secretary of State who wishes to get a

bill introduced first comes to an understanding with the

chairman of the proper committees in the House of

Representatives and in the Senate. Every one of these

chairmen is like an outside head of each of the corre-

sponding ministerial departments, or a counsel whose

advice must be taken for every step ; sometimes if one

of these heads is of superior capacity, he becomes the

real minister of the department. This was the case

with Sumner, the illustrious chairman of the com-

mittee for foreign affairs in the Senate ; for the whole

of a long period he directed the foreign policy of the

Union.

In spite of all this the organization remains a very

faulty one. First of all, these chairmen are two in

number and it may happen that they disagree ; or

that they are both opposed to the administration

and will not accept any of its proposals. Apparently

one of these disagreements would be sufficient to
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bring affairs to an absolute dead lock. At a very early-

date Congress in its wisdom took steps to diminish

the frequency of these vexatious disagreements. I find

in 1841 the following practice established in both

Houses : first that the special committees, as well

as the permanent committees corresponding to the

ministerial departments, should be composed of a

majority of members of the government party, plus a

considerable minority belonging to the opposition

;

secondly that the author of a proposed law should

always be chairman of the special committee charged

with examining and reporting thereon. In that very

year the President -pro tern, of the Senate had appointed a

committee of an entirely party character and consisting

of members of the opposition. He was sternly called

to order by Mr. King, a man of weight, who bore witness

to the fact that the contrary and almost immemorial

practice has been always followed by the Senate. 1

Thus it is no longer impossible to bridge over this gulf

which separated the government and Congress. First

a ford, so to say, was made over the river, by means of

the standing committees ; then, on the other side

of the ford, a good landing place was provided, so that

the ministers could bring their measure to shore without

any difficulty. Now when some friend to the ministers

presents the bill it is well received, examined favour-

ably by a competent and friendly committee, and

on the report of this committee it is submitted to the

final judgment of the Chamber.

A practice which supposes such an extraordinary

1 Thirty Years in Congress, Benton, ii., 235.
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degree of moderation and wisdom has not, so far as

I can judge, been able to resist party spirit. I have

before my eyes the composition of all the committees of

the Senate in 1877. The Senate was then democratic,

the administration republican. The majority in all the

permanent senatorial committees had been given to the

democratic party. So much of the ancient practice

remained that the governmental minority in these

committees was as large as it could be without ceasing

to be a minority ; it was invariably half the number

minus one, and the members called to sit in this

minority were necessarily the oldest, the most ex-

perienced and consequently the most moderate, and

those most free from the passions which rouse systematic

opposition.1 Even without exaggerating the importance

of these curious modifications and without denying the

uncertainty of the customary law which sanctions them,

I think it is impossible to have a true idea of the

effects produced in America by the incompatibility be-

tween the character of a minister and of a member of

Congress, if you content yourself on this point with the

rough and categorical assertions contained in the con-

stitutional articles, and if you do not take into account

the gifts of prudence, moderation, and political wisdom

which a long parliamentary habit, acquired on the soil

of Great Britain, had implanted in the instincts, and, so

to speak, in the very blood of the emigrants whose

descendants now people the United States.

1 The same observation may be made on the committees of tin-

Senate and of the House of Representatives, organized between

1878 and 1888.
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I must remark besides that even if these exceptional

qualities had not existed, no irremediable harm would

have been done. The results of all the faults of con-

struction which T have noticed may be summed up in

one : weakness not only of the executive, as Bagehot says,

but also of the executive and the legislative power, i.e.,

of all the organs of the central government. But there

is hardly any occasion when the Americans really suffer

from this weakness ; all the ordinary routine of the in-

ternal policy is carried on by the State governments,

and they are competent for the task. Besides, the

Americans would be afraid of making the central

government more homogeneous, more coherent—more

one in its action. Who knows ? The central government

might perhaps be tempted to make use of its inde-

pendence and the autonomy of the States would be

menaced. The Americans would rather put up with

certain weaknesses in the central powers, than run the

risk of any interference with this State sovereignty,

which in their eyes is the first of blessings.

If however in spite of the defects we have noticed,

this mechanism does work well and quietly, it is evident

that we must not consider this as a mark of general and

theoretic excellence, we must not persuade ourselves

that because the Americans acquiesce in this state of

things it is possible to carry out the separation of the

powers to the same extent in a unified state.

The arrangements which I have criticized have not

any sort of absolute excellence, even locally. In the

eyes of Americans themselves their value is quite

relative and even negative. They recommend them-
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selves not by the good they do, but by the dangers they

ward off.

To sum up, they are the least of evils in a federal

government ; they would be the greatest of evils in a

centralized government.

Section vi

Here let me point out another circumstance which

has had a very important effect on the American Con-

stitution. It has not been the habit in France to open

the study of French constitutions by remarks on French

geography, though if this were done it would certainly

throw light on the subject. To lawyers and statesmen

the fact I am about to mention is a weighty one, and

affording matter for reflection, viz. that the two countries

in which political liberty has flourished spontaneously

are both beyond the reach of the great military powers

of the Continent—one, thanks to its insular position, the

other, thanks to its still more protected situation beyond

the Atlantic. All the executive organization of the

United States shows signs of this security.

In every country which has representative govern-

ment, even when the sovereign has power to conclude a

treaty without the authority of Parliament, the cabinet

which directs foreign policy is always subject to be
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questioned in Parliament. In the course of a negotia-

tion the questions multiply. The ministers are aware

that, whenever a treaty is signed and made public, if

Parliament thinks they have been mistaken and have

misunderstood the interest of the country, power

will be taken out of their hands. It is well understood

that nothing less than this would induce ministers to

exercise the care and circumspection in public affairs,

which is such an essential and vital matter.

The great distance which separates the United States

from the great powers of Europe, renders many an

imprudence in negotiations of no great account. This

fact has really made Americans much less anxious than

they would otherwise have been as to the circumspection

and prudence of their statesmen. This is the reason

why they could dispense with the custom of calling up

their ministers at any moment to give an account of

their proceedings, and leave them free from parliament-

ary intervention in the course of a negotiation. On the

other hand, this is also the reason why Americans see

no drawbacks in obliging their foreign ministers to sub-

mit to certain very harassing conditions. A final and

secret control over treaties is exercised by an Assembly,

viz., the Senate, in which these ministers do not sit,

and in which they have neither the credit, nor the

influence, nor the authority on which parliamentary

ministers can always depend in their diplomatic work.

In the United States the Foreign Secretary is less under

control in his daily action, and less guarded from his own

rashness, than in England, and at the same time he is

under special disadvantages for negotiating effectively
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with foreign powers. He is under the necessity of

asking the government with which he is treating to bind

itself absolutely while the other contracting power is not

bound in the same manner, and has the resource of

setting itself free by a vote in a Chamber debating with

closed doors.

Mr. Gladstone, in a debate raised by a motion of Mr.

Rylands 1 for submitting all treaties to the Houses of

Parliament before ratification, pointed out all the faults

of this plan, and showed that if these faults could be

tolerated in the United States it was on account of the

geographical isolation of that country, and that such a

plan of action would be fatal in States placed in such

close proximity as European countries. Bagehot shows

still more clearly that the system is most unfavourable to

the good management of foreign affairs and to the de-

velopment of statesmanlike qualities; that the possi-

bility of its existence is due to the enormous distance

which separates America and our continent.2

1 Debate in the House of Commons, Feb. 14, 187.3. Hansard,

vol. ccxiv., pp. 476-478.

- " They suffer from want of atmospheric pressure, and of some

moral coercion to compel them to consider more carefully what

they are doing and saying, and of some interest in the remote

consequences of their actions. They seem to think a stern rebuke

to a friendly state, followed'by armed preparations, a mere detail,

with which no one has any concern, which needs no explanation,

and which can be smoothed away by a brief denial that a

particular despatch was ever sent to the foreign court."—Bagehot,

Economist. Everything is relative. What Bagehot says of the

United States, protected by the Atlantic Ocean, is said by the

Due de Broglie, in 1835, of England, defended by the Channel

and sheltered by its peculiar position at one of the extremities of
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In like manner, almost every nation with warlike and

dangerous neighbours considers that for safety's sake it

must submit to certain inevitable evils. The chief of

the state is obliged to be entrusted with considerable

power and effective means of action ; the obedience to

his commands must be mechanical and prompt, in order

that at a given moment he may concentrate in his own

hands all the strength of the country and use it to re-

pel external dangers. In a country with an extended

frontier open to invasion, centralization and standing-

armies are to a certain degree a necessity ; despotism is

always on the point of coining into existence, and whilst

the force of the constitution is wasted in efforts to pre-

vent tyranny from gaining ground, the futility of such

efforts becomes only too apparent unless the country is

greatly favoured by the wisdom and the good luck of its

leaders.

Fortune has favoured the United States in this respect.

They are the only great power of their Continent. In

their case the dispersion of their forces and the

difficulty of concentrating them, are inconveniences but

not dangers. The Constitution has slightly diminished

these inconveniences, but has not exerted itself to get

rid of them. This is why the sphere of action allotted

to the States is so wide and the sphere of the Federal

Europe. " It is this position of England's," lie writes, " which

spares her all serious consequences in a hazardous policy and saves

her from the immediate effects of any course of action lightly

undertaken. It explains why her policy is so often whimsical

and inconsecjuent. She is like a spoilt child, scarcely struggling

against its first impulse, and giving way to the fancies of a day

or even of an hour." (See Thureau-Dangin.)
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power, especially of the Executive, is so narrow. This

is also the reason why the division of power between

the States and the Union has not greatly varied since

the Union began. If Canada had been more rapidly

peopled, if the Spanish Republics had been more firmly

established, and had been more capable of coalition, the

Constitution would rapidly have lent itself to some more

or less centralized system, such as Hamilton proposed

in the Convention of Philadelphia : e.g. a presidency for

life, and to some more effectual means than now exist

for constraining the States.

The same reasons explain why it has been possible to

preserve the election 1 of the President by the people

without danger to the Constitution, whilst in other

countries this system of election has almost infallibly

ended in the downfall of republican government. In

America, military glory has not got confused in the

minds of the masses with the safety of the frontier, and

integrity of the national territory. Military success has

been a valued luxury, not a vital necessity, it has

been a gratification to national vanity, but has not

been considered essential to the safety of the State.

On the continent of Europe, the constant menace of

foreign aggression keeps alive feelings which explain

the eagerness of the people to place power in the

hands of an energetic dynasty or a skilful general.

Naturally these feelings do not exist in America, and

1 Everybody knows that the Presidential election, as organized

by the Constitution, is an indirect election ; but custom has im-

peratively established direct popular election, ordered by the

conventions of the two great parties.
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praetorian insolence could hardly develop itself in a hand-

ful of soldiers, more like a body of police than an army.

In reality Americans have shown as much and more

liking than other nations for military show and fame,

and it has been said, with perfect truth, that there has

been no single war in the United States which did not

create a President. In twenty-four presidential elec-

tions the army supplied ten successful candidates and

nearly as many who came near being elected. Had this

happened in a country like France what would have

been the result ? A unanimous vote of the civil popula-

tion repeated ten times over and the enthusiasm of a

standing army full of the recollections of a late victory,

would have exposed the persons elected to temptations

too strong for human weakness and would certainly

have produced two or three Caesars. But in the United

States these military Presidents were looked upon by

the civil population as nothing more than honest

public servants, not one of them except the first has

had anything of the halo of a saviour of his coun-

try. These fine energetic figures looked well in the

electoral show, and that was one reason why they were

approved of as candidates. The Anglo-Saxon love of

sport and open air exercise gave rise on these occasions

to lively demonstrations and violent declamation. But

behind all this noise there has been no deep feeling nor

any dangerous prestige. Besides the Presidents have

known very well how the matter stood. When the war

was over there was no army to support them, it was

disbanded at once. Like their soldiers they went back

to civil life ; they were only scabbards without swords.
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We must say then, that the fact of the presidential

election by popular vote having produced no evil

results, is a fact quite peculiar to America, and more-

over a fact, the import and bearing of which depends

entirely on the exceptional geographical position of the

United States. It would be rash to appeal to their ex-

perience as a precedent in favour of the same system in

countries existing under perfectly different conditions

—conditions which condemn them to keep up large

military establishments, and which render them liable

alternately to be lost by the incapacity, or saved by the

genius of a general. In a country where a Scipio may
any day arise and go to the Capitol to swear that he is

the saviour of his country, the choice of the executive

government ought not to be confided to the vote of the

multitude (comitia plebis), but to some body less liable

to be affected by the reflex action of fear, hope, and

gratitude.

Section vii

I must again repeat that just as much careful

attention is required to appreciate the spirit of a foreign

constitution as to explain its mechanism. The mistake

most to be guarded against is that of taking the

American Constitution for a democracy of the French

type. A democracy it is, but it is one which took its rise
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and was organized under such extraordinary circum-

stances, which is composed of such exceptional elements,

governed by forces so peculiar to itself that we hardly

recognize in it the thing we expect to see under the name
of a democracy. Many of its characteristics are in com-

plete contradiction to a Frenchman's idea—founded

on his own national experience—of a democracy.

Above all let us distinguish between the federal in-

stitutions and the institutions of the separate States.

The articles of the Federal Constitution, which are

the first thing to consider, have one remarkable pecu-

liarity : they are the work of persons who were half-

hearted partizans or resigned opponents of the form of

government about to be established. The Convention

of Philadelphia presents us with a curious paradoxical

picture. On the one side we have a party of autono-

mists, zealots for State sovereignty, who against their

will work out a federal constitution ; on the other side

we have believers in the English Constitution and

democrats more or less shaken in their principles, who
against their will work out a republican constitution.

Judging simply by the first impression, the Federal

Constitution might be described as the least democratic

of democracies. We must however remember that it

was drawn up in the midst of a state of disorder and

violence which imperilled the advantages gained by the

War of Independence.

Many an adherent of democratic institutions had

given way to pessimism, and one may say that the

members of the American Convention chose to adopt as

little as possible of the democratic system. They
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submitted to the necessity of establishing a popular

government because it was forced upon them by the

condition of a nation which lacked all the historical,

social, and economical elements which make up the

substance of an aristocracy or a monarch}^. In this case

democracy was more or less a pis aller. Democracy is

the basis of the Constitution, because there was no

other foundation on which to raise up a constitutional

edifice ; but all the superstructure, if I may say so,

bears the mark of the most strangely anti-democratic

tendency which ever influenced a constitutional

convention.

The direct or indirect source of all the federal powers

is the national will expressed by elections. I purposely

say national will and not popular will. In the Con-

stitution of the United States no pains is taken to

insure the democratic character of the system of

election for members of Congress. It is left to each

separate State to determine its own electoral system.

Most of the States had at the time when the con-

stitution was formed a restricted franchise for the

election of their own Assemblies, and in several of them

it was the State legislatures, and not the people, who

had the right of choosing the presidential electors.

Besides, universal suffrage at that time in America would

not have been the institutionwhich has been known under

that name in France since 1848. In 1789 almost all

the colonists were country landowners, or could become

such if they wished it. There were no great masses

of urban or industrial population. Universal suffrage

exercised by a population of landowners living a quiet
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country life would have been free from all the perils of

demagogy. All the more reason was there for not fear-

ing the restricted suffrage which existed as a rule in

almost all the States.

The Convention of Philadelphia had made a marked

concession to the principles of democracy in assigning

relatively short terms of power to the President and

the two branches of Congress. The leading members

acquiesced unwillingly in this short tenure of office.

To make up for this they showed great determination

and ingenuity in preventing any interference on the part

of the people in a presidential election except at certain

fixed times and seasons.

For instance, if the candidates for the Presidency or

the Vice-Presidency did not get an absolute majority,

do not suppose that there was a fresh election by

the same electoral bodies ; the question which of the

candidates was to be elected was referred to Congress

and was there decided. If the President died during

his term of office the people were not called upon

to meet and provide for the serious and unforeseen

requirements of such a crisis. The successor was

already there, an officer whom the people had elected

at the same time as the President, possibly two or

three years before, at a time when the need of

another presidential election could not be foreseen,

and the possibility of such an event itself was only

a vague contingency which could not be seriously con-

sidered in the choice of Vice-President. This appoint-

ment beforehand has but one object—that of saving an

appeal to the people. And this is so true that the

C.L. I
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Constitution, looking to the future, and contemplating

the possibility of the Vice-President himself dying, does

not lay on the nation the duty of re-electing a Vice-

President, but lays on Congress the duty of designating

by an Act the official who, whether elected or not

elected, shall take by succession the highest office in

the State.

The Vice-President is avowedly a difficulty. Chosen

by the suffrage of the whole Union he can hardly have

any political influence without having too much, and

without becoming irksome to the President. There are

therefore a hundred reasons for not choosing to be

burdened with this parasitical dignitary. But all this

seemed a smaller disadvantage than bringing the

electoral machine into action again. The Vice-Presi-

dent, to use Bonaparte's celebrated expression, was a kind

of " fatted pig," an occupation had to be found for him,

and his political nonentity was masked by giving him

the Presidency of the Senate with nothing but a casting

vote. 1

Contrast with this state of things the constitutions

formed by Girondins and Jacobins a few years later in

France. Under their rule purposely multiplied elections

and almost daily -plebiscites became the main character-

istics of democracy. Evidently the fathers of American

independence do not resemble the French members of

1 [" The Vice-President's office is ill-conceived. His only ordinary

function is to act as Chairman of the Senate ; but as he does not

appoint the committees of that House, and has not even a vote

(except a casting vote) in it, this function is of little moment.''

Bryce, American Commomvealtli, i., p. 399, (1st ed.) (d).]
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the Constituent Assembly of 1789, nor those of the Con-

vention of 1793; they look like republicans in spite

of themselves, revolutionists filled with a reactionary

spirit, or, to express it more clearly, anti-democratic

democrats.

However this may be the three great powers which

are the result of an election in America are appointed

for unequal and fixed terms, the House of Repre-

sentatives for two years, the President for four years,

the Senate for six years, and one-third of its members

are subject to biennial re-election. As mentioned above,

these terms cannot in any case be shortened. The

three powers are often the seat of diverging interests

and of fluctuating passions, it is impossible but that

conflicts between them should be frequent. If any

one of these powers should cling obstinately to its

own opinion and be in opposition to the others there

is no legal way out of the difficulty. Time only puts

an end to their authority ; and in spite of everything

the nation does exist, knows its own mind, and makes

its wishes known in extra constitutional ways through

the press and by meetings. But all this avails nothing

;

the power which defies the nation is out of the

reach of attack. So the people have to be patient ; they

have to wait two, three, and even four years for the

expiration of the authority by which they have tied

their own hands, in face of which their sovereignty is

utterly powerless.

Is not this a strangely accommodating democracy ?

Here is a still more striking feature connected with

the division of authority between the President, the

I 2
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Senate, and the House of Representatives. The less

a power depends on popular suffrage the more

liberally the Constitution endows it with authority.

The House of Representatives is chosen by direct

election in accordance with the most popular system of

voting which exists in each State;1 and, as we have

seen, it is this House which has the least influence ; the

choice of ministers and making of treaties are beyond

its sphere. The Senate is about on an equality with it

as regards rights of taxation. The President is chosen

by indirect election, which is distinctly less democratic

than direct election ; but the President has far more

power than the House of Representatives. In fact,

however, the President is chosen in the second election

by persons appointed ad hoc, which implies imperative

instructions on the part of the primary electors, and is

virtually a return to direct election. The Senate, on

the contrary, is made up of members chosen by the

State legislatures, which are bodies chosen for a

fixed time and for various objects ; therefore these

legislatures have not their hands forced as regards the

choice of the federal senators, and hence the election

remains an indirect election in fact as well as in form.

This is the least democratic mode possible of popular

election. Now the balance of political power inclines

decidedly to the side of the Senate ; a sort of tax has

1 [" The House of Representatives shall be composed of members

chosen every second year by the people of the several States, and

the electors in each State shall have the qualifications requisite

for electors of the most numerous branch of the State legislature."

Constitution of the United States, art. 1, s. 2, sub-s. 1 (d).]
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been levied on the authority of all the other powers in

favour of the Senate.

Observe, therefore, that the gradation of authority is

exactly the inverse of what the strict logic of democratic
principles would require.

I have spoken of the President, the House of Repre-
sentatives, and the Senate, but I have not spoken of the

federal judiciary. The Supreme Court is nominated by
the executive power and not by the people, and, besides,

its members are appointed for life and are irremovable.

An unexpected consequence of this state of things is,

that this power has the last word in the numberless

questions which come under its jurisdiction. The
sovereign people after a time conquers the other powers,

but this Supreme Court almost always remains beyond its

reach. For more than twenty or even thirty years twice

the grande mortalis cevi spatium, it may misuse its

authority with impunity, may practically invalidate a law

voted by all the other powers, or a policy unanimously

accepted by popular opinion. It may nullify a regular

diplomatic treaty (as we have seen lately) by refusing

to enforce it by judicial sanction, or may lay hands on

matters belonging to the sovereignty of the States and

federalize them without one's being able to make any

effective opposition, for this Court itself determines its

own jurisdiction as against the' State tribunals. It is

one of Blackstone's maxims that in every constitution

a power exists which controls without being controlled,

and whose decisions are supreme. This power is re-

presented in the United States by a small oligarchy of

nine irremovable judges. I do not know of any more
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striking political paradox than this supremacy of a non-

elected power in a democracy reputed to be of the

extreme type. It is a power which is only renewed

from generation to generation in the midst of a

peculiarly unstable and constantly changing state of

things—a power which in strictness could, by virtue of

an authority now out of date, perpetuate the prejudices

of a past age, and actually defy the changed spirit of

the nation even in political matters.1

It is well known that Chief Justice Marshall, the

fourth head of the Supreme Court, remained in office

for thirty-five years !

Section viii

Let me not be misunderstood as to the spirit which

pervades the Constitution of the United States and

marks its character so strongly. I do not consider that

it arises from the anti-democratic prejudices of which

we have traced the existence amongst the makers of

the Constitution : it has its chief source elsewhere.

The members of the Convention of Philadelphia, as

conservatives, were certainly somewhat alarmed when-

1 [For a somewhat different estimate of the power exercised by

the Supreme Court see Bryce, American Commonwealth, i.,

cap. 24, pp. 348—368 (1st ed.) (d).J
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ever, in the course of their work, the question of

popular government was raised, and it may have been

rather against their will that they introduced the

democratic principle into their Constitution. But for

the work in which they were engaged the question of

upholding this principle, or rejecting it, was not a vital

one ; it was not in their eyes a fundamental principle

nor a governing or dominant idea. The idea of forming

a strong democracy under wise discipline, which would

be rendered innocuous by astute precautionary mea-

sures, was only a secondary and passing feature in a

plan of which the dominant lines were determined by

considerations of another kind.

The members of the Convention had a double and

contradictory object in view : they wished to create a

common nationality, so that the United States in the

eyes of foreign countries should seem to be a solid and

united people kept well in hand by its government ; and

at the same time they wished to maintain almost un-

touched the independence of the separate States, which

were called upon to enter into the federal organization

and endow the central government with certain powers

deducted from the sovereignty of the States.

The immense majority of the Convention never

ceased to conceive of the Union as a nation of States

and not as a nation of individuals. The individual

citizen was, so to speak, put aside. The rights of the

man and the citizen, which are the bases of a democracy,

were no factor in the formula of the equation which the

Convention intended to solve. The only two unknown

quantities which they tried to find were : the share of
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power to be given to the municipal authorities of the

States, and the share of power to be given to the

federal authority. If any question came up at all

analogous to inquiries about the rights of the man

and the citizen, it arose because of the absolute

necessity that the central power, in order not to be

an empty name, should have the means of exacting-

direct obedience from the citizens in matters under

its own control, without interfering with the general

rights of sovereignty, which each State meant to pre-

serve over its own inhabitants. This is how it happened

that we find certain rights of individuals defined in the

Constitution, otherwise the question would never have

been mooted ; it only presented itself indirectly. I have

shown above that, in the same way, the amendments

which preserve the liberties of individuals, are guaran-

tees given to the States in the persons of their citizens

rather than to the citizens themselves. It is important

not to lose sight of the tendency and the scope of the

ideas by which the members of the Convention were

guided, otherwise we should get a false and incomplete

notion of the Constitution which they worked out under

such very special and peculiar influences.

Everything for instance, that concerns the composition

of the Senate, its formation and its attributes, betrays the

handiwork not of timid conservatives, but of statesmen

anxious to preserve State rights. The smaller States

were the chief authors of the organization of the Senate.

They saw very well that everything which was given to

popular suffrage would really be given to numbers, and

would turn to the advantage of the larger States. In an
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elected Parliament, whether chosen by universal or even

by a limited suffrage, in which representation was in

proportion to numbers, the States, with large territories

and dense population, were sure within the sphere of

the federal authority to gain at least as much iD credit

and in influence as they gave up by the surrender of

their own sovereignty. The less populous States had no

hope of any such compensation. They therefore showed

extraordinary tenacity in enacting that equality of repre-

sentation between great and small States should be kept

up, in one at least of the two Houses of Congress.

Each State, whatever its area and its population, had

two representatives in the Senate ; and this was con-

sidered so essential a provision, that it was put not only

into the Constitution but outside and above its

authority.1 This provision holds a perfectly unique

position ; it cannot be modified by -the ordinary means

of constitutional revision, and to raise any question

about the article which enacts it would involve the dis-

solution of the Federal compact.

As a matter of course the smaller States made every

effort to develop the powers of the body in which they

were represented, quite out of proportion to their size

and population. Their efforts were successful because

they were fighting for their very lives with all the

strength given by the instinct of self-preservation,

while the larger States were fighting only for prepon-

derance and influence. The large share of power and

the manifold rights which devolved upon the American

1 [" No State without its consent shall be deprived of its equal

suffrage in the Senate." Constitution of U.S., Art. V. (d).]
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Senate were not therefore in theory a tribute to the

conservative spirit and to the superior cultivation which

is supposed to belong to a political assembly elected by a

system of indirect election. These powers were above

all a guarantee to be exercised for the benefit of the

smaller and middle-sized States—by the Assembly in

which their opinion had as much weight as that of the

larger States. The disproportionate privileges of the

Senate were rather a safeguard for the quasi-interna-

tional equality of the independent sovereignties which

formed the federal union than a bulwark against the

effects of democratic equality.

I must further remark that the principle of State

sovereignty, then so powerful, must have operated in

the same direction as the anti-democratic influence.

Constituencies in which every man should have the

suffrage—clown to . the poor man whose changing

home is wherever he gets the highest wages, and the

emigrant who, coming from a distance, has never known

any government but the Federal government, who has

never had time to share the special life of the State

where fate had cast him—such constituencies would

have had much less chance of resisting the current

towards centralization than those made up of land-

holders or tax-payers, who were attached to the State in

which they lived by their property or by vested interests.

These are the causes which kept up a limited suffrage

for so long in America ; the maintenance of a limited

suffrage yielded in the end to causes to the consideration

of which I shall shortly return.

Similarly, in choosing the Senators, we find indirect
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election by the State legislatures was preferred to

indirect election by voters chosen ad hoc, and even more

to direct election. The reason is that the belief in State

rights, whilst exercising an uncertain and feeble influence

on the primary electoral bodies of each State, became

in the State legislature a corporate, organized, and con-

scious force, and was therefore certain to impress its

influence strongly upon the two Senators elected by the

vote of the State legislature.

Section ix

Where then is the democratic spirit to be found in

this democracy ? This spirit is much less evident in the

Federal Constitution than in the State constitutions.

They show its influence more and more from day to

day, and in them it must be studied, for these consti-

tutions are an integral part, and, in one sense, the basis

of the whole political system of the United States.

Here, too, democracy presents characteristics which it

does not possess elsewhere.

In the first place these characteristics depend on a

difference in previous conditions. Everywhere in

Europe democracy was obliged to dispossess or destroy

an aristocracy in order to make a place for itself
;
in

the United States the place was vacant, and could be
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occupied without a struggle. The elements out of

which a hereditary and privileged class is formed never

have existed at any time in America. A political

aristocracy must necessarily be the outcome either of a

military caste, or of a class of large land-holders, or of

a middle-class enriched by trade. A military caste may
grow up in a nation surrounded by other warlike

nations, ready to conquer or subdue it, but has no

chance of coming into existence in a country where the

superior race meets no rivals except a few savage tribes,

easily driven off the territory. A class of large land-

holders exercising seigniorial rights may grow up on a

limited territory, where the new comers, not being

conquerors, are obliged, in order to have a share of the

land and its fruits, to accept conditions from the first

occupiers. In America, what bait could a landed nobility

have held out to emigrants in order to induce them to

accept the place of dependants ? By what bonds could

a nobility have kept them in a state of vassalage ?

The emigrants had only to go a few miles further off

into the region of free lands to escape from these older

settlers, and become in their turn free owners of the

soil. An industrial and commercial upper middle-class

cannot maintain itself in the position of an hereditary

and privileged body except in a country where, in

consequence of almost all the available sources of

wealth being used up or appropriated, the formation of

fortunes is necessarily slow, and where the supremacy of

old families which have got the start of the newer ones

is easily maintained, simply by the careful management,

and the regular hereditary transmission, of the family
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property. This is the very opposite of what took place

in America. There a mass of unused wealth offered

itself as a prize to individual enterprise. In a given

time acquisition of property made many more rich

people than the preservation of it, and speculation

easily and far outran thrift. How could a plutocracy,

swamped by this enormous and perpetual influx of new-

born elements, keep itself in the position of a distinct

and stable class ?

The natural elements of a patriciate were lacking,

and there existed none of the ordinary reasons why

legislation should create an artificial patriciate. When

a superabundant population which wants to live and

enjoy life is imprisoned in a narrow space where all

places are occupied, and threatens to upset everything in

order to get its' share of wealth, naturally something

must be done to keep it within bounds. For a time

legislators disarm and disconcert revolutionists by

maintaining political inequality; American legislators

had no temptation to take this course. In that country

order and peace seemed sufficiently provided for by

the ease with which the needy classes could, instead

of struggling for their share of the land with people

already in possession, expand into those vast tracts of

land which were without owners.

Democracy in America was therefore the first and

original form, and the natural and necessary type, of

political society. From the very earliest time, when

the nucleus formed by European emigrants was large

enough to have nothing to fear from the Indians, and

sufficiently provided with implements to undertake the
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colonization of the Western regions, it was clear that

the definite conditions of national development were all

present, and the prevalence of a pure democracy in the

States became a certainty. It prevailed there without

a conflict ; it was founded without destroying anything,

and has existed without any admixture of non-democratic

elements. 1

What a contrast this is to the French democracy, the

last transformation of a society which had existed for

centuries under an aristocratic organization ! Democracy

in France bears the marks of the " struggle for existence
"

which it underwent ; a hard struggle in which it would

have succumbed had it not been upheld by a rooted

faith in democratic doctrines, and had it not been

intoxicated with the wine of metaphysical abstractions.

This was a terrible struggle indeed, rousing fearful

passions, causing acts of blood, leaving memories of

1 The only political aristocracy that ever existed in the United

States, viz. the picked body of Virginian families, which directed

the destinies of the Union for forty years, was an exceptional

phenomenon, and did not last long. This picked body acquired a

sort of moral title to political power from the following sources :

—

the hereditary qualities of the English gentry, whence it sprang; the

large and easy way of life encouraged by the possession of slaves ;

the high rank taken by Virginia (which was the most densely

populated and the most powerful of the States up to the

beginning of the present century) ; and the preponderant and

glorious part which Washington's country had taken in the

War of Independence. All this moral supremacy disappeared

very quickly when the Northern States, increased by the immi-

gration of large masses, took the upper hand and began to weigh

down the scales of the Union by the weight of increasing popu-

lation, while, at the same time, the recollection of the great struggle

at the end of the eighteenth century lost some of its vividness.
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unpardonable crimes—a struggle without a decisive

conclusion—a struggle in which, in spite of the prestige

given by victory, the conquerors were not able to destroy

everything they hated ; whence many incongrous and

inconsistent remains, both good and bad, of the previous

regime, are still to be found in the new organization of

society.

In the United States nothing of this kind happened.

Democracy is not there clothed in any of the more

ancient political forms, because democracy is the begin-

ning of everything. It came into existence peacefully,

in a world without a past. It arose spontaneously, and

arose out of a few simple physical and social necessities,

which almost from the very first were definite and

fixed. It has no history behind it : it never allowed

itself the luxury of a philosophical theory. It has

remained eminently realistic, strictly practical ; and,

on this account, it is perhaps farther removed from

the French democracy than is any European consti-

tutional monarchy which has been touched by the

breath of the heroism and the idealism of the French

Revolution.

Let us, if possible, define more closely the leading-

cause which has fixed the character of American

society.

We have only to cast an eye over this immense zone

(eighteen times larger than is the area of France) in

which there are at least fifty millions of inhabitants, un-

equally distributed, in order to understand that their

one primary and predominant object is to cultivate and

populate these prairies, forests, and vast waste lands.
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The striking and peculiar characteristic of American

society is, that it is not so much a democracy as a huge

commercial company for the discovery, cultivation, and

capitalization of its enormous territory. Because

Frenchmen have not thoroughly grasped this funda-

mental characteristic, and have not constantly kept it in

mind, they are stopped at every turn, they are apt to fall

into misunderstandings, they are constantly puzzled, and

they draw false and specious conclusions from secondary

or contingent causes.

The United States are primarily a commercial society

{sociAU cconomique) and only secondarily a nation (sociAU

politique). This is the formula which gives the key to

many an enigma, and which removes many an apparent

contradiction. Why, for instance, is custom and law in

America so indulgent to bankrupts ? What is the

meaning of the articles in some State Constitutions

enjoining the legislature to make exceptionally liberal

provisions in favour of debtors ? The meaning is

plain enough : it is that in America the spirit of

enterprise, pushed to the extent of speculation, is an

indispensable agent of progress. Americans are afraid

that energetic men would lose their " go " if they

had hanging over them a severe penalty for every

commercial mistake, and if they had to look forward to

bearing the burden of disrepute and discredit for a

length of time after the first failure. Again, what is the

explanation of this curious institution of the homestead,

this little piece of family property which cannot be

taken in execution. It is, clearly, to provide the

unsuccessful settler, who is a victim of ill luck, with a
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safe shelter in which he can have peace and quiet and
prepare himself for fresh struggles.1

It is quite evident that the system best adapted to a

society of this kind is a republic in which all the
powers of the State are elective ; a democracy which
gives no legal advantage to classes which have risen

from the ranks over those who are still risino-. This
form of government opens an immense vista of fortune

and power to the independent and energetic men who
are the first and indispensable workers in the unlimited

field of adventure.

The American republic besides was in the peculiar

condition of not having sufficient native population to

supply the necessary number of labourers
; they had to

be brought in from outside. This need had a good deal

to do with the very liberal 2 and very democratic

legislation which the States from all times have re-

peatedly put forward with lavish ostentation, especially

in the Declarations of Rights at the head of their

constitutions. What, for example, is the meaning of the

almost universal and very emphatic proclamation of

religious liberty, for which many of the colonies seemed
hardly prepared by their origin and their early practices ?

It is, I admit, the spirit of the eighteenth century which

1 Not only his farm and his hired cattle, but even his furniture

and his library are protected from execution. (Baldwin.)
2 It is curious that one of the grievances put forward in the

Declaration of Independence is, that the King tried to prevent the

increase of population of the States by putting obstacles in the

way of the laws for the naturalization of foreigners, by refusing

to make other laws to encourage emigration, and by making the

conditions for acquiring new land more difficult.

C.L. K
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showed itself in these professions of toleration. But it

is something more besides. Whether by instinct, or

with clear consciousness of what they were doing, the

Americans bethought themselves that religious intoler-

ance, or even any favour openly given by law to a

particular creed, would be as good as closing the door

on emigration—this emigration from all quarters of

the globe, which was landing promiscuously on the same

coast of America, Anglicans, Lutherans, Catholics,

Presbyterians, Unitarians, Quakers, all of them equally

determined to hold to their faith and to their own form

of worship. It was for the sake of these emigrants that

the formulas of the ancient British liberties were

repeated, solemnly and sonorously in every State, and

surrounded with the prestige and authority due to

Constitutional Law. At bottom the tacit guarantee of

the common law was fully as efficacious as these

pompous declarations. What was the good of trying for

anything better than " liberty as it is in England " ?

But it was only the English emigrants who knew this

by experience. Something more was needed, more

startling promises were necessary, for the races who

were less well prepared.

The same influence betrays itself in the way in which

most of the States adopted universal suffrage, and

gradually applied the system of election to most of the

public offices. A curious document shows us in what

spirit, and with what expectations, even before the

Union, a clear-sighted statesman contemplated the ex-

tension of the suffrage to all the citizens. This is what

Penn wrote in the instructions which he had dis-
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tributed over all Europe at the end of the seventeenth

century :

—

" The emigrants will be considered as real inhabitants.

They will have the right of voting, not only for the

election of the magistrates of the place in which they

live, but also for the members of the Provincial Council

and the General Assembly, which two bodies, conjointly

with the governor, form the sovereign power. And
what is far more important, they may be elected to any

sort of office if the community of the place where they

live considers them suitable for it, and this of whatever

nation or religion they may be." x

This is exactly the alluring tone of a mercantile

prospectus. The legislative changes which everywhere

brought in universal suffrage, between 1830 and 1850,

come in part from the business-like calculation which

inspired Penn in the declarations we have just quoted.

Equality before the ballot-box has been a real premium

on immigration.

I need hardly say that universal suffrage began in

1 [See the instructions in French, cited by Laboulaye, Histoire

Politique des Etats-Unis, i. p. 356, and compare the following

statements in Penn's Brief Account of the Province of Penn-

sylvania, &c, p. 6, published in 1681 :

—

"VII. Of the Government.
" 1st The Governour and Freeholders have the power of making

laws, so that no Law can be made, nor money raised, But by the

People's consent.

"2ly. That the Rights of the People of England are in force

there.

"Sly. That making no law against Allegiance, they may make

all laws requisite for the Prosperity and Security of the said

Province." (d.)]

K 2
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the less populous States, those of the West. These

States more than the others felt the urgent necessity of

not discouraging- emigrants by the prospect of their

remaining for a long time politically inferior to the

older inhabitants. One State having taken the initia-

tive, all the others were compelled to follow if they did

not wish to see the current of immigration turn aside

to more hospitable countries, and to find that the

equilibrium of influence in the House of Represen-

tatives, where representation is in proportion to numbers,

was upset to their disadvantage. It is noteworthy that

the States which tried hardest to resist the current

were chiefly the oldest :
l Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Georgia, countries which

even in 1830 were already densely populated, and where

such an enormous amount of capital had been accumu-

lated for years that emigrants were attracted without

having more ordinary baits held out to them.

Many of the legislatures have shown themselves so

anxious not to keep the emigrant waiting, and not to

make him go through an inconvenient stage, that they

have been ready to dispense with naturalization in the

United States, because it would have caused too much

delay. They have admitted him to the electoral body

of the States at a time when the laws of the Union

shut out emigrants for a long time from citizenship of

the United States.2 Emigrants only just landed have
1 Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Georgia, and Connecticut require

every elector to be a taxpayer. Massachusetts excludes those who
cannot write or read ; Connecticut admits those who can read.

- There are fourteen States in which the foreigner acquires the

right of voting for the members of the State legislature and
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been registered and taken straight from the port, where

they were wandering about in search of employment,

to the ballot-box ; and here these improvised electors,

these strangers, have voted not only for representatives

of the district in the State legislature, but also

for the representatives of the State in the Federal

Congress. I think there could not be any more

convincing proof than this that extension of the suffrage

aimed at had another object besides that of establishing

democratic equality among the real citizens.

Statistics confirm this view in a remarkable manner.

From 1830 to 1840 we begin to hear of universal

suffrage, and between 1840 and 1850 it becomes

thoroughly established in all the States. Now, the

number of emigrants, which was 68,000 in 1839, after

1laving remained nearly stationary during the eight

] receding years, rises gradually to 114,000 in 1845, to

154,000 in 1846, to 235,000 and 266,000 in 1847 and

1848, to over 300,000 in 1849, and finally to 428,000 in

1854—and shows by this ascending scale the sufficiency

of the attractions and the success of the arrangements

for attracting emigrants.1

consequently for members of Congress, simply by declaring that

lie intends to be naturalized, even though lie has never made any

regular application for naturalization. Two States stand alone.

Massachusetts requires in addition to naturalization a residence of

two years, California a lapse of ninety days after naturalization,

before making the naturalized foreigner eligible for any office

and competent to vote. See Justice M. Strong, North American

Review, May, 1884, pp. 415, 421. [See Bryce, American Common-

wealth, ii., pp. 11, 12. (d.)]

1 In fact this increase coincides with the running of the first

Transatlantic steamers in 1838.
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Section x

There is one more circumstance which must not be

forgotten—it is the ever-recurring influence, the counter-

shock, so to say, of the great events of the public life

of the Federation on the public life of the States.

We have observed that from the beginning, and even

in the preliminary discussions on the Constitution, the

root of all the difficulties was how to effect a division of

power between the sovereignty of the States and the

authority of the Federal Government.

In the Convention of Philadelphia there were passion-

ate debates on this vital, essential, I may say unique

question, and these debates were only the prelude to

the great struggles which the same question continued

to raise, even after the Constitution was settled. They

have filled the whole history of the United States up

to our own days. After the Union was established two

great parties sprang up, which have several times changed

their names without changing their essence, and which

have become, as it were, political contingents enrolled

in the service of two opposed political principles. Every

American has enrolled himself either as a " republican
"

or a " democrat," no one has the wish or the power to

remain neutral. These are the two parties which control

the election of the President, and of the members of Con-

gress ; they throw themselves with extraordinary eager-

ness into the fray, they leave nothing undone to rally

all manner of interests round them, and for this purpose
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they make use of the patronage of all the federal

administrative offices : the victorious party distributes

these offices in payment to politicians who have served

it. But politicians are difficult to satisfy, and the fund

for the payment of partizans, afforded by the places in

the gift of the Federal Government, soon proved in-

sufficient. Thereupon the parties were led to lay

their hands on the offices in the gift of States govern-

ments. To make them serve the purpose better they

were all made elective, and the tenure of the offices

was made as short as possible. By this means appoint-

ments were made constantly renewable so as to be like

ready cash in the hands of party managers, and the

floating capital of each party's electoral budget could

be constantly renewed. Republicans and democrats

alike inscribe on the party ticket the names of the

candidates for public offices, whether local or federal.

The whole list of names is dictated by the same

omnipotent party spirit. Calmer and more wholesome

municipal interests have had to give way completely

to the federal interests. This party action, which

has made elections universal and has shortened the

terms of office, has inaugurated a fierce democratic

spirit which possibly would not have developed so

rapidly under purely local influences. Here we have

an instance of a curious and unexpected way in which

federal influences have acted on State politics. Both

the great parties have found it necessary to maintain

their war supplies and keep up the fund for paying

their electoral army, and therefore both, even the one

which professed to protect the sovereignty of the States,
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have been driven to federalize and democratize the

recruiting for the State offices.

However that may be, this state of things differs

entirely from what happened in France in 1848. France
is essentially a democracy, and is so with all the heat

of a religious believer and all the precision of a scholastic

logician. She deduces the consequences flowing from her

principle of democratic equality, step by step. All her

history since 1789 shows that she has been constantly

engaged in this abstract speculation, this weighty

demonstration, this obstinate pursuit of pure justice.

This spirit is continually cropping up in the Declara-

tions of Rights of the revolutionary period, and it shows
itself quite as distinctly in the course of action, grounded

at once on sentiment and reasoning, which gave birth

to the universal suffrage of 1848. The politicians

established universal suffrage at a single stroke, and did

not reflect or speculate on the effects of such a tremendous

and sudden change. They professed to despise the

middle class and its petty policy ; they felt the need of

drawing inspiration from fresher springs of popular

feeling. I can hardly describe the sort of brotherly,

confiding Christian spirit, in the primitive sense of the

expression, which at this period filled the minds of

men. Lastly, the establishment of universal suffrage

flowed, by a process of invincible logic, from the two

principles of the sovereignty of the people, and the

equality of civil rights. Logic gave the word of

command and it was obeyed. Nothing can be less like

a democracy of this type than the United States. In

this realm of empiricism principles, however loudly
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they make themselves heard, however free or independ-

ent they seem to be, are always in a great measure

subordinate to positive and definite interests. Universal

suffrage in America was not simply designed to satisfy

a speculative spirit or the demands of natural justice.

Its object was chiefly to meet the agricultural, in-

dustrial, and commercial needs, of a social organization

very different from that of France. The very excep-

tional economic condition of the American Union, as

well as its federal character, must never be forgotten.

He who does not keep these facts before his eyes will

fall into errors as to the nature of the evolution, and the

destiny, of this out-and-out democracy, and also as to the

lessons and warnings which he may legitimately draw

from the American democracy for the benefit of France.
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THE CONCEPTION OF SOVEREIGNTY

IN FRANCE
AND IN ENGLAND AND IN THE UNITED STATES 1

Section i

The Constitutions of England and of the United

States, which are the subject of the two preceding essays,

do not appear to lend themselves to comparison, unless

the object of the comparison be to bring out the con-

trasts in the two political organizations. They do

indeed differ considerably. The English Constitution is

in great part unwritten, that of the United States rests

upon a written document. The first is the law of a

monarchy, the second the law of a republic ;
the first is

1 [This heading is rather an account of the contents of Part III.

than a translation of the title affixed to it by Monsr. Bontniy.

He entitles this Part "La Nature de VActe Constituant en France,

en Angleterre et aux Etats-Unis." The expression "Facte con-

stituant "
is a term for which there is no exact English equivalent

;

it mav be described as "the act whereby the sovereign power in a

State "creates a constitution." The want of any proper English

terminology for expressing this idea is itself a marked illustration

of the soundness and importance of the contrast drawn by our

author between French and English constitutionalism, (d.)]
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unified and imperial, the second is federal. In the

relation between Ministry and Parliament, the one up-

holds the principle of ministerial responsibility, the

other the principle of ministerial independence ; finally,

to go to the bottom of the whole matter, the first is

entirely aristocratic in its construction, the second

democratic to the very core. My readers may wonder

that I should bring together by way of comparison

two such apparently opposite types, and the more so

because I may be thought to have treated as the

antithesis and opposite of them both that French public

law which resembles either Constitution in detail, and

even in general outline, more than the English and

American Constitutions resemble each other. The

differences and analogies between the three Constitu-

tions must, however, not be pressed too far ; besides, in

proportion as democracy spreads its uniformity over all

three countries, these differences gradually melt away

and disappear. I only keep up the comparison for a

moment to deduce the following principle from it : viz.

that in order to determine the species of a Constitution,

to define it, and class it per genus ct differentiam, there

are factors as important as the imperative provisions

which it contains, and as distinctive and specific as the

particular amount of equilibrium maintained in the

Constitution between the several jDowers. I refer to

forces anterior to the Constitution, which were the

source of its existence, and which have brought its

very elements together and united them. In other

words, some important characteristics of the constitu-

tional law of any country can be gathered at least
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as well from a study of the history, the origin, and

the nature of the sovereign power (acte constituant),

as from an examination into the relations between the

powers constituted by this sovereign authority. I have

touched on this point more than once in the course of

this work. But the thesis is of so much importance

that doubtless there will be some interest in taking it

up as a conclusion, and in putting it before my readers

in a clearer form, with more unity and connection of

ideas.

Section ii

In France, when the Revolution broke out, all the old

authorities—except the highest—which exercised any

kind of public power—c.#.,the nobility, clergy, parliament,

the provincial estates, officers, magistrates in towns, and

had been, by the very action of the ancicn

humbled and discredited, dispossessed, or made

powerless. They were like branches of a tree nourished

only by the bark ; and there was no object in sparing

this half-dead wood which the sap would never

nourish again. The Revolution rather overthrew these

authorities by its shock than cut them down. Royalty,

deprived of its chief branches, which had withered

under the shadow of its own mighty foliage, was like

a bare trunk standing alone defying the wind, but
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ready for the hatchet. It too fell in its turn. Every-

thing therefore had to be planted or sown afresh on this

soil, which had been dug and re-dug, and weeded to ex-

cess, until it was well-nigh exhausted. The whole body

of the people was the only social organization which

remained standing. The people had to create new

powers, so to say, out of nothing—to invent and constitute

a whole new political society. These facts are too well

known to require dwelling upon. I only note this

much : in France every power, every established au-

thority, dates from the revolutionary constitutions—from

them it proceeds, from them it derives its title. In the

case of subordinate officers, their title to authority,

originally inserted in the constitution itself, has been in

later times derived from laws made in virtue of powers

given by the constitution. But the primary source is

the same for both ; neither seek to date their investiture

farther back than the constitution. The only exception

was in the case of royalty in 1814, and rather less clearly

so in 1830. Louis XVIII. flattered himself that he

reigned in virtue of an immemorial right : Louis

Philippe was not in his own eyes an elected king who

owed his crown to a contract between the Chambers

and the younger branch of the Bourbons. But these

two exceptions in some sense confirm the rule, as they

both acted in contradiction to, and as a dissolvent of, the

system to which they belonged. The element which

had a different origin from all the rest was, in the end,

eliminated by violence.

We see the consequences. A day came in history

when France was one single homogeneous mass,
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composed of an immense number of small human atoms.

The new groups cut out of this mass could be nothing
at first but bodies arbitrarily created for the convenience

of the government
: they were not organic wholes made

by the slow action of long common life. They have all,

except the feeble commune, lasted for less than a

century
;
they are all hampered by narrow regulations.

Hence they do not, even to-day, possess that individual

life, I might almost say that consciousness of personality,

which local institutions derive, and derive only, from

long years of existence, and from the moderation or the

neglect, much more than from the favour or the gifts, of

their rulers. They possess, as I said, no individual life.

It is the national life which runs through them, it is the

consciousness of the national spirit, which sustains and
directs their officials. That this is so appears from the

law itself, and is shown by this fact—that until 1838 the

Department had no corporate existence, and that even

now such corporate existence is denied to the cirrondisse-

ments. The highest authorities in the state have not, any

more than the local authorities, a sense of independent

existence, and have not ever become real "persons."

Bom yesterday, they are still bound by a close and

visible tie to the constitution which created them ; they

have not had time to create ways of thinking and

feeling for themselves, and to find in these habits a

stable basis outside the law. The strongest reason for

existence and self-reliance in the case of a collective

body, that which proceeds from the fact of length of

days, could not enter into their being and develop the

instinct for personal rights independent of statutes and

C.L. L
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laws. Since 1789 we may say that there have been in

France individuals who were kings, but there has been

no royalty, if by that term we mean to describe a per-

petual corporation represented at any given moment by

a single individual, who receives from it something

beyond his own value, his own responsibility, and his

own personal credit. There have been assemblies of

representative individuals under the name of peers,

senators, or deputies, coming together in accordance with

the conditions provided by articles of the constitution,

and finding in their meeting place exactly what they

had brought with them from outside. But there has

been no House of Peers, no Senate, no Chamber of

Deputies, if by these words are meant permanent

bodies possessing a character and spirit of their own,

something of which is communicated to each generation

of their members. These superior authorities are of

but recent date, and have been created by statute ; they

therefore constantly look for support to the law which

created them, and to the people who create the law.

The national will—the will of the whole people—is their

very soul. But this national will is the will of a day

only ; it is now strong and powerful, now nerveless and

languid ;
enthusiastically active to-day, to-morrow pas-

sive even unto indolence. This is the reason why at

times these high authorities seem gifted with irresistible

energy, coining from the impulse and the faith of a whole

people, and at other times, on account of the indifference

of the public, seem entirely at the mercy of the weak-

ness and egoism of the individuals of whom they are

composed. Public organization in France is wanting in
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the lofty esprit dc corps, and the comprehensive and

admirable self-reliance, exhibited by great corporate

bodies existing for partial or special objects, by whom
moral life is kept at a constant average level. French

organization being so completely national in every pore

it follows to their extreme length the oscillations of

public spirit.

Section iii

In England the Constitution—I mean by that, the

whole of the written or unwritten rules which regulate

the exercise of the public powers in all their branches

—was never the result of an imperative law passed by

a sovereign people creating authorities, so to say, out of

nothing, and investing them with fixed powers. The

English Constitution is made up out of a long list of bila-

teral or trilateral acts. These acts are many and varied,

they are tacit arrangements, agreements which have

been fought out in debate, and solemn compacts made

between powers already existing, acknowledged and

respected, which were in a sense self-constituted, because

they were created by the force of circumstances, and

because they claim a title grounded on immemorial
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possession. Go back in the history of England as

far as the fourteenth century. We find three powers

standing face to face—the Crown, the Lords, and the

Commons ; they are constantly engaged either in

friendly negotiations or in violent opposition. From
year to year they have to rearrange their varying

form, their mobile relations, and their undefined and
unstable balance of power. The two documents gener-

ally quoted as the sources of the modern English Con-
stitution, the Declaration of Right of 1689, and the Act
of Settlement of 1701, are but treaties somewhat more
weighty than the others. There is no question of

creating powers—they already exist—nor even of care-

fully enunciating their attributes—these are already

fixed by custom. The whole object of these famous

documents is to define the limits assigned by custom to

these pre-existing powers on certain points actually in

dispute. The Crown does not owe its authority to

these documents, it is the dynasty only which derives

its title from them. The royal prerogative remains the

prerogative of Henry VIII. and Elizabeth, transmitted

without interruption to their successors ; and the new
dynasty simply accepts the order of things, under the

general restrictions of the Common Law, partly con-

firmed by the Acts which changed the order of

succession to the throne.

To sum up : the great political powers in England are

in no way the creations of a constitution (pouvoir con-

stituant), for their existence is anterior to any funda-

mental law whatever. Their title does not result from

a direct expression of national will promulgated in
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express terms and distinct form on a given day, but it

is a right originating in actual possession, which has

not been contested for centuries. Their foundation is

outside any law sanctioned by the seal of national

sovereignty ; it is therefore outside the Constitution in

the sense in which this term is taken in France. And if

these extra-constitutional powers look like a part of the

Constitution, it is not because they have been made and

consecrated by the Constitution, but because the Con-

stitution has been created by them. The Constitution is

nothing but the bringing to light of the settlement of

frontiers fixed from time to time between these im-

memorial forces. These forces exist side by side ; they

perpetually expand, or withdraw their claims to

authority, they constantly come into collision with and

press upon each other, they make compromises, but

they are never at rest. 1

I have as yet spoken only of the superior powers.

The state of the subordinate authorities, local or special,

is no less peculiar. These subordinate authorities can

generally, as in France, trace back their rights to a

definite title granted to them by law at a fixed date

;

but this original title is so incomplete, and the grant

so ancient, that both seem trifling in comparison with

the prestige belonging to the fact of ancient posses-

sion and customary rights, which constant usage

has grafted on to this primary legal basis. National

1 " Of the three powers which exist together, each asserts its own

rights but hardly knows their extent. The success of each thus

depended on the time, the circumstances, and the king who was

on the throne. England owes its existing Constitution to chance."

—D'Argenson, Considerations sur le Gouvernemeut, p. 38.
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unity in England existed at such an early date, and

the feeling for this unity was so active, in those

earliest times, that the state did not frown upon

these secondary institutions, and even found it advan-

tageous to respect their independent growth, and to

recognize them as the complement of or supplement to

its own somewhat imperfect organization. Thus it was

that the consciousness of a distinct life, and a right

independent of all positive grant, in the long run

developed an immense number of great and small local

and special authorities, such as universities, ecclesiasti-

cal corporations, boroughs, parish vestries, and chartered

bodies. Created one by one, each body remained more

or less independent of the others ; not one of them was

content to take rank passively in a co-ordinated whole,

nor to feel itself strictly dependent on an organization,

which was itself subject to the general welfare. Their

past history is so ancient, their origin in some cases so

near the date of the formation of the body politic itself,

they have so completely lost the habit of considering

their immemorial social functions as delegated, they

look upon themselves so naturally and simply as part-

ners and not agents of the state, that an English lawyer

has to reflect seriously, and to philosophize more than is

his wont, before he discovers that these institutions are

really the servants of the state, and that their claims

must give way to considerations of the public good.

My reader will now realize how different all this is from

the state of things in France. In France the nation is a

single mass ; in England it is an aggregate. In France

the superior powers have all been created by the
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Constitution ; in England it is they who daily make and

complete the Constitution by the very action of their

life, and the natural play of the forces working in them.

In France the partial or special groups are all artificial

;

they make up a regular organized hierarchy, and the

powers which rule them derive their rights from the

law. In England the partial or special groups, and the

powers which rule them, date from far back in the past,

and each one for itself derives the most undeniable part

of its authority from long possession.

Section iv

I have shown in the preceding essays that in the

United States the organization of the federal union ought

not to be separated from the interior organization of

the different States, and that the two organizations have

no complete and precise meaning unless placed side by

side. It is well to distinguish them at first, and con-

sider them separately in order to see what the whole

body derives from each one. The single States, founded

on virgin soil by individuals who, having broken their

ties with the old world, fouod themselves thrown back

in some sense on the very origin of political society,

were obliged, like the French, to re-organize their local

and central authorities from top to bottom. I pointed

out that in this respect the State constitutions have
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strong analogies with French constitutions. The
Federal Constitution, the only one which I wish to con-

sider here, has a mixed character. It resembles French

constitutions in two points : first, it is based upon an

avowed act of national sovereignty ; secondly, all the

federal powers receive their existence and investiture

from this act. Nevertheless, on looking closer we see

that this manifestation of a supposed national will was,

at the outset, only formal and apparent. The name
indeed of the American people appears in the Articles

of the Constitution, but the people is introduced not to

dictate to its statesmen but to receive from their

wisdom, an existence which was destined for a long

period l to remain fictitious and to be called in question.

Washington, Jefferson, and Hamilton, were rather the

apologists of a common nationality than its representa-

tives. They were also, and above all, the agents of

several sovereign States. A good number of these

States were more than a century old, some were famous,

each and all incorporated the interests of different

bodies accustomed to act together, and each State was

separated from the other by a powerful and distinct

esprit tie corps. I must insist on this important fact.

In the United States it is the American people which

was the artificial element, and, so to speak, created from

above. Here it is not the nation which made the

Constitution, but the Constitution which created the

nation. Effective sovereignty was exercised by the

several States which were then the only living force. In

1 [Compare in confirmation of this view Bryce, American

Commonwealth, i., p. 16, 1st eel. (d).]
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every line of the Constitution, we see the States trying

to take back in detail what they had granted wholesale

to the national element. They dispute and cavil over

every clause, they are supported throughout the course

of these debates over small details by an immense force

of popular feeling. The Constitution of 1787—89 left

the separate States standing side by side with the federal

powers which it created. The States have each continued

to live their own separate life ; they look with suspicion

upon one another and group themselves into rival

factions. The States, by an act of prudent self-abnega-

tion, created a superior authority, and the rival fac-

tions, have each in their turn, either used it as a means

for securing their own domination, or look upon it as a

rock of offence. The political history of the United

States for more than half a century is almost entirely the

the story of a struggle, full of incidents, between these

great organized powers, which existed before the Consti-

tution and up to a certain point independently of it.

Nowadays a long common life has strengthened the

feeling of national unity. The War of Secession has

raised, emboldened, and exalted the federal power. But

up to 1860, we may say that the Constitution, except

in appearance, and in the sight of foreign nations,

scarcely upheld the unity and sovereignty of the

American nation. The States had existed so long-

before the Constitution that they were not willing to

acknowledge its paramount authority, and but too often

they used the organs of national authority which they had

created as instruments ready at hand for the promotion

of their own objects.
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Section v

From all that I have said in the preceding pages, we

can now define the precise sense and substance of the

word " constitution " in the three countries. The type

of a French constitution is an imperative law pro-

mulgated by the nation calling up the hierarchy of

political powers out of chaos and organizing them.

The English Constitution is essentially a compact

between a small number of ancient corporations—legal

persons—who are immemorial depositaries of a part of

the public power. The Federal Constitution of the

United States is in form an imperative law carrying-

out the organization and fixing the attributes of the

central and superior powers ; in this point it can be

classed with the French constitutions. But this law

rests on a treaty between several distinct and sovereign

political bodies, uniting to create, and at the same time

to limit, the power of the nation.

The consequences of the differences and resemblances

brought out by these three definitions are numerous.

Several have been noticed in the course of this volume.

I shall here recapitulate those only which affect the

conception of sovereignty. The foundations of sover-

eignty, its essence, its limits, its organization, as well as

the form and spirit of the documents which proclaim it,

are points on which, up to this day, the Anglo-Saxon

Constitutions present special characteristics. In these

points I may add their likeness to each other is less
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striking than the contrasts they each offer to the

numerous monuments of French public law.

In France, since 1789, the nation considered as an

indivisible whole, has been the only existing corporate

body animated by a really powerful spirit of life.

And within the nation there has been and is nothing-

solid and stable but individuals. For it was neces-

sary to find a solid foundation on which the state

could rest, and to dig deep to clear away the rubbish

left by the crumbling edifices of the ancient political

bodies. The determination of individual rights is

then the first and principal question which came before

the French legislator; all French political history

gives evidence of its priority and pre-eminence. From
this question we have derived a very simple and very

precise conception of sovereignty. The nation, for reasons

which have been explained, cannot, in France, be any-

thing but the whole body of citizens. Theoretically,

sovereignty is the will of all the citizens, and practically

it comes to be the will of the numerical majority. In

France, since 1789, this majority has been in fact the sole

and necessary source of all legitimate authority. The
existing powers are all creations of this majority, and

all are based on the constitution which is its work.

Any power which is suspected of not representing it, or

of misrepresenting it, loses in a sense, its justification for

existence, and is marked out by this want of harmony
for immediate destruction or transformation. There is

no fulcrum outside the majority, and therefore there is

nothing on which, as against the majority resistance or

lengthened opposition can lean. This is why all French
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political systems always gravitate automatically and

rapidly towards unity and homogeneity of powers. The

progress of enlightenment and of wisdom are the only

resources against this kind of instinct inherent in French

institutions. In fact there is no internal and spontaneous

action which could be roused in these institutions to

oppose the strong current which carries them on in their

accustomed path.

In England, all the foreground of the political scene

is occupied by ancient corporate bodies, national or local,

which, on account of their greatness and their cohesion,

have secured a basis of their own within the body of

the nation, halfway between the individual and the

state. Almost up to our own times the English nation

has never conceived of itself as independent or distinct

from these bodies. Sovereignty belonged now to the

Crown, now to the Lords, now to the Commons, and

because it was attracted by each of these permanent and

powerful bodies in turn, it was never ascribed to the

whole collective body of individual citizens. In English

constitutional law up to a very recent time, the word

" people " did not mean the whole body of persons making

up the British State, it was an accepted equivalent for the

three great sovereign powers taken together, viz., King,

Lords, and Commons. Compared to these great and per-

manent powers, the changing and insignificant body of

citizens sinks to nothing. In the eye of the English

Constitution the citizens as individuals do not attain to

political rights, such rights are vested in the three

members of the sovereign body, or in corporations as old
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and independent. The House of Commons, for instance,

at the outset certainly represented some hundreds of

corporate bodies (pcrsonnes morales), counties,1 towns,

boroughs, and later the universities. The original sense of

the word " commons," according to a plausible etymology,

is communities, corporate bodies, and not, as we might

easily suppose, the common people. These corporate

bodies have remained, almost up to the present day, the

only persons really entitled to the electoral power. A
few individuals have been empowered to vote on their

behalf. But the law has taken little cognizance of these

individual voters, has scarcely cared to know who they are,

and still less to decide who they ought to be. In all

boroughs it is local custom which has till recent times

decided 2 who are to be the voters. The legal idea of

the citizen as a man, who as such is entitled to certain

political rights, was for the first time partially recognized

in 1832. Up to that date this idea was not so much
misapprehended by, as actually unknown to, English law.

The entrance on the political scene of citizens as such

was at first hardly noticed, but certainly was, on account

of its present no less than of its future results, the great

political event of the century in England. The Ballot

Act, and the statutes against bribery, passed in order

to keep the citizen free and uncorrupted in the exercise

of his public duty, show that his existence is at last

recognized, that he has emerged from the ranks of the

corporate bodies, and that he has forced himself on public

1 [A county is not in strictness a corporate body, but is apersonne

morale in the sense in which the term is here used, (d).]

- [This is now determined by statute, (d).]
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attention, and has become a person known to the law.

Before these Acts were passed, corruption and intimida-

tion were considered to be the private concern of the

local body invested with the franchise, and public opinion

encouraged the non-interference of Parliament

;

1 so time

was it that the ultimate elements of the electorate

seemed, to be not the individual citizens but the local

bodies or corporations Even to-day the opposition and

competition between the two ideas shows itself by a

marked distinction between the reform Acts which

define the qualifications of voters, and the redistribution

Acts which carefully distribute the representative power

between the electoral bodies. In 1832, in 1867, and

even in 1884, the redistribution of seats excited more

passion, and was thought of more consequence, than the

qualification of voters. This shows how difficult it

was for the English public to recognize and admit the

idea of political rights belonging to all citizens as in-

dividuals. Mr. Gladstone's Acts,2 affecting as they do

both the extension of the franchise and the distribution of

seats, has for the future put an end to the interest, or at

least the importance, of the distinction between the two.

In these Acts the individual triumphs, and the historical

bodies are dissolved, by means of the introduction of

1 [Parliament lias from a period long preceding the Reform Act

of 1832, treated corrupt practices as offences (see Blackstone's

Commentaries, i., pp. 178, 179). What Monsr. Boutmy no doubt

refers to, is the recognised existence of (so-called) rotten boroughs.

(D)d
2 [See the Representation of the People Act, 1884, 48 Vict. c. 3,

;and the Redistribution of Seats Act, 1885, 48 & 49 Vict,

•c. 23 (d.)1
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districts mapped out in proportion to the number of

the electors. According to all appearance the English

electoral system is rapidly verging towards the French

type.

In the United States the idea of political duties and

rights inherent in the individual and citizen has long

been familiar to the law ; the State Constitutions

clearly prove this. It was not therefore for want of

recognizing the importance of the electoral franchise,

but of set purpose, that the Convention of Phila-

delphia left it outside the national compact of 1787.

I have noticed in the preceding pages the sense and

the exact bearing of the Declaration of Rights formed

by the first constitutional amendments. I will recapi-

tulate two points only of this analysis : the first, that

these amendments are directed against the federal

power alone, and do not in themselves bind the separate

States ; the second, that the amendments give guaran-

tees and means of protection to the individual, but do

not give him the means of asserting political rights.

As to active political rights, the Federal Constitution

assures their possession only to the ancient sovereign

bodies known as States. The only possessors of active

political rights, according to the Federal Constitution,

are the States. Citizens as individuals have no share

in the sovereign authority. To give one proof only,

and that a very striking one, I remind my readers that

there are in strictness, under the working of the Federal

Constitution, no federal electors. The central power

does not go down to matters so fundamental as the
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question of franchise. It distributes a certain share

of electoral representation to each State, and then each

State decides, according to its own pleasure under a

single slight restriction 1
, who are to be the persons

qualified to choose its representatives in Congress,

and its presidential electors.2

The principle that political rights are a personal attri-

bute of the individual citizen, leads necessarily to the

consequence that the will of the majority of the

citizens is sovereign. Now the chief article of the

Constitution concerning the composition of the Senate

completely contradicts this latter principle. All the

States, however unequal the number of their popu-

lation, are each represented by two members in the

Senate. There we have equality among the States

but not among the citizens. The presidential election

itself, which the convention of 1787 had intended

to reserve to the nation and to the majority, was

recovered by the States. Nowadays it is the

regular rule that in each State the voting for the

presidential electors takes place not in separate districts,

but in the mass and by " general ticket," and these

presidential electors make up the college called upon to

choose the President of the Union. The candidate

who gets a majority even of a few hundred votes in the

hundreds of thousands of voters in any State—as was

once the case at New York—gets the whole vote of that

1 Constitution of U.S., Art. i., s., ii.

2 Even since the Fifteenth Amendment the States have been

left at liberty to create electoral inequalities between citizens of

the United States so that they do not depend on race or colour.
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State. Thus at every election it is a majority of States

rather than a majority of voters which decides the

victory. This is so distinctly the fact, that Presidents

have been actually elected (when there were more than

two candidates) who might not possess anything

approaching to an absolute majority of the popular

vote ; and some were positively elected when it was

clearly proved that they had a minority of the popular

vote, as against their sole and defeated competitor.

Here we find ourselves confronted by a peculiar con-

ception of sovereignty and of political rights. In the

sphere of the Federal Constitution there are no poli-

tical rights (droits politiqucs actifs) belonging to the

citizens as such, there is only the right to representa-

tion divided among corporate bodies, i.e. the States.

*

This is as it is in England, but for different reasons.

In the same sphere the formula of sovereignty is a

mixed one ; the supreme power does not belong solely

to the numerical majority of individuals, it belongs also,

and in greater part, to the numerical majority of

thirty-eight powerful corporate bodies. The States,

and not the individual citizens, are the real members

of the state, the integrant parts and organic elements,

as it were, of the body politic.

1 [The House of Representatives, however, does represent the

people, (d.)]

C.L.
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Section w

I SHOULD exceed the limits of a mere summary, if I

followed out the chain of reasoning which I have begun

to the very end. I must allow myself, however, to

call attention to one or two more points in regard

to the Constitutions of each of the three countries

—

points which have reference to the scope and objects

of the sovereign power, to the spirit of the constitution,

to its structure, and to its mode of growth.

We have noticed that in France the political

equation, so to speak, consists of two terms only, the

individual and the state, the infinitely small and the

infinitely great. There is nothing between these two

to attract attention. No coherent, solid, and well-tried

organization gives consistency to any considerable

interests, whether local or special. The local or special

groups of yesterday's growth are mere meeting places

used by individuals for certain transactions of public

life : they are lifeless figures, and not persons gifted with

a consciousness and will of their own. The superior

paramount interest of the nation stands face to face

with the paltry selfishness of each individual citizen.

The prodigious inequality in value between the only

two living elements of political society produces this

result. The philosopher, gazing down from the dream-

like heights of public power upon the crowd of

human atoms, necessarily feels that he has the right
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to dispose of them despotically without much caring to

humour their prejudices. French constitutions further

appeal to a people brought back to the indefinite

state of nature by the fall of their historical institu-

tions, and gifted anew with an extraordinary plas-

ticity by the ruin of the strong old framework which

held the citizens together in fixed compact aggregates.

Our philosopher must feel that he has more than

enough power to stir up these heaps of human atoms

according to his fancy, to bind them together, or to

divide them in different ways—in fact to mould them

into what he happens to think the best form. In his

mind, therefore, there exists a virtually perfect combi-

nation of absolute might and absolute right. He
needs to make a great effort of reason to prevent

dreams from appearing to him easily attainable realities,

and it is difficult for him to remember that, among

the infinite number of combinations which seem to

lie at his disposal, he can hardly expect to find that

one which is destined to realize the dream of absolute

justice combined with universal happiness. Hence

profound idealism and unmistakable optimism are funda-

mental characteristics of the constitutional creations of

the French nation. We find in these creations noble,

large, and humane inspirations, which seem to disappear

at certain periods of reaction, but which reappear with

that sudden power of rejuvenescence of which the

French have the secret. This was very noticeable in

1848. But this combination of idealism and optimism

naturally increases the ambition, and encourages the

presumption, of the state. The state is not sufficiently

M 2
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afraid of summary and authoritative proceedings, and

readily inclines towards socialism.

Here we come within view of the fundamental

paradox which lies concealed in the constitutional

law of France. I have shown above what an im-

portant place the individual citizen holds in it. When

analysed to its very source sovereignty rests on

the individual alone
;
public power has authority only

because the individual gives up a part of his natural

liberty, supposed to be unlimited, and of which he can

keep as much as seems good to him. Hence no con-

stitutions abound so much as those of France in decided

and emphatic assertions as to the rights of individual

citizens. The chief leaning of the French constitution-

makers is all in this direction. In this lies their merit

and their glory. Whatever criticism may be passed on

the Declaration of Rights of 1789, the fact will always

remain that the resounding fame of these memorable

axioms has rendered this great service to the world,

viz., that the principles of liberty and equal justice for

all, up to that time locked up in maxims of philo-

sophers and aphorisms of society, became thenceforth

indispensable articles of all constitutional legislation.

Even those who violated these principles have, from that

day forward, been compelled to pay them hypocritical

respect, as the homage that vice renders to virtue. But

this zeal for individual liberty is only the first of two

tendencies. After the state has been created by the

will of all these human atoms, a second tendency in the

opposite direction becomes apparent. This Leviathan

—the state (or rather those who act in its name)

—
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begins to be conscious of the greatness of its strength

in comparison to the weakness of everything that

surrounds it ; of duties in proportion to this power, and

of rights co-extensive with the duties. It tries instinc-

tively to have an aim and an object worthy of the

enormous means at its disposal ; the idea of a " supreme

social good " takes hold of the commonwealth and brings

along with it the absolute right of the state {la raison

cVEtat). The rights of the individual, the first thesis of

the constitution, and the recognized source of all legiti-

mate power, too often fade away during the supremacy

of this second tendency, and sink to nothing before this

despotic ideal. The intemperance of Parliament and

of the public powers in making laws and regulations,

the existence and the exaggerated activity of the special

administrative courts in which the state appears both

as judge and party, are two facts which show most

clearly this tendency to hold private interests and

liberties of slight account, and to set up a conscientious

despotism of public interests. England, and, in the

federal sphere, the United States, have suffered less than

France from the first of these evils ; they have escaped

the second altogether.

In these two countries the importance and prestige

of the great corporate bodies who preceded and created

their Constitutions has been the cause of their never

having experienced this shock of opposition between the

state and the individual, this uninterrupted oscillation

which alternately raises and gives predominance, now

to the rights of the individual, and now to the high

mission of the state. Another problem, that of keeping
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up a balance between the pre-existing powers, has kept

the attention of the makers of the Constitution in a

region of compromise and moderation, and has pre-

vented them from gliding down the slope which leads

to one of two extremes, viz. individual license or state

despotism. Definitions and comparisons must not be

pressed too far ; nevertheless, one of those which I have

suggested above elucidates in a rather striking manner

this capital characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon public

law. I have shown that the two Anglo-Saxon Con-

stitutions, if they are not really treaties, yet contain

treaties which are an essential part of them, and that

from this fact they derive their most important features.

Now, the object of a treaty between living powers is

always to give securities to each other. It may happen

that they both fall under a predominant power which

absorbs them, but it is never the object of a treaty to

create such a power ; the most in this respect that parties

to a treaty can propose to themselves (and this is what

happened in the United States) is to create an arbitrator

with limited authority, who may preserve harmony

between the parties. Absolute justice introduced into

a treaty would only be baffled or violated by the rival

interests of the parties : the perfection of a treaty,

therefore, is not to be an embodiment of ideal justice,

but to express with accuracy, and to consolidate an

effectual balance of power between the contracting

parties. The maintenance of the status quo, a nicely

adapted compromise, is the highest aim that a treaty

can have. The idea of a supreme social good is quite

foreign to it. Narrow, but lucid realism, calm satis-
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faction or aquiescence in the arrangements of daily life,

dislike to great schemes, to heroic remedies and actions,

are naturally destructive of a somewhat complex

equilibrium : these are the characteristics common to

both the Anglo-Saxon Constitutions.

In France, constitution makers (nos constituants) saw

nothing but the human monads which, looked at from

afar, lost their differences of kind as well as of degree.

Hence they were led to treat them as equal and

similar, i.e. as abstractions by their very nature amenable

to very general principles. Consequently principles

hold a very important place in French public law.

In the next place, a circumstance connected with the

exercise of national sovereignty (I'acte constihtant), which

is peculiar to France is, that no fabric based on history

occupies the ground, and that in the midst of the site

to be covered there no longer stands any part of the old

edifice, which may hamper the arrangement and com-

plicate the plan of the new construction. The authors

of the French constitutions, therefore, have been in

the position of an architect about to erect a monu-

ment in the centre of a public square—they have a

free and clear space at their disposal. How could

they escape the temptation of erecting perfectly

symmetrical constructions of which all the parts are

linked together and radiate from a very few centres ?

Naturally they would expect that such an edifice, simple,

elegant, imposing from the harmony of the whole, and

the perfection of detail, would carry prestige with it,

and last for centuries. These characteristics are in fact

guarantees of solidity, though not the most secure ones

;
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they appeal only to the reasoning powers. But after all

it is wise to have recourse to them when one is deprived

of the other guarantees derived from custom. French

constitution makers, therefore, have done the work of

logicians, engineers, and artists. Logic is the soul of

their creations. Finally, as all the ancient powers were

destroyed or hated, it was impossible to fall back upon

their practice or refer to their precedents for anything

which was not provided for by express rule. It was

thought necessary to enunciate everything afresh, and

to fix everything in conformity with principle. This is

why the Articles of the earlier French Constitutions aim

at being encyclopedic as well as systematic. And ever

since the public law of France, following this precedent,

has continued to be inordinately explicit and scrupu-

lously literal. There is a maxim which has remained

true under all the successive regimes in France, viz.,

that all rights must be recorded in writing; that no

right can come into existence without a document to

attest it, or be annulled without express abolition.

There is no country where the feeling for customary law

is more blunted than in France, or where the virtue of

leaving things to be understood is less appreciated.

Nor is there any country where there is a greater dislike

to the idea of an equity (droit ipritorieii), which, while

preserving the form, changes the substance of written

law.

It is due to the nature of sovereignty (actes constituants)

in England and the United States that these countries

have escaped from the despotism of logic. We have
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shown that the fundamental laws of these countries

if not essentially treaties, yet contain treaties between

established powers. Now the one aim of a treaty is

not to bring down everything to a few simple axioms

and to follow them out to their logical consequences.

A treaty cannot help bearing more or less the stamp of

circumstances, and reflecting the incoherence, diversity,

and complexity of the state of things which it aims at

settling; the most it can do is to introduce into that

state of things some sort of order and arrangement.

The spirit of system does not extend over the domain

of diplomacy—a sphere of which the limits are ever

shifting under the influence of force and of will. The
principle that politics are to be treated in the spirit of

a treaty is universally and indisputably recognized in

England, of this I have already given proofs. The
recognition of this principle is less evident in the

Constitution of the United States. In appearance,

the Federal Constitution aims at being a well-ordered

composition ; it lays down general principles. But

we need only look closer to see that in it no principle

is followed out to the end,.but that concrete and varied

interests settle everything by a compromise. See, for

example, the principle of the liberty of the individual,

categorically asserted at the head of the Declaration of

Independence, and contradicted in a hypocritical form

by Section IX. of the first Article of the Constitu-

tion. See again the principle of respect for contracts

and federal arbitration between the States, which is

categorically affirmed in the text of the Constitution

but is openly contradicted by that eleventh Amendment
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of which the Supreme Court has recently made such

an extraordinary application.1

On every page contradictory clauses show traces of a

constant struggle, and of victory alternating between

the Northern and Southern States, the industrial and

agricultural States, between the populous States and

the small States, between the free and the slave States,

and lastly, between all the States, and the yet unborn

national authority. Logical sequence and systematic

order break down and constantly perish amid these

struggles for power.

A treaty further aims at settling only the points

already in dispute, or likely to become so. All other

points are either not settled or settled by protocols and

complementary documents. In this also Anglo-Saxon

constitutional law resembles a treaty. Both in England

and in the United States, side by side with special and

definite constitutional documents, a large field is occu-

pied by custom, by supplementary legislation, and by

local law; thus changes and adaptations which the

course of time renders necessary, are prudently and, so

to speak, noiselessly provided for. Hence on each

occasion for change, naturally much less is at stake than

if it were necessary solemnly to modify the fundamental

provisions of the Constitution. Such a Constitution

as that of England or of the United States is therefore

freer, more supple, and yet at the same time more stable,

1 It is well known that when certain States repudiated their

debt, or reduced the interest assured to their creditors by law, the

Supreme Court declared itself incompetent and refused to entertain

the claims of the plaintiffs.
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than can be any French polity. Every educated person

is aware that customary law has a place, and fills a

considerable role, in the English Constitution ; it is not

so generally known that in the United States customary

law has been the origin of more than one powerful and

original development of the Federal Constitution. I

have tried in the preceding pages to put this fact

in a clear light with reference to the powers of the

Senate. It is no less apparent in the system of

graduated elections which, as regards the presidential

election, has gradually grown up, side by side with

the plan provided by the letter of the Constitution.

Is it necessary for me to dwell further on the

importance and the bearing of the contrast on which I

have been insisting ? Slow changes, careful transitions,

which follow and reflect the natural progress of events

;

half concealed and almost unconscious transformations,

which do not run counter to consecrated formulas until

innovation has secretly gained over the instincts of the

people, and has allied itself with long custom—all these

different forms of growth take place more easily in

England, and even in the United States, than in France.

As much may be said for the partial modifications of

the Constitution, which though in appearance arbitrary

are in fact the work of a statesmanlike instinct, con-

stantly checked by regard for what is practical and

expedient. In France the logical perfection of the

Articles of the Constitution causes this danger ; if any

any modification be once admitted, the whole Consti-

tution is put in question, and is liable to be re-arranged

in accordance with the new principle which is involved
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in the change. A French constitution may be likened

to a town defended by a single wall without any re-

doubts inside it. A breach once made, the enemy

pours in and occupies the position. The two Anglo-

Saxon Constitutions on the other hand, are well pro-

vided with these internal defences ; by their very

nature they could never go through those sudden

transformations, which are so often in advance of the

needs and ideas of the people. They have never suffered

from these manifestations of noisy triumph by which

progress is exposed to the reaction of exasperated

prejudice, and which, on account of one faulty feature,

bring about a useless and dangerous revision of the

whole constitutional system. Compared to French

constitutions they exhibit several defects—they are

inferior, regarded as an artistic whole, they are not

inspired by elevated ideas, and there is little in their

construction to satisfy the intellect. But to make up

they are endowed with an elasticity, and with a capacity

for adaptation, which have up to this day insured to

them a far longer existence than has been granted to

the classic constructions and the " eternal mansions
"

of French constitution-makers.

I say advisedly "up to this day." The trans-

formation which took place in France in the last century

is not confined to that country ; it proceeds from

general causes. It was accomplished in France at one

stroke ; in other countries it has taken place by stages,

or by a process of insensible evolution. In all societies

the increase of personal property, unlimited as it is,

and accessible to all, equalizes the differences caused by
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the preponderance of landed property, which by its

nature is limited in amount, and subject to a natural

monopoly. In all societies the development of science,

a domain open to all gifted men, equalizes the dif-

ferences based upon the preponderating influence of

experience and tradition, the inheritance of certain cor-

porations and certain families. In all societies, thanks

to the improved means of communication and the

activity of commerce, distant regions are brought

nearer, their inhabitants mingle together, and tend to

lose the feeling of a separate life and destiny. Every-

where we see a daily diminution of the differences be-

tween localities, persons, ideas, and interests. In fact

everything which serves as framework or support to

special or partial groups, intermediate between the State

and the individual, has received a shock, and has been

undermined or destroyed. It is certain then that sooner

or later all nations will go through the conditions out of

which, in 1789, the French political system arose. By

the slow action of these causes, we see that in England

,

as well as in America, democratic equality and national

homogeneity are growing side by side, and are bringing

about the day, which is still distant, but inevitable, when

these two countries will possess a simple political con-

stitution founded on law, i.e. on the express will of

the numerical majority. Law will then be founded

on logic alone, and logic, left mistress of the field by

the gradual retreat of tradition and custom, will express

its will and find its satisfaction in systematic ideas.

Logic will in consequence be forced to rely on its own

resources alone, and from these, combined with a more
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complete and minute knowledge than now exists of the

objects aimed at by a constitution, will have to provide

those checks on sudden change which policy now draws

from custom, tradition, and other sentiments which do

not originate in the rational part of human nature but

are derived from past history.

An acute observer has remarked that the United

States are still in the feudal stage of their history, and

that they must in their turn pass through the successive

phases of centralization. I have already pointed out

the circumstances which have retarded, and which will

still greatly delay, the progress of this evolution. In

England, at any rate, the Constitution is gradually ceas-

ing to be a government of public opinion, and is be-

coming an organized democracy. Formerly the majority

of the people were excluded from the parliamentary

franchise. At that time popular aspirations formed a

sort of atmosphere, generally in a state of moderate

activity, in which independent political powers floated

and moved with apparent spontaneity, but in the end

yielded to the course of opinion. Sometimes they

delayed and resisted this current for a long time till its

accumulated force carried everything away before it.

To-day, owing to the existence of almost universal

suffrage, the will of the people is condensed and em-

bodied in a legal organ, viz., Parliament. Popular will

acts upon the law and upon the government like a

powerful and regular spring, presses and bears upon

the right spot, and thus produces with perfect certainty

the desired movement of the political mechanism.

To sum up the whole matter, the distinctions
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already dwelt upon between the three countries may,

after all, tend to disappear through partial and gradual

assimilation. They proceed in part from the fact

that, while all three nations are influenced by a

common democratic movement, the progress of this

movement has, in the case of England and of the

United States, been delayed, whilst in France it has

been hurried on, so that France has reached a more

advanced stage of the movement than the other two

countries. This explanation is necessary in order to

make the exact bearing of my preceding remarks in-

telligible, and with this I close this already too lengthy

essay.
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Man, Isle of, not part of United
Kingdom, 11

Ministerial responsibility in Eng-
land and U.S., 142

Ministers in U.S., see Congress
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Party Government, absence of, in

U.S., 86, 87
"People," constitutional meaning

of, 156
Philadelphia Convention, 81, 85,

118, 159
separation of legislature and

executive, 85
anti-democratic spirit of, 111-

113, 118
Prerogative, royal, undefined in

England, 19

President (U.S.)—
mode of electing, 75, 108, 110,

161

powers as to treaties, 90
powers as to cession, 91

term of office, 113, 115
Press, freedom of, 32, 66
Privy Council, revival of, 23
Public powers, see England, France,

United States

R

Senate (U.S.)—
evolution of, 75, 76, 79

independence of, 77
functions, 77
original meetings, private, 78
powers as to Money Bills,

81-83

powers as to treaties, 90
powers as to cession, 91

veto of nomination abandoned,
93

Committees, 100, 101

fixed duration of, 113, 115

equal representation of States

in, 120, 160
mode of election, 122

Sovereignty, conceptions of, 141-175

see also England, France,

United States

State Sovereignty in U.S. Con-
stitution, 122

State Constitutions (U.S.)

—

democratic spirit of, 123
Statutes as part of English Consti-

tution, 8, 18, 46
Supreme Court

—

see United States

Reform Acts, 157, 158
Religious liberty, 32, 66
Resistance, doctrine of, 33, 37
Revolution (of 1688), 30 ; French,

see French
Rosebery, Lord, on Imperial Federa-

tion, 16

Rossi, Monsieur, 55
Rousseau's theories, 39
Rowan, Senator, 77

Treaty—
place of in English Constitu-

tion, 8, 166
place of in U.S. Constitution,

154, 166
Treaty making affected by geograph-

ical position, 105

Treaty-making power, 90, 91, 92

Tyler, Senator, 76

Sacheverell Case, 33
Salisbury, Lord, on doctrine of

resistance, 37
Scotland

—

Act of Union, 8, 10
separate laws of, 11

II

United States—
Constituent States, rights of,

63, 66, 72, 111, 112, 119,

120, 123, 159
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United States

—

Electoral systems of, 112, 132,

159
Supreme Court, jurisdiction of,

67, 170
President, see President

Vice-President, see Vice-Presi-

dent
Senate, see Senate
House of Representatives, see

House
Ministers excluded from Con-

gress, 85, 95, 100
impeachment of, 87

political parties, 95, 134
Centralized government, lack

of, 103
public powers, disparity of

duration, 115
disparity of authority, 116

institutions, federal distin-

guished from States', 111
judges irremovable, 117
a nation of States, 119
commercial nature of polity,

128

ideas of Sovereignty, 71, 153,

159, 160, 168
unity unsettled till 1860, 153

United States Constitution, 55-137
French errors as to, 61-64,

69, 75
States, rights of, 64, 66, 72,

111, 112, 119, 120, 123, 159
Jury trial. 65

United States Constitution

—

Religious liberty, 66
press, freedom of, 66
interpreted by State Constitu-

tions, 68-70, 73, 151
compared with French, 71, 152
customary law as affecting, 74,

75

rigidity not absolute, 74
faults of, 84
conflict of powers, 84
powers, legislative and execu-

tive, 85, 87, 88, 89, 103
Ministers excluded from Con-

gress, 85, 95, 100
impeachment of, 87

Government independent of

legislature, 88
Federal, authority of, 134
Jefferson's maxim on, 71

effect of geographical position,

104-110
compared with English, 141

as an imperative law, 154
Treaty, place of, 154
individuals, place of, 159

Universal Suffrage

—

difference of in France and
U.S., 136

VICE-PRESIDENT (U.S.)—
anomalous position of. Ill

THE END
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